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Abstract

Background: Primary care networks are groups of general practices brought together in July 2019 to develop new services in response to NHS England/Improvement policy using a shared budget. This study examined the early implementation of primary care networks, especially what has helped or hindered progress, how they operate in relation to pre-existing collaborations, and issues for rural networks.

Objective: To produce early evidence about the development of primary care networks to inform policy for their future development. Our research questions were to investigate 1) the contextual background of primary care networks; 2) the rationale for general practices to enter into collaborations; 3) the early learning from establishing primary care networks; 4) barriers to and facilitators of effective collaboration across GP practices; and, 5) the likely future progress of primary care networks in the English NHS, including in light of Covid-19.

Design: A qualitative cross-comparative case study evaluation comprised of four work packages:

1) A rapid evidence assessment;
2) A workshop with academics, policy experts, and patient/public representatives;
3) Interviews with stakeholders, observations of meetings, a survey, and documentary analysis across four case study sites; and
4) Analysis and synthesis of findings to develop recommendations for the next stage of development of primary care networks.

Results: Primary care networks have been implemented in a timely manner and have established a range of new local health services. Previous GP collaborations provide much-needed support in terms of management, leadership and infrastructure, although they can be a source of tension within networks where interests, goals and ways of working do not align.

Reasons for collaborative working typically focus on the sustainability of primary care and a desire for better integrated services, although those cited as the basis for joining primary care networks were mostly related to policy and financial incentives. Early evidence reveals operational success in establishing organisational structures, recruiting to new roles, and providing services as required by the national specification.
Effective management and leadership, particularly with respect to having a committed clinical director, and constructive relationships between primary care networks and clinical commissioning groups, are important in ensuring success. In rural areas there was some perceived lack of fit with aspects of the primary care network specification, alongside existing challenges of providing primary care to rural populations.

**Limitations:** Arranging and completing interviews proved difficult given the workload associated with implementing networks and wider time pressures. Following the onset of the Covid-19 pandemic, the team was unable to undertake planned face-to-face workshops to explore findings. Given that primary care networks were in their first year of operation at the time of this evaluation, we were cautious in drawing definitive conclusions.

**Conclusions:** Key lessons focus on:

- Increasing the engagement of GP practices and wider primary care teams with networks.
- Building leadership and management capacity to support networks in fulfilling their contractual obligations and meeting local health needs.
- Clarifying how primary care networks will operate in the post-Covid-19 health and social care system.

**Future work:** Evaluating the impact and effectiveness of primary care networks using quantitative and qualitative measures; undertaking research in both rural and urban areas, exploring the extent to which this context is significant; the cost and effectiveness of sustaining and extending leadership and management support within primary care networks; and understanding the relationships between primary care networks and the wider health and care system.

**Study registration:** Ethical approval from the University of Birmingham Research Ethics Committee (ERN_13-1085AP34). Rapid Evidence Assessment protocol registered with PROSPERO (CRD42018110790)

**Funding:** This project was funded by the National Institute of Health Research (NIHR) Health Services and Delivery Research programme (16/138/31 – Birmingham, RAND and Cambridge Evaluation Centre).
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Plain English summary

Over the past 20 years, many general practitioners (GPs) have been working more closely with other local practices to offer a wider range of services for patients. In July 2019, NHS England asked GP practices to join together into primary care networks and use new funding to offer extra services to improve the health and wellbeing of local communities.

This research looked at how these networks were established, what they have achieved so far and what has helped or hindered progress. We were particularly interested in the experience of primary care networks in rural areas, and how networks fit in with other types of collaboration, including GP federations and super-partnerships.

To do this, we first examined previous research that had sought to understand GP groups. We then chose four primary care networks where we carried out interviews and a survey with staff; observed meetings; and reviewed reports and papers. The Covid-19 pandemic emerged during our study, which meant that we had to stop collecting information from sites earlier than expected.

This research revealed that the networks made good progress in their first nine months, forming their new organisation, recruiting staff, and preparing plans to start more services in future years. Although they made considerable progress, primary care networks also faced challenges in their first months, including how to ensure sufficient management support, some tension in trying to agree on the goals and direction of the networks, and concerns about excessive workload.

We concluded that primary care networks can help GP practices run a wider range of services for their patients, and make changes that are needed in response to the Covid-19 pandemic. It will be important for government to give primary care networks the freedom to plan for what local people need, monitor carefully the progress made, and ensure that the particular priorities of primary care networks in rural areas are taken into account.
**Scientific summary**

**Background:** In its Five Year Forward View strategic plan published in 2014, NHS England (now NHS England and Improvement) identified the need for new models of care that increasingly require collaboration across a range of health and social care services and providers. This strategic plan suggested that GP practices needed to work together (and with other primary care practitioners and services) in a more systematic, sustained and organised manner.

Primary care networks (PCNs) were built on the many pilots of new ‘vanguard’ models of integrated health care that had been developed as a result of the Five Year Forward View, and were advocated by NHS England to be “an essential building block of every Integrated Care System”. As a result, primary care networks were introduced in 2019 with the aim of forming groups of general practices, with a shared network budget to develop new services in response to national policy intended to bring about better integration of health care within local communities. These networks offer the possibility of significant levels of additional funding by taking on a contract for enhanced services on behalf of groups of practices. Hence, primary care networks have a formal, incentivised and almost compulsory feel compared to many predecessor schemes of collective primary care. Unsurprisingly, almost all general practices have joined a primary care network.

There were (as at May 2020) 1259 primary care networks, serving populations that range from 20,000 to well above the 50,000 suggested in NHS England and Improvement primary care network-related guidance. These primary care networks sometimes build on prior GP collaborations, which can provide organisational infrastructure and support to newly formed networks. Although some primary care networks also bring together practices that had not worked collaboratively in the past.

**Objectives:** The overarching purpose for this evaluation was to produce early evidence of the development and implementation of primary care networks introduced into the NHS in England in July 2019. The evaluation had a particular focus on seeking to understand how practices entered into collaborations, why some collaborations stall or fail, and whether and how the experience of rural collaborations may differ from that of urban examples.

In order to address our aims, we sought to answer the following evaluation questions:

- **RQ1:** What was the contextual and policy background within which primary care networks were introduced?
RQ1.1: What were the pre-existing forms of GP collaborative working across primary care in England?

RQ 1.2: How have new primary care networks been implemented in a sample of urban and rural settings?

RQ 1.3: How do new primary care networks relate to pre-existing GP collaborations?

- **RQ2**: What are the rationales and motives for general practices to enter into GP collaborations, including new primary care networks? In particular, what role do financial incentives play in facilitating or inhibiting collaboration? What are the expected outcomes for primary care networks?

- **RQ3**: What evidence exists about the positive or negative impacts associated with different experiences of establishing GP collaborations and how do these relate to newly formed primary care networks?

- **RQ4**: What appear to be the barriers to and facilitators of effective collaboration across GP practices, both with respect to successful and unsuccessful collaboration, and achieving impact or not?

- **RQ5**: What does the analysis of prior experience of GP collaborations, and the early implementation of primary care networks, suggest in terms of the likely progress of primary care networks in the NHS in England, including in light of the Covid-19 pandemic and associated challenges?

**Methods**: We completed a mixed methods cross-comparative case study evaluation with four case study sites. The evaluation comprised of four work packages:

**WP1: A rapid evidence assessment**: we present an overview of published evidence that distilled prior learning and informed the development of propositions to be tested through comparative case studies of new primary care collaborations/networks. The study team completed a search of evidence summaries (published from 1998-2012) and primary care research studies and reviews (published from 2013-2018) using key search terms in titles and abstracts, in PubMed, Ovid MEDLINE, Web of Science, and Scopus for literature published in English only.
WP2: Stakeholder workshop: we delivered a workshop for relevant stakeholders (e.g. academic and policy experts in the field, patient and public involvement representatives), where initial findings from the rapid evidence assessment were shared and discussed. The aim of this workshop was to clarify evidence gaps and evaluation questions of particular relevance to emerging policy on primary care networks and thus inform next steps for WP3.

WP3: Comparative case studies of four primary care networks (minimum of two in rural settings): We undertook a multi-faceted sampling process to select a total of four rural and urban case study sites, based on identifying appropriate primary care collaborations through clinical commissioning groups that had not been previously evaluated. Individuals were purposively sampled for maximum variation with the aid of gatekeepers at each site (our lead contact within the primary care network – usually a senior manager or administrator). Interviews (N=25) with those involved in the conceptual design, implementation of the primary care network in their respective sites, and exploration of the relationship of the network with any prior GP collaboration in the case study site; analysis of key documentation (both internal and publicly shared); non-participant observation (N=10) of strategic meetings; and an online survey (N=28) to collate information on challenges associated with collaborative working and measuring early impact. We took a content analysis approach to documentary reviews and observations. Data analysis for interviews was informed by the Gale et al. (2013) framework method for the analysis of qualitative data in multi-disciplinary health research1. The Covid-19 pandemic emerged during the evaluation and meant that the study team suspended data collection earlier than planned and were unable to complete as many observations as intended (due to local cancellations).

WP4: analysis of findings from work packages 1-3 to develop a set of recommendations for the next stage of development of primary care networks in the NHS in England: We will share and discuss findings generated from data collection develop recommendations for commissioners, providers and policy makers through academic outputs.

Results:

Findings from the rapid evidence assessment identified some important lessons for primary care networks to consider, such as: the time it will likely take for primary care networks to become established as well-functioning organisations in the wider health and social care system; and, the level of high quality management and leadership capacity required to ensure their success. Primary care networks also require sufficient time and capacity to develop trusting and supportive
relationships within the GP collaboration and with other partner organisations, especially early in their implementation. Our rapid review enabled us to identify important gaps in the research evidence and use such insights to frame questions for our case study research.

**Purpose of primary care networks**

This evaluation has revealed that those working to implement and run primary care networks largely support the overarching policy aims set for them, and general practices across England have seized the opportunity to access new funding to form networks. However, many GPs and their teams place a higher priority on matters of particular concern to those working in general practice and primary care, namely those related to enhancing the sustainability of primary care itself, workload issues and improving the availability and coordination of local primary care services.

There is a paradox for primary care networks in that they are expected on the one hand to meet local population health needs, yet on the other face nationally-specified requirements to employ certain professionals (e.g. pharmacists, social prescribers) and introduce defined services (e.g. enhanced health care in care homes) irrespective of whether these are considered by primary care network leadership teams to be the most pressing in terms of local need. This paradox was a significant source of tension within our evaluation findings, with a rich and varied mix of views about the purpose of primary care networks, sometimes positive and supportive of the national approach, and at others frustrated at having to toe a government line in order to receive new funding, feeling that the ‘PCN policy’ had been imposed upon general practice in a rather rushed manner.

**Prior GP collaborations**

In all four case study sites, the new primary care network was established in the context of a prior GP collaboration. For example, where respondents described a particular service innovation or other success, it was often attributed to previous forms of local GP collaboration, with the primary care network seen as a way of sustaining or extending such development.

Previous collaborations helped the primary care network to build on prior successes such as the strong existing relationships between practices and integrated service delivery. Pragmatically, prior collaborations provided the primary care network with operational support for hiring staff in new roles alongside greater management infrastructure. However, it was often a source of tension where the new network was perceived as un-doing the work of the previous collaboration, where the aims of the primary care network and previous collaboration did not align, and where some practices who
were part of two different previous collaborations were coming together to comprise a single new network.

Ownership of and engagement with primary care networks

This evaluation has revealed a tension between the desire for local autonomy and influence over primary care networks, and the top-down nature of national PCN policy. Hence, there were differences between local priorities for primary care networks (compared to national policy objectives) and the extent of control networks had over commissioning with respect to the local clinical commissioning group.

Taking time to clarify the role of primary care networks within the health and social care system may help clarify how they work in relation to their local clinical commissioning groups, and their role in delivering on both local and national priorities. Developing shared goals and objectives also emerged from this evaluation as an enabler of progress, and of positive working relationships within and beyond the primary care network. For some respondents in our evaluation, time and resource for organisational development were important, including through staff away days, joint training events, and forums for practice managers and/or nurses from across the primary care network.

Leadership and management

The need for effective leadership of the primary care network, together with sufficient high-quality management support, was a strong theme in the evaluation fieldwork. It was clear that although small organisations, primary care networks need a significant range of administrative and management capacity and skills, including finance and accounting, human resources, information technology, staff engagement, and governance support.

In terms of management challenges for primary care networks, the time required for meetings, recruitment of staff, implementing new roles and services alongside core services, and administration and management of the network were of particular note. The time pressure for those involved in primary care network development was reported as an acute concern, especially for clinical directors and practice managers having to do this on top of their usual ‘day job’. The varied quality of leadership and management from primary care network clinical directors raises a concern about the sustainability of these roles longer term, and the time commitment required of them presents a risk of burn-out and instability in network leadership.
The role of funding and incentives

A strong and consistent message across our evaluation fieldwork was that primary care networks had been established in a near universal manner as a result of NHS England and Improvement using them as the mechanism through which to offer new funding to general practice. The allocation of a new source of funding channelled directly into general practice, rather than through an intermediary organisation such as the clinical commissioning group or sustainability and transformation partnership, was clearly welcomed in principle by most practices.

For others however, the experience of setting up the primary care network, establishing cross-practice working, and having to use the new resources largely to deliver services required by NHS England and Improvement, had led to frustration, disappointment, and even talk of leaving the network. This view was typically based on an assessment of the amount of work (and hence resource) entailed in setting up and running a primary care network and its shared services, and the burden experienced by practices ‘losing’ GP and management time to support the new organisation. For GPs, this deviated from their initial expectations of primary care networks which they felt would alleviate GP workload and improve the financial stability of practices.

Relationship with the wider NHS system

Our evaluation revealed variation in the relationship between clinical commissioning groups and primary care networks. In some instances, clinical commissioning groups have enabled and supported primary care networks, providing resource and expertise to help establish inter-practice working, hire new staff, and operate contracts. In others areas, however, there was evidence of the clinical commissioning group attempting to hold onto control that had been delegated to primary care networks, exerting close monitoring of budgets and spending decisions, and not operating within the spirit and expectation of national PCN policy. It is important to note that this evaluation took place during the first nine months of operation of primary care networks. Therefore, networks were still very much in their formative phase and were learning not only how to work as a collective of practices, but also with their clinical commissioning group(s), local NHS trusts, and other partners such as community pharmacies, third sector organisations, and social services providers.

The experience of rural primary care networks

Our evaluation set out to look at differences between rural and urban primary care networks. Two of our case study primary care networks were in rural areas while another was semi-rural. Some of
those in more rural areas reflected that they felt that national PCN policy had been developed more with urban practices and collaborations in mind, and did not account adequately for the experience of primary care in rural areas. For example, policy about recruiting new professional staff for primary care networks was developed on the basis that they would deliver services for patients across the network, but challenges around geography, travel time (for staff, patients and carers) and public transport made this much more difficult in rural areas. A key aspect of rural primary care and general practice was that practices had well-established ways of working together to meet local needs and service demands, albeit in a context of restricted choice about who to collaborate with.

**Conclusion:** Based on the findings of our evaluation, we propose the following implications for local and national decision makers:

**Increasing the engagement of GP practices and wider primary care teams with primary care networks**

- There is a need for consistent long-term national policy about primary care networks and other forms of GP collaboration that allows for local diversity of size and form of network, also avoiding the temptation to merge or reorganise primary care networks.
- It is important that realistic and clear goals are set for primary care networks, both by NHS England and Improvement, and local clinical commissioning groups.
- Efforts should be made to ensure that national primary care network policy is compatible with both rural and urban area primary care delivery.

**Building leadership and management capacity**

- It is important for primary care networks to build on the experience and expertise of pre-existing GP collaborations.
- There is a need to ensure sufficient and distributed management and organisational support for the primary care network clinical director role.
- It is important to ensure that the wider primary care team is able to be part of primary care network leadership, and that good practice is shared locally and nationally.

**Clarifying how primary care networks fit into the wider health and social care system**

- NHS England and Improvement may wish to revisit the role of the primary care network in the context of the health and care system as it emerges from the Covid-19 pandemic.
• It is important to ensure that primary care networks are monitored and performance-managed by NHS England and Improvement in a way that enables them space and permission to develop and pursue local priorities within the context of a national framework.

• There is a need for national decision makers to clarify the role of clinical commissioning groups in relation to primary care networks.

In further research, it will be important to use a mix of quantitative and qualitative measures to evaluate and understand how primary care networks move from an initial stage characterised by relatively high up-front costs, to a more established phase where the resources put into networks might contribute more meaningfully to sustainability and efficiency in primary care. In addition, the ongoing relationship between primary care networks and prior GP collaborations will be important to track, for this evaluation has revealed just how established the concept of collegial or collective working now is across English general practice. Overall, it will be vital that research into primary care network progress, outcomes and ways of working is able to answer the question: do general practices need to collaborate to achieve key outcomes (e.g. improving access, achieving sustainability) and if so, what support and investment is required?

**Study registration:** Ethical approval from the University of Birmingham Research Ethics Committee (ERN_13-1085AP34). Rapid Evidence Assessment protocol registered with PROSPERO (CRD42018110790).

**Funding:** The National Institute for Health Research Health Services and Delivery Research programme (16/138/31 – Birmingham, RAND and Cambridge Evaluation Centre).
Chapter 1: Context

Box 1: Key points from Chapter 1

Introduction

Primary care networks are groups of general practices brought together across England in 2019 to develop new services in response to national policy intended to bring about better integration of health care within local communities.

Primary care networks were to build on the many pilots of new ‘vanguard’ models of integrated health care that had been developed as a result of the NHS Five Year Forward View.

Primary care networks offer the possibility of significant levels of additional funding (allocated through primary care network budgets) for general practice through a compulsory, formal, and incentivised model which differs from many predecessor schemes of collective primary care.

There were (as at May 2020) 1259 primary care networks in England, serving populations ranging from 20,000 to well above the 50,000 suggested in policy.

Primary care networks sometimes build on prior GP collaborations and are often supported by the organisational infrastructure of the extant collaborations. Other networks are brand new entities in the process of becoming established and working out how best to source their management support.

The research took place in a rapidly changing policy and service context – initially as a result of the implementation of the NHS Long-Term Plan and subsequent professional challenge to the primary care network policy and contractual proposals, and thereafter as the global Covid-19 pandemic emerged in early 2020.

The aim of this rapid evaluation study was to provide early evidence about the implementation of primary care networks (PCNs) in the NHS across England, with a particular focus on understanding what has helped or hindered their progress, how they operate in relation to pre-existing collaborations in general practice, and exploring issues for rural as compared with urban primary care networks. The detailed research questions for the study are set out on in Chapter 2 (Methods).

Primary care networks are groups of general practices brought together in 2019 to develop new services in response to national policy intended to bring about better integration of health care within local communities, with each network holding a shared budget for primary care network activities. The study entailed a review of existing international research evidence about collaborations within general practice and then, based on identified knowledge gaps, case study research to examine the nature, functioning, potential and shortcomings of primary care networks.
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The research took place in a rapidly changing policy and service context – initially as a result of the implementation of the NHS Long Term Plan and subsequent professional challenge to the primary care network policy and contractual proposals, and thereafter as the global Covid-19 pandemic emerged.

The findings from this rapid evaluation study are intended to inform NHS England and Improvement’s and the primary care community’s future planning and guidance for primary care networks. Our analysis of these findings forms the basis of recommendations for how the sustainability of primary care networks can be assured and how they might develop in future, including in the context of significant changes taking place in primary health care and general practice as a result of the 2020 Covid-19 global pandemic.

Policy context

The General Practitioner (GP) practice is one of the main first points of contact that patients have with the National Health Service (NHS) and acts as a gateway connecting people to specialist care at treatment centres, hospitals, mental health services and community health care. NHS general practice has until recently had high approval ratings among patients and the public, and is considered important and cost-effective in that it enables health outcomes to be improved and health inequalities to be addressed, whilst helping to contain costs in the wider health system.

In its Five Year Forward View strategic plan published in 2014, NHS England (now NHS England and Improvement) identified the need for new models of care that increasingly require collaboration across a range of health and social care services and providers. Related to this, it was asserted that GP practices needed to work together (and with other primary care practitioners and services) in a more systematic, sustained and organised manner. The 2016 General Practice Forward View built on the NHS Five Year Forward View, describing how the NHS needed to change to make sure that sufficient and sustainable primary health care could be provided. The NHS Five Year Forward view also noted that GP practices needed to be flexible and ready to change, including by adapting to evolving health needs – in particular those of an ageing population living with multiple complex conditions - and the opportunities presented by new technology. The context for these plans was one of general practice in the UK being under considerable strain, as evidenced by the Commonwealth Fund 2019 survey of primary care physicians where just 6% of UK GPs reported feeling ‘extremely’ or ‘very satisfied’ with their workload (the lowest of all countries surveyed), and 49% reported wanting to reduce their clinical hours in the next 3 years.
The NHS Long Term Plan (for England) published in January 2019\(^8\) confirmed that spending on primary and community health services was to be at least £4.5 billion higher in five years’ time to “fund expanded community multidisciplinary teams aligned with new primary care networks based on neighbouring GP practices” (NHS England 2019a, para 1.9). Subsequent guidance published by NHS England and the British Medical Association (BMA) later in January 2019 (NHS England 2019b) confirmed the requirement for all GP practices in England to form local ‘primary care networks’ (PCNs) covering patient populations of 30,000-50,000 by July 2019, “so that no patients or practices are disadvantaged”\(^9\).

Primary care networks were to build on the many pilots of new ‘vanguard’ models of integrated health care that had been developed as a result of the Five Year Forward View, and these new networks were advocated by NHS England to be “an essential building block of every Integrated Care System”. Those vanguard models of care entailed pilots of significant integration of: general practice and community health services; hospital, mental health, community and primary care; general practice and social care (particularly in providing support to residential care homes); and services focused on particular clinical conditions such as cancer. The funding for these vanguard schemes ended in March 2018, and early and interim assessment of their progress concluded that their long-term impact and sustainability was unproven\(^10,11\). Our evaluation of the early implementation and progress of primary care networks took place in the context of these prior vanguard schemes, and in some sites the work of the networks was building on aspects of those schemes, and the joint working in health and social care that had underpinned the vanguard projects.

**General practice collaborations in the NHS in England**

Collaborations in general practice, also sometimes known in international health policy as ‘organised general practice’ or ‘managed primary care’, have emerged in many health systems over the past three decades \(^12\). Primary care networks represent the latest incarnation of such collaborations in the NHS in England.

In 2017, the Nuffield Trust and the Royal College of General Practitioners (RCGP) undertook a survey of all GP practices across England, to establish the pattern and frequency of collaborative working across practices \(^13\). Eighty-one per cent of respondents reported that their practice was already working in collaboration with other local GP practices, this having been at 73% in the prior iteration of the survey in 2015. The primary reasons given for working collaboratively were: to improve access for patients to general practice; to transfer more health services into the community; to strengthen
financial and organisational sustainability of general practice; and to improve staff experience, training and education. The survey results also emphasised that:

- working at scale in collaborative arrangements was broadly accepted as the future for general practice in England;
- there were many forms of GP collaboration across the NHS, with GP federations being the most commonly reported (see Table 1 below for an explanation of GP federations);
- in almost all cases these collaborations had emerged from within general practice rather than being mandated in national policy;
- GP practices were often part of more than one collaboration;
- these collaborations varied in size, with over 50% having more than 100,000 registered patients;
- networks varied in focus and motivation for collective working, with smaller groups tending to prioritise practice sustainability, staff experience, and patient access. Larger groups tended to prioritise patient access and transferring services to the community; and
- time and work pressures were considered the main barrier to collaborations achieving their aims.¹³

Table 1, drawing on the work of Rosen et al. sets out the main GP collaboration models in England in place in 2019, and thus provides important context about the pre-existing GP collaborations from - or alongside which - new primary care networks have formed. The inter-play of pre-existing GP collaborations and primary care networks formed a core aspect of this evaluation study (see Chapter 2, Methods). The collaboration models in Table 1 vary considerably. For example, super-partnerships represent a formal merger of practices and have a board of directors to oversee the collaboration, together with a shared contract which binds all practices together. GP federations can either be informal or formal in the way they are set up and work together, and take a variety of legal and contractual forms. Networks are typically informal in nature, coming together around a set of specific issues such as enabling extended hours opening of general practice or a 24/7 out-of-hours service, or to inform the planning of local services.¹⁴

Along with different models of collaborative working, GP collaborations also vary in terms of how they are set up geographically. While GP practices can group together based on geographical proximity (as is the case for primary care networks), some collaborations are not geographically contiguous; rather, they are regional or national multi-practice organisations that are geographically
dispersed\textsuperscript{15}. Notably, some types of collaborations may go by more than one name (federation, super-partnership, primary care group, etc.) but may share common characteristics in terms of functions performed\textsuperscript{16}.

The nature and extent of these prior GP collaborations is important context to the implementation and development of primary care networks, as many have continued to operate alongside new networks, often providing management and infrastructure support. It has been noted in prior analysis that GP collaborations can bring opportunities for smaller practices who have struggled to tailor services for patients living with complex needs in both rural and urban areas \textsuperscript{32}. It is of note that the prior collaborations in place as primary care networks were established are largely ones that evolved from within general practice and primary care (as opposed to being mandated in national policy), and are typically considered to be ‘owned’ by local practices and practitioners (or may indeed formally be owned by them). By contrast, primary care networks have been mandated in national policy, and the issue of general practitioners’ sense of ownership of and belonging to the new networks is explored in the research reported here.

Table 1: Overview of general practice collaboration models in England (adapted from Rosen et al, 2016)\textsuperscript{14}

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Collaboration model</th>
<th>Key characteristics</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Informal network</td>
<td>Networks (described as ‘informal networks’ here in order to distinguish between them and ‘primary care networks’ as set out in the NHS Long Term Plan) are one way in which GP practices can collaborate. There are no formal ties between the practices, instead relying on informal discussions, meetings and cooperation. All practices in such a network keep their own contracts and funding sources, and no particularly tangible objectives are typically set.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multi-site practice organisation</td>
<td>These organisations are very formal in nature, where there is one core company or group of directors that holds one GP contract for all practices within that management framework. The goals of each practice, therefore, should be in alignment with those of the organisation as a whole. Funds are held in the central hub of the organisation and disseminated to practices for specific purposes.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Super-partnership</strong></td>
<td>Similar to multi-site practice organisations, super-partnerships represent mergers of previously independent GP practices into a single new organisation. The governance for super-partnerships is complex. Practices may either choose to manage each of their contracts separately, although activities and goals are shared and aligned across all participating practices, or they may choose to redraw a new General Medical Services (GMS) contract with an executive board to oversee the work of all participating practices. In the latter case, funds will be redistributed according to any new processes in place.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Federation</strong></td>
<td>Federations are more formal than networks, but less formal than multi-site practice organisations and super-partnerships. In federations, participating GP practices maintain responsibility for their own contracts. However, some additional legal agreements might be pursued and put into place in order to carry out joint activities. An executive board function typically exists to oversee the federation, however, each practice may set its own goals and objectives that do not necessarily align with those of the organisation as a whole.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Primary care home (PCH)</strong></td>
<td>The primary care home model was created by the National Association of Primary Care (NAPC) building on the Health Care Home from the USA(^1). An integrated care model, it has four key characteristics that need to be met in order for a collaboration to be categorised as a primary care home: 1) the partnership must span across primary, secondary, and social care; 2) there is a strong element of personalised care with the aim of improving the health of the population as a whole; 3) all funding is channelled through one central budgetary system between all stakeholders in the collaboration; and 4) it covers a population of 30,000-50,000 registered patients across collaborators.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Hubs</strong></td>
<td>Hubs often emerge as part of existing collaborative relationships amongst different GP practices that are already in place, and are</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
usually focused on delivering extended access to general practice care. Their aims and objectives can differ depending on local population needs; however, a core feature is that they provide same-day urgent appointments to registered patients. For example, this can been done by having a shared triage system to point patients to the most appropriate route of care. Additionally, they may offer out-of-hours care. More recently Covid-19 primary care hubs have been formed.

**Primary care networks**

Primary care networks are the latest attempt on the part of the NHS in England to engage general practice (and other primary care practitioners and teams) in bringing about a range of service changes intended to support local populations living with ever more complex long-term conditions, and reduce the reliance of such people on in-patient hospital care. Previous similar policy initiatives have included GP fundholding, total purchasing projects, personal medical services schemes, and primary care groups. Furthermore, with primary care networks there is a desire to use this more collaborative approach as a means to strengthen the sustainability of general practice, including in respect of its workforce and financial health. The key features of primary care networks are set out in Box 2 below.

**Box 2: Primary care networks – key features (adapted from Baird et al., 2018)**

Commenced on 1 July 2019, as required by NHS England and Improvement.

There are 1259 networks across England – the intention was that they cover a population of 30,000 to 50,000, in line with the primary care home model (National Association of Primary Care).

Around 50 networks, usually in rural areas, cover a population of less than 30,000, and 35% of registered primary care networks cover a population greater than 50,000.

Each primary care network holds a Directed Enhanced Service (DES) contract as a formal agreement across the constituent practices, with one practice holding this on behalf of those within the network.
The Directed Enhanced Service contract provides funds for the network to operate seven new services specified by NHS England and Improvement (five starting from July 2019, and a further two from April 2020), including social prescribing, practice-based pharmacy (structure medication reviews), enhanced health services for care homes, digital forms of access to general practice, community paramedic and physiotherapist support, more effective early cancer diagnosis, cardiovascular disease diagnosis and prevention, and local action to address health inequalities.

The services provided by the primary care network are being phased in over a period of three years (this has been extended from the initial two-year plan), with social prescribing and practice-based pharmacy being the first to be implemented, followed by enhanced health services for care homes.

Primary care networks will form the geographical basis for the development of integrated community health teams, including for mental health services, with a focus on providing proactive and anticipatory care.

£1.8 billion in funding will be provided via primary care networks by 2023-24, including money to operate the networks and help pay for additional primary care staff.

Primary care networks are distinct from previous collaborations in terms of the context in which they are being implemented. Almost half of GPs in the NHS in England are employed on a salaried or sessional basis (as opposed to having equity ownership of the practice), and a majority are women (many of whom work part-time and/or wish to have portfolio careers, as do some of their male colleagues)\(^22\). Even before the Covid-19 pandemic, a significant shortfall has been seen in availability of GPs and other health professionals (including community and practice nurses) at a time of rising demand for services. Furthermore, the sustainability of general practice is a key current concern, both in respect of securing sufficient workforce, and matching supply of services to growing patient demand\(^7\).

Primary care networks are particularly noteworthy in that they offer general practices the possibility of significant levels of additional funding, and in that there is a contractual basis to this. Hence, PCN working has a formal, incentivised and compulsory feel to it compared to many predecessor schemes of collective primary care. Unsurprisingly given the primary care network approach outlined above, with additional funding on offer from NHS England and Improvement to develop new services for local patients, almost all general practices have joined a primary care network\(^23\), although the extent to which this is an enthusiastic and committed move is explored within this
evaluation. In late 2019, NHS England and Improvement ran a consultation about the service specifications to underpin the primary care network contract, which resulted in major concerns on the part of general practice about the pace, scope and scale of what was expected. Subsequent revisions to the primary care network service specifications in early 2020 extended the timescale for networks to take on responsibility for some services, such early cancer diagnosis. Once the Covid-19 pandemic emerged in the UK in March 2020, a decision was taken to defer implementation of some primary care network services set out in national specifications, although the Enhanced Healthcare in Care Homes scheme was brought forward to start in May 2020, causing further consternation in the primary care community.

There were (as at May 2020) 1259 primary care networks, serving populations that ranged from 20,000 to well above the 50,000 suggested in policy. These primary care networks sometimes build on prior GP collaborations and are often supported by the organisational infrastructure of the extant collaborations. Other networks are brand new entities in the process of becoming established and working out how best to source their management support. For this latest iteration of GP collaborations in the English NHS, there is much to be learned from examining research evidence on the nature and speed of implementation, development and impact of previous primary care organisations dating back to the early 1990s, and in particular those that were brought together to hold shared contracts to deliver health services for a local population. In the next section, a synthesis is presented of the evidence on GP collaborations deemed most relevant to this evaluation of the implementation and development of primary care networks.

In the next chapter, we describe the methods used for this rapid evaluation of the implementation and early development of primary care networks, what helped and hindered their progress, how they worked with the GP collaborations that were already in place as the new networks were formed, and what this means for future development of primary care networks. Following this, we set out the findings of our rapid evidence assessment of GP collaborations, using this to frame questions for exploration in the case study research which is presented and discussed in subsequent chapters.
Chapter 2: Methods

Box 3: Key points from Chapter 2

The overarching purpose for this evaluation was to produce early evidence of the development and implementation of primary care networks introduced into the NHS in England in July 2019. The evaluation had a particular focus on seeking to understand how practices entered into collaborations, why some collaborations stall or fail, and whether and how the experience of rural collaborations may differ from that of urban examples.

We completed a qualitative cross-comparative case study evaluation comprised of four work packages:

1) A rapid evidence assessment;
2) A stakeholder workshop with leading academics, policy experts, and patient/public representatives to share findings from the rapid evidence assessment and shape research questions for case study work;
3) Interviews with key stakeholders across case study sites alongside observations of strategic meetings, online survey and analysis of key documents; and
4) Analysis of findings from work packages 1-3 to develop a set of lessons for the next stage of development of primary care networks in the NHS in England, for dissemination to policy makers, practitioners and representatives of patients, carers and the public.

We undertook a multi-faceted sampling process to select four case study sites, based on identifying appropriate primary care collaborations through clinical commissioning groups that had not been previously evaluated.

A content analysis approach to documentary reviews and observations was undertaken. Data analysis for interviews was informed by a framework method for the analysis of qualitative data in multi-disciplinary health research. Our analysis was guided by theoretical and policy literature on collaborations of general practices.

Aims and research questions

The overarching purpose for this evaluation was to produce early evidence of the development and implementation of primary care networks introduced into the NHS in England in July 2019, to inform subsequent policy and support to be provided to these new collaborations. The evaluation therefore sought to identify the forms of general practice (GP) collaboration previously used in primary care in England, the reasons for general practice to enter (or not) into collaborations, evidence about the
impact of primary care networks and prior GP collaborations, along with any barriers or facilitators to progress.

The evaluation had a particular focus on seeking to understand the rationale behind and how practices entered into collaborations, the potential influence of prior collaborative working on primary care networks, and whether and how the experience of rural collaborations may differ from that of urban examples. The findings from the evaluation are intended to feed into NHS England and Improvement’s planning and implementation guidance for primary care networks and inform proposals for longer-term study of primary care networks.

In order to address our aims, we sought to answer the following evaluation questions:

- **RQ1**: What was the contextual and policy background within which primary care networks were introduced?
  
  RQ1.1: What were the pre-existing forms of GP collaborative working across primary care in England?
  
  RQ 1.2: How have new primary care networks been implemented in a sample of urban and rural settings?
  
  RQ 1.3: How do new primary care networks relate to pre-existing GP collaborations?

- **RQ2**: What are the rationales and motives for general practices to enter into GP collaborations, including new primary care networks? In particular, what role do financial incentives play in facilitating or inhibiting collaboration? What are the expected outcomes for primary care networks?

- **RQ3**: What evidence exists about the positive or negative impacts associated with different experiences of establishing GP collaborations and how do these relate to newly formed primary care networks?

- **RQ4**: What appear to be the barriers to and facilitators of effective collaboration across GP practices, both with respect to successful and unsuccessful collaboration, and achieving impact or not?

- **RQ5**: What does the analysis of prior experience of GP collaborations, and the early implementation of primary care networks, suggest in terms of the likely progress of primary
care networks in the NHS in England, including in light of the Covid-19 pandemic and associated challenges?

**General approach**

We completed a mixed methods cross-comparative case study evaluation comprising of four work packages (Table 2).

1. A rapid evidence assessment;
2. A stakeholder workshop with leading academics, policy experts, and patient/public representatives to share findings from the rapid evidence assessment and shape research questions for case study work;
3. Interviews with key stakeholders across case study sites alongside observations of strategic meetings, online survey and analysis of key documents; and
4. Analysis of findings from work packages 1-3 to develop a set of recommendations for the next stage of development of primary care networks in the NHS in England, for dissemination to policy makers, practitioners and representatives of patients, carers and the public.

NB: Work package 4 was originally designed to be a number of face-to-face case study-specific workshops as well as round table discussion with key experts. As a result of the Covid-19 pandemic (March 2020 onwards) the study team, under the guidance of NIHR Health Services Delivery and Research Programme, suspended data collection and focused on analysis and writing up of findings. NHS colleagues in case study sites were made aware that they were no longer expected to comment on or respond to our communication (May 2020). There is however an intention to share findings via a digital slide deck with policy experts, academics and our case study sites in Autumn 2020 (depending on progress of the pandemic and extent of NHS recovery and restoration work) to share and discuss emerging findings (academic outputs available online and possibly in the form of blogs as well as executive summaries), and ensure their applicability to the next stage of development of primary care networks.

**Protocol sign off**

The study topic was identified and prioritised for rapid evaluation by NIHR HS&DR after receiving a request from NHS England (in 2018) in respect of primary care network planning and
implementation. This varies from the BRACE Centre’s usual approach to identifying innovation through horizon scanning.

An initial topic specification (first stage protocol) was prepared (September 2018) and once approved, was used as the basis for writing the full research protocol (March 2019), which drew on the findings of the initial rapid evidence assessment (WP1) and workshop (WP2). The full research protocol was revised further (October 2019) as primary care network implementation shifted with regard to policy changes.

**Ethical approval**

An application for ethical review to the University of Birmingham’s Research Ethics Committee was made by the project team and approval was gained in May 2019 (ERN_13-1085AP34). The project team received confirmation from the Health Research Authority (HRA) that this study was to be categorised as a service evaluation and therefore approval by the HRA or an NHS Research Ethics Committee was not required. At each case study site, we approached relevant local research and development (R&D) offices to register our service evaluation, and received confirmation that all were content for the evaluation to proceed in their local area.

**Table 2: Summary of work packages and how research questions were addressed**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Work package (WP)</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Research questions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>WP1: A rapid evidence assessment</td>
<td>An overview of published evidence to distil prior learning and inform the development of propositions to be tested through comparative case studies of new primary care collaborations/networks.</td>
<td>RQ1.1, RQ3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WP2: Stakeholder workshop</td>
<td>A workshop led by members of the study team for relevant stakeholders (e.g. academic and policy experts in the field, patient and public involvement representatives), where initial findings from the rapid evidence</td>
<td>RQ1.1, RQ2, RQ3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### WP3: Comparative case studies of four primary care networks (minimum of two in rural settings)

Interviews with those involved in the conceptual design, implementation of primary care networks in their respective sites, and exploration of relationship with any prior GP collaboration in the case study site; analysis of key documentation (both internal and publicly shared); non-participant observation of strategic meetings; and an online survey to collate information on challenges associated with collaborative working and measuring early impacts.

**RQs:** RQ1.2, RQ1.3, RQ3, RQ4

### WP4: analysis of findings from work packages 1-3 to develop a set of recommendations for the next stage of development of primary care networks in the NHS in England

Share and discuss findings generated from data collection from WP3

**RQs:** RQ1, RQ3, RQ4, RQ5

### WP4: Dissemination to policy makers, practitioners

Develop recommendations for commissioners, providers and

**RQs:** RQ1, RQ3, RQ4, RQ5
WP1: Rapid evidence assessment

A rapid evidence assessment follows a systematic approach, in line with guidance on literature reviews in health care, but the scope of the search is restricted to key search terms and review criteria to allow for a focused review of the literature within a limited timeframe. The rapid evidence assessment aims to synthesise the body of evidence on general practice collaborations across primary care drawing on UK and international literature.

Searches were undertaken in two stages on 21 September 2018. First, the study team completed a search for reviews and evidence summaries published during the period 1998 to 2012 inclusive due to the breadth of published literature. Second, a search was then undertaken of all published literature (including primary research studies and reviews) from the year 2013 until September 2018 using key search terms in titles and abstracts. Searches were undertaken of PubMed, Ovid MEDLINE, Web of Science (Social Science Citation Index only), and Scopus (restricted to the following subject areas: Medicine, Social Sciences, Nursing, Multidisciplinary and Health Professions) for literature published in the English language using selected search terms (see Box 4 for the search strategy used), which was then adapted to other publication database. Forward and backward citation searching of relevant articles was undertaken to ensure that key articles had been identified through our search strategy. Search terms were developed in collaboration with an experienced health services research librarian (Rachel Posaner of the University of Birmingham).

Box 4: Search strategy for rapid evidence assessment

```
("Primary care*" OR "primary health care*" OR "general practice" OR "GP*" OR "family physician*" OR "family doctor*" OR "primary care*" OR "family health team*") AND
("collaborat*" OR alliance OR "primary care network*" OR network* OR "super-partnership*" OR "super partnership*" OR superpartnership* OR federation* OR "multi-site practice organi*" OR "multi site practice organi*" OR "multisite practice organi*" OR cooperat* OR "co-operat*" OR cluster*) AND ("effective*" OR "efficien*" OR "success*" OR "valu*" OR "impact*" OR "cost*" OR "econom*") AND ("review*")
```
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The year 2013 was considered of particular importance to GP collaborations in the NHS in England given the introduction of clinical commissioning groups (CCGs) in April of that year, replacing primary care trusts (PCTs) as the bodies responsible for commissioning most NHS services for their local populations. Clinical commissioning groups have all the GP practices in a geographic area as members, and are governed by boards each comprising GPs, other clinicians (including a nurse and a secondary care consultant), and lay members. Thus since April 2013, GP practices in England have been required to collaborate for purposes of commissioning secondary and tertiary care services for their registered populations, but have not been required to collaborate in order to provide health care services. Our rapid evidence assessment and evaluation were therefore restricted to collaborations for service provision rather than collaborations for commissioning. The evidence review was registered with PROSPERO before screening began. PROSPERO Protocol registration number: CRD42018110790.

Five review articles and 34 peer-reviewed primary research studies were eligible for inclusion. In addition, we identified 16 grey literature publications, bringing the total number of included publications in this rapid evidence assessment to 55. We present these numbers using an adapted version of the PRISMA diagram in Figure 1 and Figure 2 below.
Figure 1: Flow diagram of screening decisions – 1998 to 2012 inclusive (reviews only)

Records identified through database searching (n=1,691)

Records after duplicates removed (n=877)
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Records excluded (n=852)

Full-text articles assessed for eligibility (n=25)

Records excluded: (n=2 full-text unavailable; n=18 did not meet inclusion criteria)

Studies included in narrative synthesis (n=5)
In summary, the rapid evidence assessment included both scholarly (academic) literature and grey literature (i.e. reports and articles not submitted to a peer-reviewed journal) that described and evaluated models of GP collaboration in the UK and internationally, including demographics of GP collaborations, impacts of primary care collaborative working, and any reported barriers and facilitators to implementing these arrangements.

While we aimed to be inclusive in our approach to the rapid evidence assessment and capture an accurate representation of the body of literature published on collaborations, there were some limitations of the review:

- Defining ‘collaboration’ was challenging given the numerous ways that it was described in the literature and the associated terms attached to it. Despite this, we believe that we captured relevant publications to provide a sufficient overview of evidence relevant to the
objectives of this study, as the reviewers erred on the side of inclusion when screening the titles, abstracts, and full texts where there was doubt about the relevance of a publication after discussion.

- We found that in several cases a particular collaborative model, in particular the GP federation in the London Borough of Tower Hamlets, was discussed in more than one paper. Consequently, there is a risk of over-emphasising that model.

- We found little evidence of measured outcomes and costs to back up the expected impacts of collaborations. Examples of such outcomes that may be desirable to measure include the incremental costs/savings associated with collaboration, measures of staff satisfaction, and changes in patient health outcomes.

**WP2: Project design stakeholder workshop**

A half-day project design workshop was undertaken in November 2018 and involved, in addition to the research team, primary care policy officials from NHS England and Improvement, a patient representative (from the BRACE Health and Care panel, a source of advice from the health and care sector that acts as a sounding board in relation to the choice, design, delivery and dissemination of rapid evaluations conducted at the BRACE Centre), academics with experience of researching primary care organisations, and policy experts in the field (N=12). The aim of the workshop was to discuss the findings of the rapid evidence assessment (WP1), to help identify gaps in the literature, and thereby identify and agree the appropriate focus of evaluation questions for the case studies in WP3. Furthermore, the results of the rapid evidence assessment were consolidated into a slide set and working paper at this stage, providing a vital resource for the evaluation team to shape the data collection strategy for case study sites.

A structured agenda was prepared in advance of the workshop and included time for plenary discussions, presentations of findings from the rapid evidence assessment (also shared with participants in advance), and smaller group discussions. Members of the study team took detailed notes during the workshop, which were used to further develop and refine the case study design (WP3). Notes from the workshop, including proposed detailed evaluation questions, and confirmed evidence gaps, were shared with all participants following the workshop. For more information on this, please see Report Supplementary Material File 1.
Results from the workshop highlighted a number of evidence gaps that could be addressed throughout the evaluation. Participants felt it was important to understand how ‘participation’ in a collaboration is understood and how ‘success’ within a primary care collaboration would be defined.

Participants at the workshop also felt a key unexplored area was to explore experiences of primary care collaborations in rural, as opposed to urban areas, to better understand regionally-specific challenges in primary care. First, questions were raised with regard to how primary care networks can cater for different types of rural and coastal populations; where the population is older than the national average which has implications for demand on health and care services as well as the workforce. Second, good innovation and practice were felt to be too often based on urban examples of primary care delivery with relatively little being known about whether or how easily such learning is transferable to rural settings.

Notably, the study team was encouraged to steer away from case study sites that had already been well evaluated. Finally, attendees were keen for the evaluation to include exploration of what management and organisational development skills/capacity are needed to make a collaboration work and from where collaborations are drawing these skills and capacity.

Following the project design workshop, the study team continued to communicate and share preliminary learning from the evaluation with key stakeholders and policy experts in attendance to: acknowledge and incorporate learning from other national evaluations/research happening in parallel; and, ensure data collection remained responsive to emerging insights captured by policy experts. Thus the study team, throughout the duration of the rapid evaluation, held regular teleconference meetings with policy experts from NHS England and Improvement, the Department of Health and Social Care, the Health Foundation, and senior academics in primary care policy research at the University of Manchester.

**WP3: Comparative case studies of four primary care collaborations**

We conducted comparative case studies of four primary care collaborations in England (three primary care networks and one GP super-partnership comprised of several primary care networks). This work package involved three phases:

1) case study selection and site recruitment;
2) data collection at four case study sites; and
3) analysis and reporting.
These phases were undertaken between April 2019 and April 2020. Given that our evaluation began in September 2018, our initial search for case study sites was focused on primary care collaborations (e.g. GP federation, primary care home, 24-hour access hub or GP super-partnership) rather than having a sole focus on primary care networks. However, after the implementation of NHS England and Improvement’s primary care networks model in July 2019, and discussion with the NIHR HS&DR secretariat, the research team’s focus turned to recruiting primary care networks as case study sites (unless the team was already in the process of recruiting another form of primary care collaboration).

Phase 1: Case study selection and site recruitment

Sampling strategy

We undertook a multi-faceted sampling process to select four case study sites, based on identifying appropriate primary care collaborations through clinical commissioning groups that had not been previously evaluated and varied with respect to:

- Rural or urban setting (based on the 2011 rural-urban classification (RUC) of clinical commissioning groups in England)
- Collaborations facing significant challenges compared to those who are operating without significant operational complications

With the support of the University of Birmingham, Health Services Management Centre’s Knowledge and Evidence Service (KES) team, two members of the research team (AH and MS) carried out a search of three online non-academic databases: GPOnline, Pulse and the Health Service Journal (HSJ) (January 2018 to April 2019) to identify well-and poor-performing primary care collaborations using the following terms:

"collaboration" OR alliance OR "primary care network*" OR network* OR "super-partnership*" OR "super partnership*" OR superpartnership* OR federation* OR "multi-site practice organisation*"

However, from the search results, it remained difficult to identify primary care collaborations but easier to ascertain clinical commissioning groups encountering challenges with the delivery of primary care. In addition, at the time of identifying potential case study sites (May 2019), there was no definitive database/source detailing the existence of primary care collaborations in England. Therefore, the research team obtained an anonymised list of all responses from the Nuffield Trust.
and Royal College of General Practitioners (RCGP) “Collaboration in general practice: Surveys of GP practice and clinical commissioning groups” survey\textsuperscript{13} (October 2017) to identify clinical commissioning groups to approach, and contacted a number of experts in the field to support the identification of collaborations who may be interested in taking part in our evaluation (May 2019).

From July 2019, the study team primarily focused on recruiting primary care networks for their case study sites. Our inclusion/exclusion is detailed in Table 3.

**Table 3: Case selection inclusion/exclusion criteria**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Inclusion criteria</th>
<th>Exclusion criteria</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Rural or urban setting (based on the 2011 rural-urban classification (RUC) of clinical commissioning groups in England)</td>
<td>Collaborations that have already been the focus of research or evaluation within the previous two years.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Collaborations facing significant challenges compared to those who are operating without significant operational complications</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Informal networks, multi-site practice organisations, super-partnerships, federations, primary care home (pre July 2019) or a primary care network (post July 2020). Collaborations either active or those that have ceased to be operational in the past 12 months. Collaborations consisting of any number of collaborators/GP practices (pre July 2019)/ meet primary care network model specifications (post July 2019)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Case selection and site recruitment**

AH and MS identified eight potential clinical commissioning groups (seven of which were urban and one rural) from online searches. Of the clinical commissioning groups that responded to the 2017 RCGP survey, the total number classified as rural was 28, while the total number of classified as urban was 133 (based on the 2011 rural-urban classification (RUC) of clinical commissioning groups in England). The study team took an executive decision to approach 28 rural and urban clinical
commissioning groups in England in May 2019 (comprised of eight collaborations identified from online searches (1 rural, 7 urban), 20 clinical commissioning groups identified from the 2017 RCGP survey chosen at random (10 rural, 10 urban) respectively based on resources and to begin data collection in a timely fashion).

The study team sent email correspondence directed to clinical commissioning group accountable officers (or their equivalent) on behalf of the principal investigator (JS) (with a follow up email sent four weeks after the initial invitation). The email was accompanied by an information sheet, a reply form asking the clinical commissioning group to name all operational/non-operational primary care collaborations (previous 12 months) in their area, and followed up with a telephone conversation between AH or MS with the primary care lead at the clinical commissioning group. From the 28 invitations sent to clinical commissioning groups, seven responded with a willingness to know more about the evaluation with the possibility of taking part.

To support the identification of primary care collaborations via clinical commissioning groups, the study team disseminated a short online survey (Appendix 1: Primary care collaborations survey as part of sampling strategy) to those groups who had responded to our initial approach asking them to provide details about their primary care collaborations and whether pre-existing collaborations were now primary care networks or how they were part of the local emerging network configuration. The survey was pilot tested with two policy experts prior to circulation.

By August 2019, only three primary care collaborations that met our inclusion criteria, from three different clinical commissioning groups, were committed to taking part in our evaluation (two primary care networks and one GP super-partnership). All three primary care collaborations were recruited as our case study sites. Our fourth case study site (a primary care network), which met our inclusion criteria, was recruited directly via a key expert employed by a GP super-partnership in England (November 2019). Figure 3 summarises our sampling process.
### Figure 3: Summary of case study site sampling

**Stage 1. Online search of non-academic databases (May 2019)**

<p>| | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Unable to identify primary care collaborations</td>
<td>Able to identify clinical commissioning groups encountering challenges with primary care delivery (N=8)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Stage 2. Approaching clinical commissioning groups (May 2019)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Clinical commissioning groups identified from Royal College of General Practitioners survey chosen at random (N=20)</th>
<th>Emails to clinical commissioning group accountable officers (N=28)</th>
<th>Interested clinical commissioning groups sent online survey (N=7)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**Stage 3. Identifying collaborations (August 2019)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Three primary care collaborations recruited to the study</th>
<th>Fourth primary care collaboration recruited via key expert (November 2019)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**May 2019**

Study team approaches clinical commissioning groups

**July 2019**

Introduction of primary care network working by NHS England and Improvement

**December 2019**

Network Contract Directed Enhanced Service specifications for primary care networks circulated by NHS England and Improvement
Phase 2: Data collection at four case study sites

The study team followed Johl and Renganathan’s (2010) phased framework for responsible engagement with organisations and gatekeepers, which includes ‘pre-entry’, ‘during fieldwork’, ‘after fieldwork’ and ‘getting back’ phases. The use of this framework helped the study team establish a communication plan to build gatekeeper trust and support for the project. A gatekeeper was defined as a person based at our case study sites who could act as an intermediary between a researcher and potential participants with the authority to deny or grant permission for access to potential research participants.

Potential participants for interviews were identified, where possible, via a stakeholder mapping exercise with a gatekeeper at each site. Individuals were purposively sampled for maximum variation with regard to knowledge of impacts of, and barriers and enablers to GP collaboration in their area. Where stakeholder mapping was not possible, the team incorporated both a snowballing and convenience sampling methods to identify interviewees.

The gatekeeper helped the team by forwarding documents for analysis and arranging interviews with participants. Communication with gatekeepers across case study sites was often challenging given the changing policy landscape of primary care during late 2019 (such as Brexit planning, NHS financial and workforce challenges, and the scope and pace of primary care network policy implementation as discussed in Chapter 1). Although the research team established significant rapport with gatekeepers, it was difficult to engage clinical and non-clinical staff responsible for delivering front line primary care health services during a period of policy turbulence, which was made more difficult with the rise of the Covid-19 pandemic.

Our data collection involved four components: stakeholder interviews; non-participant observation of meetings at primary care network or GP collaboration executive board level; document review; and an online survey.

**Stakeholder interviews**

Interviewees included: clinical commissioning group staff (related to the set up and implementation of primary care networks), GPs in collaboration lead roles, practice managers, pharmacists, and those in roles focused on the financial and operational management of collaborations/primary care networks. Depending upon the size of the primary care collaboration/primary care network, the
evaluation team planned to complete 10-15 interviews across each case study site or until data saturation. All interviewees received an information sheet (by email or in person) and were given time to make a decision with regard to participation and ask questions about the process. Participants signed a consent form prior to participating in the interview, including whether they consented to the recording of the interview. Participants were allowed to withdraw from the study at any time (without giving a reason), and were given information about how to find out more about the study or raise any concerns about its conduct.

Individuals participated in a semi-structured interview with either one or two members of the study team, either in-person or via telephone, and interviews lasted between 30-60 minutes. A topic guide was developed and used during interviews (Appendix 2: Topic guide for interviews), although the semi-structured nature of the interviews allowed interviewers to deviate from the topic guide based on the interviewee’s knowledge, experience and previous responses. The topic guide contained questions relevant to understanding barriers and facilitators to primary care networks (and/or larger collaborative working within which primary care networks exist), operational challenges associated with establishing and running the primary care network/collaboration, and the early successes/impacts achieved at each case study site.

Interviews were audio-recorded (all participants gave consent) and transcribed verbatim by a professional transcription service. These transcriptions were anonymised and kept in compliance with the General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) 2018 and Data Protection Act 2018.

In total, we interviewed 25 participants across four case study sites. Table 4 provides a description of those we interviewed.

Table 4: Characteristics of participants interviewed from four case study sites

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Site</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Number (N)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Site A</td>
<td>Primary care clinical staff</td>
<td>4 (Int1-4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Primary care non-clinical staff</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Site</td>
<td>Staff Type</td>
<td>Count</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------</td>
<td>-----------------------------------</td>
<td>-------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Site B</td>
<td>Primary care clinical staff</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Primary care non-clinical staff</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Clinical commissioning group staff</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Site C</td>
<td>Primary care clinical staff</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Primary care non-clinical staff</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Clinical commissioning group staff</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Site D</td>
<td>Primary care non-clinical staff</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td><strong>25</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Primary care clinical staff**: general practitioners, primary care network clinical directors, nurses

**Primary care non-clinical staff**: practice managers, primary care network managers, collaboration leads, back office network/collaboration management leads (e.g. finance, IT, procurement)

**Clinical commissioning group staff**: senior strategic leads responsible for primary care delivery

**Non-participant observation of meetings**

We observed meetings (at an executive and managerial level where operational and clinical delivery was discussed) between key stakeholders at case study sites to gain a deeper understanding of how the collaboration was operating and what priorities and challenges it was addressing. These interactions were recorded on an observation template based on the agenda for the meeting, as well as using sociograms (visual representations of relationships between individuals in a given setting) where possible (meetings with fewer attendees) to map the nature of interactions within the meeting⁴⁰. This observation template can be found in Report Supplementary Material File 2.
A participant information sheet and written consent form were circulated in advance or on the day of the meeting to all attendees. Prior to each observation, a member of the study team provided a verbal explanation of the project and its aims and gave attendees an opportunity to ask questions. Individuals who did not consent were omitted from recorded observation notes. Two participants from different case study sites requested their comments be omitted from observation notes. During meetings, team members were seated appropriately to record observations but remain unobtrusive to discussion.

Throughout the evaluation, being able to attend meetings proved challenging in three of the four case study sites; for example, meetings were regularly re-scheduled at short notice and the study team often had limited access to high-level strategic meetings. Thus, collaborations were selective with regard to the nature of meetings they allowed the evaluation team to attend. In addition, it was sometimes difficult to gain access to meetings where individual practices expected that they might divulge information which may represent their primary care collaboration in a negative manner. Therefore, such concerns had a significant impact on the number of observations that were completed (N=9), despite extensive efforts on the part of the evaluation team working with case study gatekeepers.

**Document review**

Members of the study team gathered documents describing and containing data on the nature of primary care collaborations, priorities and aims, challenges and objectives, activities, set-up, operation, staff involvement, and the costs and outcomes of collaboration. These were used to contextualise the development and functioning of the collaboration/primary care network and to provide a historical perspective. Documents were sourced through case study gatekeepers and included:

- material related to the structure of the collaboration/primary care network;
- infrastructure and governance arrangements and charts;
- agendas and minutes of collaboration/primary care network board and other meetings; and
- local communications materials.
Data were extracted from source documents using a structured Excel template, which is available in Report Supplementary Material File 3. The research team summarised information from documents which have informed the writing of our context (Chapter 1) and case study summaries (Chapter 4).

**Online Smart Survey**

Throughout data collection, members of the evaluation team struggled across all four case study sites to arrange and complete interviews with clinical staff working in primary care (who were time-limited), although other non-clinical staff were more available for interviewing. Therefore, in January 2020, the research team designed a short online survey (no more than 10 minutes to complete) (Appendix 3: Survey) to supplement data collected from interviews and observations, as well as to gather further data from GPs, nurses, practice managers, and newly-introduced staff members recruited via implementation of NHS England and Improvement’s primary care network model (i.e. social prescribers, pharmacists). Prior to circulation, a draft version of the survey was piloted with two senior and experienced GPs - external to the case study sites to ensure questions were appropriate to our evaluation questions, and to check for ease of comprehension and completion. Once re-drafted following comments, the survey was distributed across case study sites via gatekeepers (Feb-Mar 2020). A breakdown of survey responses from each site and characteristics of participants is detailed below in Table 5 and Table 6. Results are discussed in Chapter 5, and additional information on survey responses are available in Appendix 5, Tables 8 and 9.

**Table 5: Survey responses from each site**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Site</th>
<th>N</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Site A</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Site B</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Site C</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Site D</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td><strong>28</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 6: Survey respondent roles

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Role</th>
<th>N</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Primary care clinical staff</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Primary care non-clinical staff</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Primary care organisational management-related staff</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other (community based health-care providers/leaders)</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td><strong>28</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Phase 3: Analysis and write-up

Between January and April 2020, the insights gained through interviews, documents, non-participant observations, and the online survey were analysed for each case study site.

We took a content analysis approach to documentary reviews and observations; hence, an iterative process of reading appropriate primary care literature and engaging in interpretation. To aid in the process of analysing and interpreting the data, the core evaluation team (MS, SP and JS) undertook an online data analysis half day workshop in March 2020 followed by regular weekly online video calls (March-April 2020). These meetings had to take place on-line, as the Covid-19 pandemic was under way during the majority of Phase 3, and the evaluation team was working from home as per government guidance.

Our analysis was guided by theoretical and policy literature on collaborations of general practices, and in particular the framework developed by Smith and Mays (2007), seeking to identify and understand the:

- objectives underpinning a collaboration;
- measures (or proxy measures) of the impact of a collaboration;
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• degree of success in ‘tipping the balance’ i.e. shifting policy attention away from more traditionally powerful elements of health systems, such as acute hospitals, towards primary healthcare (in this case the local primary care network area, and overarching clinical commissioning group); and
• the role played by primary care collaborations in strengthening primary care services and influence.¹²

Data analysis for interviews was informed by Gale et al. (2013) framework method for the analysis of qualitative data in multi-disciplinary health research¹. This method of analysis is a highly systematic method of categorising and organising data whilst continuing to make analytical and interpretive choices transparent and auditable. Hence, the aim for the project team was to facilitate comparison across the case studies.

There are seven stages to analysis within the framework approach:

1) Transcription
2) Familiarisation with the interview
3) Coding
4) Developing a working analytical framework
5) Applying the analytical framework
6) Charting data in a framework matrix
7) Interpreting the data¹

Data analysis and early interpretation of emerging findings was led by AH (November 2019 to February 2020). However, AH was on maternity leave from March 2020 onwards and SP led data analysis and writing up of the findings with input from JS and MS throughout.

**Stage 1. Transcription**

All interviews across the four case study sites were transcribed verbatim (word for word) through a professional outsourced transcribing company - a single organisation, specialising in transcribing health-related qualitative interviews, was used for all interviews.
Stage 2. Familiarisation with the interview

Members of the project team (AH and MS) established familiarity with the data by reading two transcripts (or one page summaries of transcripts) from each case study site and discussing emerging findings and areas of interest (which may warrant further probing in subsequent interviews) via telephone weekly meetings (November 2019 to February 2020). During meetings, team members were able to reflect on, discuss and share preliminary thoughts and impressions of early findings. This in return led the evaluation team to construct detailed case descriptions for each of the four sites (Chapter 4).

Stage 3. Coding

Stage 3 and Stage 4 (coding and developing a working analytical framework) of analysis occurred in tandem. The study team applied a deductive approach, having developed first an initial coding framework focusing on specific areas of interest identified from our rapid evidence assessment and primary care policy literature, as well as interview guides and an initial reading of interview transcripts and field notes. Second, two researchers (SP and MS) independently coded the one interview transcript to ensure no important aspects of the data were missed. The qualitative data analysis software package NVivo 12 was used to undertake coding.

Stage 4. Developing a working analytical framework

After piloting the initial coding framework and revising it based on the coding of an initial transcript, an analytical coding framework was agreed by all project team members (Appendix 4: Code book for interview analysis). The analytical coding framework differed from the initial framework in that it had fewer and more grounded codes in relation to the study research questions. Once agreed, all remaining interview transcripts were coded (N=24). The codes in the final analytical framework were categorised under the following broad themes: general information (including the nature of primary care collaboration, governance, and pragmatic information with regard to implementation e.g. stakeholder involvement); description of and reasons for developing a collaboration/primary care network; understanding and measuring impact (service delivery, financial, and organisational); goals/metrics; what had gone well and poorly since the introduction of primary care networks; and future steps.
Stage 5. Applying the analytical framework

The working analytical framework was then applied by indexing (the systematic application of codes from the agreed analytical framework to the whole interview dataset) by two project team members (SP and MS). MS coded data from two sites where he had collected data to build upon existing levels of immersion. However, SP coded data across all four sites to build a wider encompassing understanding of the data. Each code (N=140) was shortened in name (if possible) for easier application. Data from observations and document analysis was discussed in data analysis meetings (March and April 2020) with regard to supporting emerging findings from interview data.

Stage 6. Charting codes

As opposed to traditional methods to charting data (summarising data from each transcript by category of code), the project team took a novel rapid approach of a single researcher reading all content (from interviews across each site) under each code. The summary of codes was discussed at a second data analysis online video half day workshop amongst team members (April 2020). Divergent interpretations and theoretical engagement with the coded data were completed through discussions during the workshop amongst study team members. As a result, the evaluation principal investigator (JS) wrote a critical summative narrative paper of our findings and their relevance to policy literature which was member checked by SP and MS. This overarching narrative paper helped team members to understand the scope and relevance of their findings, and supported the team in working out how best to write up themes in a coherent and integrated manner. No data were re-coded following the second data analysis workshop.

Stage 7. Interpreting the data

The critical summative narrative paper was circulated with wider team members (SP and MS) for comments (April 2020). The narrative was further refined with some outstanding queries remaining which would be answered as part of the writing of Chapter 6 (Discussion). In addition, refinements to the narrative summary paper supported the interpretation of data across the four case study sites, interrogating theoretical concepts relational to our evaluation questions, and mapping connections across our themes. Once all members of the project team agreed on the summative narrative, writing up of findings commenced. The project team circulated a summary of findings (digital slide deck) to each case study site providing an opportunity to give comments i.e. member validation (June 2020). These comments were acknowledged and incorporated into findings.
Summary of analysis
We provide a transparent account of our adapted framework analysis model suitable for rapid evaluation where we detail significant discussion and contribution of project team members. Our approach supported engagement with the data in a timely fashion while iteratively returning to the literature to create a summative narrative paper. In the following chapter, we present a summary of our findings from the rapid evidence assessment. A summary of Chapter 2 is given in Box 3.

Follow up interviews on Covid-19 response
Due to the Covid-19 pandemic, data collection for this evaluation concluded in March 2020, at which point only limited information about the response of each case study site to the pandemic was available. To help fill some of these gaps, the research team contacted the gatekeepers at each site in June 2020 for a short 30 minute semi-structured phone interview on collaborative responses to Covid-19 through primary care networks. Gatekeepers were contacted by email, at which point the study team also sent preliminary findings and the case study site description (Chapter 4) to check the text for accuracy. This member validation process allowed the study team to check the factual accuracy of information about each case study site.

Three follow-up interviews were conducted with representatives from Sites B, C and D. The interviews addressed the following questions:

1. What changes to service delivery have been made across your primary care network since the beginning of the pandemic? Any support or guidance from NHS England and Improvement, clinical commissioning group, local foundation/acute trusts? Success stories?
2. How has primary care network policy helped/hindered primary care delivery during this period? Organisational/managerial/leadership/governance issues.
3. What has been the impact upon staff? (Clinical and non-clinical).
4. What changes do you think will continue beyond the pandemic? And, why?

The information from these interviews is summarised at the end of Chapter 5.
Chapter 3: Lessons from the evidence

Box 5: Key points from Chapter 3

The rapid evidence assessment sought to answer the following questions: i) What are the forms of organisational collaboration used in general practice?; ii) What are the reasons for general practices to enter into collaboration, or not?; iii) What are the perceived facilitators of, or barriers to, effective general practice collaborations?; and iv) What evidence is there of positive or negative impact (both intended and unintended) brought about by collaborations in general practice?

There are many diverse models that GP practices adopt to collaborate with one another and the different approaches taken to developing services. Forty-seven different ways of describing a GP collaboration were identified and the population covered by a GP collaboration ranges from less than a thousand to over 500,000.

In an English context, reasons to collaborate in various types of arrangements have included: to hold budgets and bid together for contracts; to commission services for a local population as part of national policy on primary care-led commissioning; to deliver a wider range of services for patients; to strengthen practices’ resilience by providing better primary care management and better staffing resources; and to enable better access to care for patients through longer opening hours in general practice.

The main factors reported in the literature to impact on the progress of general practice collaborations, and of particular relevance to the development of primary care networks can be summarised within four themes: management and leadership, engagement of GPs and the wider primary care team, strategic direction and objectives, and relationship of the GP collaboration with the wider health and care system.

Impacts claimed for GP collaborations included: enabling the delivery of high-quality health care; introducing new specialist services in primary care settings; providing direct access for GPs to diagnostic facilities and hence avoiding unnecessary outpatient referral; pooling resources to avoid duplication of efforts; and a sense of overwhelming workload in respect of understanding what is required to participate in the collaboration.

Rapid evidence assessment

Given the more than thirty-year history of development of GP collaborations in the UK and internationally and the existence of a significant body of research and evaluation, it was considered important to undertake a rapid assessment of this evidence to inform this evaluation of the early
implementation of primary care networks. A major review of the evidence relating to large-scale general practice was undertaken by Luisa Pettigrew, Nicholas Mays and colleagues at the London School of Hygiene and Tropical Medicine in 2016\textsuperscript{17}. Therefore the evidence assessment for this evaluation of PCNs focused primarily on more recent literature (2013-2018), using 55 publications from the UK context and from all high-income countries (as defined by the Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development), as well as examining reviews and syntheses of prior research (1998-2018). Full details of the methods for the rapid evidence assessment are given in Chapter 2 (Methods).

The rapid evidence assessment sought to answer the following questions:

i) What are the forms of organisational collaboration used in general practice?

ii) What are the reasons for general practices to enter into collaboration, or not?

iii) What are the perceived facilitators of, or barriers to, effective general practice collaborations?

iv) What evidence is there of positive or negative impact (both intended and unintended) brought about by collaborations in general practice?

Forms of organisational collaboration in general practice

The traditional model of general practice in the UK, in common with many other developed countries, is of small, privately-owned partnerships, operating under a contract with the publicly funded national health system. Over the past three decades, there has been an international move towards more organised and collective general practice, largely based on horizontal integration across practices, and typically involving practices working in networks, federations, or more formal mergers in super-partnerships\textsuperscript{16, 43, 44}. In some of these arrangements, dedicated management and organisational support is put in place centrally, and formal entities that are owned and operated by groups of practices are established.

The rapid evidence assessment offered insights into the diverse models that GP practices adopt to collaborate with one another and the different approaches taken by GP collaborations when developing services. Forty-seven different ways of describing a GP collaboration were identified in this evidence assessment, including those summarised in Table 1 in Chapter 1 which reflect the policy context of GP collaborations in the UK.
The evidence review revealed that in the international context, the population covered by a GP collaboration ranges from less than a thousand through to over 500,000. In 2017 28% GP collaborations in England covered a population of less than 50,000 and 31% a population of over 200,000. In the research literature, there is frequent analysis of the size of GP collaborations and discussion about the advantages and disadvantages of different scales. Many of these discussions conclude that rather than be overly prescriptive about a particular size or structure for GP collaborations, policy makers should seek where possible to allow organisational form to follow function and that there are perils in a national policy or funding body mandating a specific size or form. In the case of primary care networks, size and form have been mandated (albeit implementation has in practice allowed more flexibility), with the justification being that this builds on the National Association of Primary Care’s suggestion of 30,000 to 50,000 population being appropriate for the primary care home model of care.

**Reasons for general practice collaboration**

Collaborative general practice is most frequently associated with a desire to strengthen and extend the provision of primary care and community-based health and care services, along with enabling financial, workforce and organisational efficiencies. In some countries, and particularly in England, networked and collaborative primary care has tended to be focused on engaging general practice in the purchasing or commissioning of wider health services (as in GP fundholding, total purchasing pilots, primary care trusts, and more recently clinical commissioning groups). Research into different iterations of primary care commissioning has however shown that they tend to focus mainly on developing local primary care service provision and networking, rather than planning and purchasing a wider range of community and secondary care services. Primary care networks have been established primarily to focus on extending the provision of local health and care services, and are commissioned and funded to do this by NHS England and Improvement. There is an aspect to the work of primary care networks that is arguably about commissioning – the assessment of local health needs, and then developing services to meet those needs, but this is within a context of service specifications set out by NHS England and Improvement.

In the international context, primary care physician-led and –owned groups have typically emerged as a means to hold contracts with funders or insurers, or to deliver a range of health care services that seek to keep quality high whilst containing costs. Whilst examples of GP collaborations in...
countries such as New Zealand, Canada and the USA have often been able to demonstrate some success in meeting these goals, evaluation studies have found that primary care organisations often under-estimate the complexity and scale of the management capacity required, and pay insufficient attention to the time and support needed to engage local health care professionals in the new service delivery arrangements. The vital importance of infrastructure and management support to primary care-led organisations is also reported in studies of community-owned and –led services, including in New Zealand and the UK.

GP collaborations have often focused on working together to provide a range of new health services. Some GP practices may start collaborating in order to bid for contracts to offer these services, or assume budgets to provide them, while others may start collaborating for different reasons (for example, to have greater influence in the local or regional health system, to fend off a perceived threat to general practice independence, or provide training and development support for primary care teams) and find that as part of their collaborative process, they then start introducing new services. The latter happened with primary care groups in the English NHS, physician groups in California and independent practitioner associations in New Zealand.

In the English context, GP practices have entered into various collaborative arrangements over the past 30 years, citing different reasons for doing so. These reasons include: to hold budgets and bid together for contracts, to commission services for a local population as part of national policy on primary care led commissioning; to deliver a wider range of services for patients; to strengthen practices’ resilience by providing better primary care management and better staffing resources; and to enable better access to care for patients through longer opening hours; amongst others. Unsurprisingly, these collaborations vary in form, functions, staffing arrangements, and culture. It is often difficult to divorce the commissioning aspect of a GP collaboration from its role in developing service provision (and as noted above, there are elements of this overlap within primary care network policy), given that many commissioning collaborations moved to focus on the provision of care within primary and community services. A summary of reasons for forming a GP collaboration is set out in Box 6.
To improve and extend service provision for patients in primary care including for example: practice-based physiotherapy, specialist asthma and diabetic care; pharmacy-led medication reviews in general practice or care homes; dementia cafés and carer support; and intensive home support for people living with multiple complex conditions\textsuperscript{13, 15, 32, 57, 60, 62-72}

To engage GPs and their teams in local care planning and purchasing \textsuperscript{17, 44, 46, 55}

To encourage greater integration of local health services, including through the development of effective multidisciplinary team-working \textsuperscript{15, 16, 21, 57}

A response to governmental mandate or recommendation, including to take on responsibility for commissioning or purchasing certain local health services\textsuperscript{12, 21, 32, 45, 57, 59, 64, 68, 73-76}

To enable general practice to gain greater influence in the local or regional health system\textsuperscript{17, 44, 46, 48, 55}

To improve the sustainability and resilience of general practice\textsuperscript{15, 57, 77-80}

To reduce costs and become more cost-effective\textsuperscript{63, 66, 81-84}; and

To increase, recruitment, retention, job satisfaction or staff experience within primary care\textsuperscript{13, 66}.

Nevertheless, it is clear from literature from different countries that even where GP collaboration is considered a key feature of the policy and organisational landscape, some GP practices have historically chosen not to enter into any collaborative model, presumably for various reasons including fear of loss of professional status or autonomy \textsuperscript{17, 85}. Little research appears to have been undertaken to understand the nature of and reasons for non-collaborative working across GP practices in the NHS or internationally.

**Enablers of and barriers to general practice collaboration**

The rapid evidence assessment explored those factors perceived to enable or hinder GP collaborations. These factors varied in focus, ranging from leadership and organisational skills, through governance arrangements, to having appropriate technology. Often, an absence of the perceived facilitators was the main barrier to collaboration. The main factors reported in the
literature to impact on the progress of general practice collaborations, and of particular relevance to the development of primary care networks can be summarised within four themes:

- Management and leadership
- Engagement of GPs and the wider primary care team
- Strategic direction and objectives
- Relationship with the wider health and care system

Management and leadership
A theme that recurs across forms of GP collaborations in the UK and overseas, and across three decades is the need for sufficient management and leadership capacity. This expresses itself in relation to the need for clear roles for those leading the collaboration to enable primary care colleagues within and across practices to work together effectively. This can include very practical matters such as obtaining physical premises for the GP collaboration core team and shared service delivery. Undertaking the necessary organisational development work early in the development of a GP collaboration is critical to ensuring that roles are clearly defined, understood and enacted. Likewise, there is a need for time and resource, ensuring that those running a GP collaboration have the necessary clinical and non-clinical skills and development support to ensure the aims and objectives of the collaboration can be achieved.

Organisational and management support is not just about the capacity that is available within the GP collaboration itself; it is also vital that there is adequate health system and management support available from the wider local and national health system, for example in relation to training resources, IT systems, policy advice, governance and regulatory matters. Clear and agreed governance and regulations for the establishment and maintenance of the GP collaboration are important, and often under-estimated by GP groups at the outset.

Funding for management support and leadership capacity is reported as critical (yet often insufficient) for the development and operation of GP collaborations, and is typically under-estimated at the outset. Related to this issue of resources, access to integrated patient records and other IT systems across practices in the collaboration is considered vital to the
functioning of GP collaborations, but is often difficult to put in place and hence becomes a barrier to progress.

Engagement of GPs and the wider primary care team

Studies of GP collaborations in the UK and overseas repeatedly emphasise the vital importance of ensuring that there is sufficient trust between members of the GP collaboration and also that there are effective working relationships within and across the practices that comprise the organisation. Without these, the collaboration will struggle to secure support for its objectives or to enact its plans. This can be summed up as the need for a strong sense of active participation in the GP collaboration, rather than GPs and their teams being passive members. It can however be harder for some (often smaller, or single-handed) practices to feel that their voice is heard within a GP collaboration, particularly in its early stages of development. Some studies have shown that practices which have traditionally been vocal about local service delivery often take on the leading role in new collaborations.

There is also evidence emphasising the importance of close geographic proximity of practices within a collaboration, together with the possibility of using shared infrastructure such as back office administrative support, out-of-hours shared cover arrangements, or joint appointments of specialist nursing, pharmacy and other staff.

Strategic direction and objectives

Many evaluation studies – including Total Purchasing Projects and Personal Medical Services pilots (see Box 7 and Box 8) have highlighted the need for a GP collaboration to have clear aims and objectives, and to ensure that these have been developed with the active engagement of constituent GP practices and their teams. This is linked to the need for clarity about the outcomes a GP collaboration wants to achieve and its ability to achieve these outcomes. A regional or national top-down approach to developing a particular form of GP collaboration may introduce priorities and policies that are not fully aligned with local needs, as collaborations initiated and driven by GP practices and primary care teams themselves may be able to respond better to assessments of local needs. There will however be trade-offs in respect of achieving national and
local priorities, and a key task for a GP collaboration is to undertake this planning and priority-setting work.87

Relationships with the wider health and care system
A frequently reported tension or barrier to the development and longer-term success of GP collaborations has been for policy makers and funders to adopt what is perceived by general practice to be a top-down approach, whether expressed through excessive governmental legislation or regulations, too much prescription of governance arrangements and service priorities, and overbearing performance management approach.48, 49, 66. This can lead to GPs feeling that their autonomy and core purpose are being challenged or that they are under threat.56, 73, 74, 77, 87.

Short-term political cycles have been reported in some studies to introduce uncertainty about what GP collaborations are required to do, leading to cynicism and lack of engagement on the part of GPs and their teams.12, 44, 60, 77, 86. Furthermore, for some collaborations, their leadership can find it time-consuming and distracting to navigate a complex wider health system infrastructure which points to the importance of policy makers and funders being thoughtful and proportionate in how far they expect GP collaborations to be integrated with overall health system management infrastructure. Finally, a frequent barrier to the sustained progress of GP collaborations is the disillusionment they and their teams encounter following initial over-optimism (often on the part of policy makers and funders who are impatient for ‘results’) about what is achievable in a limited timeframe,44, 45, 54, 97; or feeling that the contributions of the collaboration are not being acknowledged.68. This in many ways reflects a cultural clash between large-scale health policy organisations, and that of newer, smaller and more fragile GP collaborations.

The reported impact of GP collaborations
The evidence review identified a number of areas of impact associated with GP collaboration. There was, however, a relative lack of quantitative evidence to support these claims, and many evaluation studies had focused more on the initial implementation of GP collaborations, rather than sustained tracking of progress in achieving service or health outcomes. Nevertheless, impacts claimed for GP collaborations included: enabling the delivery of high-quality health care (e.g. practice-based physiotherapy, specialist asthma and diabetic care; pharmacy-led medication reviews in general practice or care homes; dementia cafes and carer support; and intensive home support for people
living with multiple complex conditions \cite{15, 32, 44, 57, 61, 66, 67, 69, 70, 75, 82, 88}, introducing new specialist services in primary care settings\cite{44, 61, 64}, providing direct access for GPs to diagnostic facilities and hence avoiding unnecessary outpatient referrals\cite{21, 98}, and pooling resources together (e.g. electronic health records) to avoid duplication of efforts\cite{54, 64, 77, 81, 83}. Other areas of impact associated with GP collaborations were focused on organisational or infrastructure matters, including improved employee satisfaction\cite{59, 66, 67, 83, 88} and strengthened working relationships between staff\cite{66, 77, 81}.

There have also been negative unintended impact from GP collaborations that was identified in the literature, including challenging the role and sense of autonomy of GPs\cite{66, 73} and a sense of overwhelming workload in respect of understanding what is required to participate in the collaboration, set it up and make it succeed\cite{44, 73}.

Lessons from two particular prior forms of GP collaboration

There is particular learning to be gained for primary care networks from an examination of the experience of two particular UK experiments with GP collaborative working, both of which were subject to three-year national evaluation studies. These are the Total Purchasing Pilot (TPP) schemes that were established in 1995 as extensions to the Conservative Government policy of GP fundholding, and the Personal Medical Services (PMS) scheme of local contracts for primary care, brought in as part of the implementation of the NHS (Primary Care) Act 1997. Our rapid evidence assessment and the key policy components of the primary care network approach in 2019 has led us to consider that these two prior forms of GP collaboration have particularly relevant insights for current developments, given that they also took up the opportunity to have additional funding, through a contract held collectively across practitioners or practices, to purchase or deliver a wider range of local health services. The summary of learning from Total Purchasing Pilots and Personal Medical Services Schemes is set out in Box 7 and Box 8 below.

**Box 7: Summary of learning from Total Purchasing Pilots (TPP), adapted from Mays et al, 2001\cite{61}**

**Background**

There were 53 Total Purchasing Pilots in the first wave of these schemes introduced in 1995, and they remained in place until 1999. The Total Purchasing Projects comprised general practices in a
local area that came together to hold a budget with which to purchase the majority of hospital and community health services, building on the GP fundholding scheme that had commenced in 1991. They varied in size from 7,000 to 80,000 population and adopted a range of organisational forms. TPPs were evaluated by a national team of researchers led by Nicholas Mays of the King's Fund. Some of the key lessons from the evaluation were:

**Enablers of and barriers to progress**

Clarity of objectives and planning for the Total Purchasing Project was seen to be a key enabler of progress.

Progress was enabled significantly where there were higher levels of management capacity and expertise.

Smaller Total Purchasing Projects appeared to have more success in engaging their clinical community in their work.

Effective GP leadership of a Total Purchasing Project was considered critical, however some struggled to engage the wider GP and practice membership of the Total Purchasing Project, citing a lack of direct incentives for GPs.

Data and IT were barriers to progress, including problems in securing utilisation and financial data.

They struggled to engage social care and local authorities in their work, and likewise local communities and service users.

**Impact**

Their achievements were typically modest in scale, local and incremental, and tended to focus on improving and extending primary and community health service provision.

They were able to make some changes to patients' use of emergency secondary care services by providing alternative forms of community health care.

TPPs were found to have increased the cost of running the local health system, given the additional transaction costs of smaller health purchasers.
Box 8: Summary of learning from Personal Medical Services (PMS) Schemes

Background

Personal Medical Services (PMS) Pilots were established in ‘waves’ following implementation of the NHS (Primary Care) Act (1997) which was passed with cross-party support just prior to the Labour General Election victory of 1997. Personal Medical Services was a voluntary scheme that allowed a GP practice (or group of practices) to take on a local contract to deliver an extended range of primary care services to meet local population needs in a flexible and multi-disciplinary manner, working to quality and service standards negotiated with the local health authority and subsequently the primary care trust. Personal Medical Services contracts proved popular (22% GPs were working to them in 2002) and continued beyond the initial pilot phase. In 2002, a national contractual framework was introduced for Personal Medical Services schemes, alongside wider reform of primary care contracts. It is notable that Personal Medical Services has remained an attractive approach for GPs across the years. Personal Medical Services contract pilots were evaluated by a number of academic teams funded through a national Department of Health programme of research. Key findings included:

Enablers of and barriers to progress

Enablers of progress were cited by evaluators as: clear objectives for the local scheme; effective management support and expertise; commitment and support from clinicians in the scheme; and strong teamwork and shared culture within practices/practice groups.

The contractual freedoms on offer were considered to enable practices/practice groups to develop innovative services.

A small number of Personal Medical Services schemes were led by nurses who held the contract for the organisation, and provided overall leadership to the practice team.

Impact

Personal Medical Services schemes led to modest and steady improvements in the quality of primary care.
Personal Medical Services schemes led to innovation in the use of a wider range of skill-mix in primary care, including employment of salaried GPs, practice-based pharmacists, and nurse practitioners.

Personal Medical Services schemes were able to develop services that went some way to addressing long-standing inequities in primary care, for example in establishing services for homeless people, refugees and those with severe mental ill health\textsuperscript{101}

Patients’ experience of primary care did not change as much as had been hoped for Personal Medical Services schemes, and innovations in care provision were not as significant as vaunted in the initial policy.

**Gaps in existing evidence on GP collaborations**

In preparation for our stakeholder workshop at which we shared the findings of our rapid evidence assessment, we distilled what we considered to be the main gaps in the evidence on GP collaborations, framing these as questions that needed to be answered by future research, and where possible, our own rapid evaluation of the implementation and early development of primary care networks. These questions were as follows:

- What are the benefits of collaboration – i) for patients, ii) for staff, iii) for the local health system?

- What are the costs of collaboration (financial costs, opportunity costs and other kinds of cost)?

- To what extent are the enablers/facilitators for successful collaboration in place within local systems of care?

- What further kinds of support and/or investment are most needed to create an environment for effective collaboration?

- Why do some practices choose not to collaborate? What happens in areas where practices choose not to collaborate? Does this affect care outcomes in any way, and if so how?

- Do general practices need to collaborate to achieve key outcomes (e.g. improving access, achieving sustainability)?
These questions informed our methods and approach for the case study element of our evaluation, and are examined as part of the discussion chapter (Chapter 6) when reflecting on what this study has revealed in respect of collaboration within general practice, and in particular for the future monitoring and development of primary care networks in the NHS in England.

Summary of the rapid evidence assessment

The rapid evidence assessment underlined many of the factors considered essential to the operation of effective GP collaborations that have been identified in prior reviews, which provide important lessons for new primary care networks to consider as we have reported elsewhere. Some important lessons for primary care networks to consider include the time it will likely take for them to become established as well-functioning organisations in a wider health system, and the level of high quality management and leadership capacity required to ensure their success.

Lessons from previous GP collaborations suggest that primary care networks will need an appropriate balance of autonomy and control in relation to health funders and planners, along with clarity of remit and objectives that enables them to develop plans and work programmes aligned with the expectations of both policy makers and local primary care stakeholders. Primary care networks will also require sufficient time and capacity to develop trusting and supportive relationships within the GP collaboration and with other partner organisations, especially early in their implementation. Finally, from the literature on previous forms of GP collaboration it is clear that primary care networks have the potential to use the funding allocated to them to enable new and extended forms of primary care service provision, but expectations should be managed to ensure that they can make progress in a measured manner that is proportionate to the challenges that evidence suggests they will face.

Our rapid review enabled us to identify important gaps in the research evidence which we explored in a workshop of key stakeholders (see Chapter 2 - Methods), then using these insights to frame questions for the case study research set out in the Chapters 4 and 5 of this report. In the next chapter, we describe the four case study primary care networks and their extant GP collaborations, and then set out the findings of our research in these sites.
Chapter 4: Description of case study sites

In this chapter, a brief overview is given of the background and context to each of the four case study sites, along with their core characteristics. Particular attention has been paid to previous and existing forms of GP collaboration within each case study site, illustrating the complex and varying context within which primary care networks have been introduced. The way in which these sites were selected for study is set out in Chapter 2 (Methods).

Site A is a primary care network of eight GP practices serving a population of 75,000 patients in a rural setting in England dispersed over a large geographical area. The stated overall aim of the primary care network is to improve access for local people to the resources they need to lead healthier lives.

Site B is a super-partnership containing 13 practices serving over 130,000 patients, which was formed in 2017 in response to a workforce crisis. Site B is located in a largely rural area of England characterised by a largely ageing White British population. The super-partnership aims to create efficiencies from working at scale, including by providing some centralised back office functions for constituent practices.

Site C is a primary care network of eight practices serving a population of 60-70,000 patients in a largely urban setting in England dispersed over a town-based geographical area. The area is socio-economically disadvantaged with a large elderly population many of whom live with long term health conditions. The current primary care network mirrors the previous collaborative model, the Site C neighbourhood with the aim of providing better integrated care for the local community.

Site D is a primary care network of four practices, serving a population of more than 30,000. It is located in a rural area in England, characterised by an ageing, and dispersed population with complex health and social care needs. Prior to becoming a primary care network, there was a strong sense of collaborative working between all the practices currently in the primary care network.

This chapter provides a brief overview and context to each of the four case study sites, along with their core characteristics.

Site A is a primary care network of eight GP practices serving a population of 75,000 patients in a rural setting in England dispersed over a large geographical area. The stated overall aim of the primary care network is to improve access for local people to the resources they need to lead healthier lives.

Site B is a super-partnership containing 13 practices serving over 130,000 patients, which was formed in 2017 in response to a workforce crisis. Site B is located in a largely rural area of England characterised by a largely ageing White British population. The super-partnership aims to create efficiencies from working at scale, including by providing some centralised back office functions for constituent practices.

Site C is a primary care network of eight practices serving a population of 60-70,000 patients in a largely urban setting in England dispersed over a town-based geographical area. The area is socio-economically disadvantaged with a large elderly population many of whom live with long term health conditions. The current primary care network mirrors the previous collaborative model, the Site C neighbourhood with the aim of providing better integrated care for the local community.

Site D is a primary care network of four practices, serving a population of more than 30,000. It is located in a rural area in England, characterised by an ageing, and dispersed population with complex health and social care needs. Prior to becoming a primary care network, there was a strong sense of collaborative working between all the practices currently in the primary care network.

Box 9: Key points from Chapter 4
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Site A

Site A is a primary care network of eight GP practices serving a population of 75,000 patients in a rural setting in England dispersed over a large geographical area.

The area is characterised by an ageing, White British population, with many living with a range of long-term health conditions. The patient population has good access to primary care services (the majority will be seen by their GP within 48 hours) compared to the general English population. The stated aim of the primary care network is to improve access for local people to the resources they need to lead healthier lives.

There is an established history of these eight practices working collaboratively prior to the creation of the primary care network, in an informal model of locality working, as well as engaging in partnership working with practices who are part of neighbouring primary care networks. The locality model focused on developing an integrated multi-professional workforce to enable primary care, community health and social care professionals to work in partnership with acute and community care providers. Hence, locality working was based on:

- delivering a more community-focused service,
- multi-disciplinary clinical and social care team service delivery,
- making the most of existing relationships between practices and those delivering community services, and
- reducing organisational boundaries and increased collective working through networked arrangements

The primary care network is supported by a large GP super-partnership established across two counties in England serving over 350,000 patients, of which some of the practices within the primary care network are members, but not all. The GP super-partnership offers practices administrative and management support which frees up time for clinical work, enables economies of scale, and builds upon established relationships with acute and community providers of care. As a result, the eight practices decided collectively to use primary care network funding to pay the GP super-partnership to provide certain services for the PCN, including for legal advice, setting up contracts, financial management, monitoring support and procurement. As part of this GP super-partnership structure,
the primary care network continued to have strong relationships with a neighbouring network which also has constituent practices from within the GP super-partnership.

The primary care network holds six-weekly governance meetings with one lead GP and one practice manager from each practice in attendance. The primary care network also has a core management structure made up of the clinical director, two GPs, and a practice manager informally acting as a primary care network manager who provide oversight to the network’s operational and service development decision making and day-to-day management. At the time of data collection, there was a newly appointed clinical director.

A diagram of Site A’s organisational structure is in Figure 4 below. The dark blue represents the unit of analysis for this evaluation (i.e. case study site collaboration), and the light blue represents parts of the organisational structure within each site that were outside the focus of this evaluation.

Figure 4: Site A organogram
Site B

Site B is a super-partnership containing 13 practices serving over 130,000 patients, which was formed in 2017. The practices within the super-partnership are part of four primary care networks. Some of these networks have a majority of practices from the super-partnership, although in some primary care networks, super-partnership practices are in the minority. Site B practices had previously collaborated through an integrated neighbourhood team, a GP Hub and through a GP federation which is still in place and whose membership overlaps with that of the super-partnership. Although primary care networks and the GP federation continue to exist in parallel, the collaboration that seemed to hold the most influence over collaborative working within Site B was the super-partnership.

Site B is located in a largely rural area of England characterised by an ageing White British population.

The super-partnership was created in part to respond to a workforce crisis, to help address GP recruitment issues, to meet service pressures caused by changes in patient demand, and to attract more investment into primary care. The super-partnership aims to create efficiencies from working at scale, including by providing some centralised back office functions for constituent practices.

A central tenet of the super-partnership is to create parity between partners and safety in numbers, seeking to reduce the risk borne by any one partner. One way that the super-partnership accomplishes this is through a ‘property solution’ in which property in the super-partnership is held jointly by all partners, which has been highlighted as a key success. Within the super-partnership, each practice retains clinical autonomy and is its own profit/loss centre, although the super-partnership carried the overall risk for any financial losses. The super-partnership has a set of clear due diligence procedures for new practices wishing to become part of the organisation, and they pay a joining fee based on their number of registered patients.

The super-partnership has a two-tier system of governance in which some decisions are made by the full partnership and some decisions are made by a managing board with GP partners who represent different localities from across the super-partnership along with a team of executive directors. The
full super-partnership meets on a quarterly basis, with the management board meetings held monthly, while the executive team meets weekly.

A diagram of Site B’s organisational structure is provided in

Figure 5 below.

**Figure 5: Site B organogram**

**Site C**

Site C is a primary care network of eight practices serving a population of 60-70,000 patients in a largely urban setting in England dispersed over a town-based geographical area.

The area is socio-economically disadvantaged with a large elderly population many of whom live with long-term health conditions. There is also a significant minority-ethnic South Asian community representing a mainly younger cohort.
The current primary care network mirrors the previous collaborative model, the Site C Neighbourhood, which comprised the same eight practices. The purpose of the neighbourhood, integrated with the local NHS foundation trust, was to promote greater patient self-management by enabling care nearer to home through closer working across primary care, health and social care services in addition to voluntary, community and faith sector service provision. Hence, the neighbourhood promoted multi-disciplinary working across a range of services including general practice teams. The neighbourhood model was implemented in 2017 and was expected to end in 2020 (based on pre Covid-19 pandemic information). At the time of data collection, both the primary care network and neighbourhood were working in parallel. The governance and management structure of the neighbourhood and the primary care network had both similarities and differences; both models are led by two clinical directors (one neighbourhood lead is also joint primary care network lead). Neighbourhood working was led via monthly meetings attended by both clinical and managerial staff, as well as patient participation group leads, with collective input with regard to decision making and strategic direction. In comparison, monthly primary care network meetings were attended by lead GPs from each of the eight practices, with discussions fed back once meetings had concluded. Nevertheless, the primary care network was established to build upon the aims and objectives of the neighbourhood, as detailed below:

- to address health inequalities in the area and improving access for patients at a reduced cost.
- to support patients living with long-term conditions to support self-management.
- to have better integrated care in the community with the development of mental health teams, increased social prescribing, and training receptionists as care navigators.
- to develop and support the workforce to deliver a range of extended health services.

To help achieve these aims, the primary care network has appointed a manager to oversee governance and manage a shared budget across the eight practices designated for network activities, while the clinical director’s focus is on improving service level provision aligned with quality improvement monitoring.

A diagram of Site C’s organisational structure is provided in
Site D

Site D is a primary care network of four practices, serving a population of around 30,000. It is located in a rural area in England, characterised by an ageing, dispersed population with complex health and social care needs. The population is mostly White British, and faces issues such as frailty, isolation and those living with long term health conditions.

Prior to becoming a primary care network, there was a strong sense of collaborative working between all the practices currently in the network. This informal collaboration had grown to meet the needs of practices working to support the local rural population, and to encourage effective links.
with community providers, the voluntary sector, social care and others in the health and social care system.

The primary care network board is made up of one GP and one practice manager from each practice, with an overall primary care network manager on the board working alongside the clinical director. There is also a working group with representatives from across the primary care network which implements network level decisions, comprised of GPs, practice managers, IT staff and others. The primary care network board meets monthly, while the working group meets fortnightly.

A diagram of Site D’s organisational structure is provided in Figure 7 below.

Figure 7: Site D organogram

In the next chapter, we set out the findings of the research undertaken in these four case study sites, using the themes from the rapid review of evidence about GP collaborations to organise and contextualise the results, exploring the early experience of primary care networks, including their implementation and what enabled or hindered progress.
Chapter 5: Findings from case study research

Box 10: Key points from Chapter 5

General practices across England have seized the opportunity to access new funding to form primary care networks. GPs and their teams place particular priority on enhancing the sustainability of primary care. However, there are mixed views about the purpose of primary care networks, sometimes supportive of the national policy and approach, and others frustrated at having to adhere to a government line in order to receive new funding.

In all four case study sites, the new primary care network was established in the context of a prior GP collaboration. Previous collaborations helped the primary care network to build on previous successes such as the strong existing relationships between practices and integrated service delivery. Yet, it was often a source of tension where the primary care network was perceived to be un-doing aspects of the work of the previous collaboration.

This evaluation has revealed a tension between the desire by GPs and their teams for local autonomy and influence over primary care networks, and the perceived top-down nature of PCN policy. Developing shared goals and objectives emerged as an enabler of progress, and of positive working relationships within and beyond the primary care network.

The need for effective leadership of the primary care network, together with sufficient high-quality management support, was a strong theme in the evaluation fieldwork.

It was clear that although small organisations, primary care networks need a significant range of administrative and management capacity and skills, including finance and accounting, human resources, information technology, staff engagement, and governance support, which were not present in all case study sites in this evaluation. Additionally, the evaluation revealed significant challenges faced by clinical directors in terms of workload, and pointed to the need to improve non-clinical management skills in this role.

The allocation of a new source of funding that is channelled directly into general practice, rather than through an intermediary organisation such as the clinical commissioning group or sustainability and transformation partnership, is clearly welcomed in principle by most practices.
In some instances, clinical commissioning groups have enabled and supported primary care networks, providing resource and expertise to help establish inter-practice working, hire new staff, and operate contracts. In others areas, however, there is evidence of the clinical commissioning group attempting to hold onto resource or control that has been delegated to primary care networks and not perceived to be operating within the spirit and expectation of PCN policy.

For rural collaborations, they feel that primary care network policy has been developed with urban practices and collaborations in mind, and are concerned the policy does not adequately account for the distinctive experience of delivering primary care in rural areas.

With regard to Covid-19, primary care networks were part of an integrated response alongside the clinical commissioning groups, the extended hours access providers, and local community, foundation and acute trusts. In response to patient demand and access to primary care, primary care networks experienced a significant drop in patients requesting appointments with GPs, with the majority of consultations completed by video or telephone consultations; a transition which the majority of patients were pleased with as they received a quicker than usual response from their practice. However, requests for GP appointments is gradually increasing. Throughout the pandemic, all four primary care networks continued to deliver the Network Contract Direct Enhanced Service specification.

The findings from the case study research are presented below, examining reasons to work as part of primary care networks and other forms of GP collaboration, the early impact of network implementation and other forms of collaborative working, and facilitators and barriers that primary care networks have faced within their first nine months of operation. Barriers faced by rural primary care networks and small practices are also highlighted. Where possible, this chapter includes consideration of how primary care networks and other collaborative working arrangements have responded to the Covid-19 pandemic, which first started to impact UK health services in the final stages of this evaluation (March 2020).

These findings draw together the primary data collected for this evaluation through interviews and non-participant observations, as well as evidence from documentary analysis (see Chapter 2-
Methods). Where relevant, evidence is contextualised through learning from the background review of research literature (Chapter 3 Evidence Review).

Reasons to collaborate in primary care

In Chapter 3 (Evidence Review) we examined the rationale and incentives for general practice to enter into different forms of collaboration, as noted over several decades in the UK and overseas, including the role of financial incentives, the desire by GPs to have greater influence in the local health system, a concern to improve and extend primary care service delivery, and a need to secure the sustainability of general practice for the longer term. Throughout this evaluation, it has become clear that the rationale and incentives associated with primary care networks are in some ways distinct from those associated with GP collaborations more broadly, and as such these have been treated separately in the sections below.

Reasons to enter into a collaboration within primary care

Over the past decade, primary care in the UK has faced challenges in terms of workforce, efficiency and resilience, which cause serious issues in terms of the sustainability of primary care. These issues of sustainability, both in terms of finances and the primary care workforce, emerged as significant across the case study sites in this evaluation, and were identified as key reasons to enter into collaborations in primary care (Int1, Int3, Int10, Int13, Int14, Int15, Int20).

Collaborations can help address issues of general practice sustainability in a number of ways. First, practices collaborating with one another can help distribute workload and pressures between them, and can allow for some tasks and procedures to be shared between practices in order to reduce the burden on any one practice team (Int6, Int7, Int10, Int15, Int20). Collaboration between practices can also help recruit and retain staff within primary care, including by enabling the organisation to offer better training resources, flexible work arrangements and better benefits to staff (Int15, Int14, Int10).

‘It’s very difficult for small, singlehanded GP practices to survive with the workloads that are on them in terms of the pressures. And only by working together and collaborating can we sort of be strong enough to face the issues that we face on a daily basis in general practice. So those were the sort of ideas around making it sustainable and future proof’ (Int15)
'There was a recognition some time ago...that nine practices are essentially from an administration point in very many cases doing the same thing nine times over, which is a fundamental waste of time and money. There was an argument that things such as practice policies, methods of using clinical systems, scanning and coding could all be, if not the same, similar, so that when we did make changes we could try and use one person to make the bulk of the changes, and then the other nine well the other eight would just be tinkering around the edges.’ (Int7)

Collaborations can also help address issues with the financial sustainability of primary care. For example, before primary care networks, some discretionary funding was available through the clinical commissioning group to improve collaboration between GP practices at many of the case study sites, increasing the budget for primary care (Int17, Int21, Int22, Int25). Economies of scope and scale, creating financial efficiencies and implementing better financial and organisational management were also mentioned as reasons to form collaborative organisations in general practice (Int13, Int16, Int17).

‘If you look at [redacted]... there was a lot more clarity about what they wanted to do, so they wanted to actually see primary care at scale in a structured way where they could get the economies of scale from a bigger organisation, get rid of that kind of corner shop mentality that a lot of practices have got, inject some professional management into general practice.’ (Int17)

Improvements to patient care and service provision were also mentioned as reasons to form collaborations in primary care. Collaborating between practices can help fill gaps in service provision where single practices are not able to provide all services (Int3, Int15, Int17, Int20), and help provide patients with better coordinated care, particularly for patients with complex health and social care needs (Int3, Int24). Collective working in primary care also helps with planning and providing services at a population-level, and the evaluation heard about some pre-primary care network collaborations having started as a result of undertaking population-level service planning for a locality (Int6) and devising ways to improve care for older people (Int24, Int22, Int25). However, there were also interviewees who expressed that providing care at a larger scale would result in
poorer patient experience and outcomes, which is explored in the section below on the impact of primary care networks.

’We’re only a small network, 35,000 patients in the network... I sort of see the 35,000 rather than the 3,000 we’ve got on our list. So I’m really enthusiastic, and I want to make sure that the 35,000 are looked after, as much as my 3,000’ (Int6)

Reasons to enter into a primary care network

Although the reasons for entering into GP collaborations are diverse, as noted in Chapter 3 (Evidence Review) the reasons for entering into primary care networks appear to be more tightly focused on policy and financial incentives, which is unsurprising given the nature of the policy with its national approach to contracts and service specifications. Many interviewees reflected that practices were effectively obligated to form primary care networks, and that practices had no choice but to accept the financial incentives associated with networks for fear that they would be “left behind” (Int1, Int2, Int4, Int5, Int8, Int12, Int17, Int23). Some of these interviewees framed primary care network policy as negative, and that practices were coerced into entering into collaborative arrangements of which they were unsure. However, others expressed ambivalence about primary care network requirements, describing them as an external policy development to which practices needed to adapt (Int1, Int17).

’With the PCNs we’ve been told we have to, and if we don’t we’re being told that our patients will go into a PCN... and it will be out of our hands. So we’re being bullied into something that the doctors don’t have time for’ (Int8)

’If we’re going to talk about the PCNs, the rationale for getting involved is it’s a national policy and there’s a lot of cash on the back of it, and their motivation has been OK, because general practice is very good at adapting to contractual context and particularly when there’s a set of incentives which is what primary care networks are partially about’ (Int17)

Although the majority of reasons that were identified by interviewees for joining or forming a primary care network focused on policy and funding, survey responses revealed more varied reasons, albeit the survey was only completed by 28 respondents across the four case study sites at a time when data collection was stalling due to the Covid-19 pandemic. When asked to rate reasons...
why they had formed a primary care network, over half of respondents reported “To help sustain the viability/sustainability of general practice”, and “Improving co-ordination and delivery of primary care services for patients” as very important.

Figure 8 below demonstrates the mixed response to this survey item.

Figure 8: Reasons to form or join a primary care network from survey (N=28)
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**Fundamental question around the purpose of primary care networks**

A central tension about the purpose of primary care networks arose again and again throughout this evaluation. Some respondents had a view that primary care network funding should be spent to help improve the financial sustainability of primary care and reduce GP workload, while others thought that the new resource should be allocated to developing new primary care services (Int3, Int18, Int21, Int22 Int24). This tension about the purpose of primary care networks has revealed itself in disagreements between those active in management of the networks, and also plays into questions about whether the new organisations have effectively accomplished their goals.

Some mentioned that they felt primary care networks were being ‘sold’ as a cure-all within primary care, and that there should be a more realistic assessment of what they could reasonably expect to achieve (Int17, Int19, Int24), something that will likely be all the more acute in the context of the
Covid-19 pandemic and its aftermath. This underlined the need to identify clear goals for primary care networks to help solve some of these tensions about their direction.

‘There’s other areas and snippets of conversation where you can imagine that PCNs are seen to be the cure of the world’s woes really, or diabetes care or care home care or keeping people out of hospital. And I think, again that is another tension because really they’re trying to make up for there being six thousand GPs short. They’re not saying we can do any more of these, we’re just saying we need this to do what we can do... the enthusiasm is great but undoubtedly some of the clinical leads... see the potential as being wider than it actually is. I mean I have said myself, I think actually being called a primary care network is a bit egging the pudding that isn’t it? We’re not really are we? We’re a GP network. We’re not going to devolve control of optometry or pharmacy or anything else, but hey, wasn’t me that picked the name.’ (Int19).

Impact of primary care networks

This evaluation sought to examine the early impact of primary care networks, and identified positive and negative consequences that have stemmed from these networks in their first nine months of operation. The evidence for this impact is largely qualitative, drawn from interviews and non-participant observations. Unsurprisingly, at this early stage of network development, very little quantitative evidence was found in respect of their impact. Survey respondents were asked about the advantages and disadvantages of primary care networks, and these are set out in Figure 9 and Figure 10 below.
Figure 9: Primary care network advantages from survey (N=28)

Primary care network advantages

Advantages of joining primary care network

- Shared vision about local service delivery
- Sharing best practice
- Support and expertise from other PCN members
- Access to social prescriber/pharmacist
- Too early to see any advantage
- Unsure

Percentage of respondents
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Figure 10: Primary care network disadvantages from survey (N=28)
It is important to note that some respondents in this evaluation study reported that it was too early to see the impact of primary care networks, particularly as many areas were still working to address operational, back office and regulatory issues, before shifting their attention to health service redesign (Int14, Int15, Int17, Int21, Int23). This also aligned with survey evidence, as 26% of survey respondents reported that it was too early to see any advantages of working as part of a primary care network.

A large proportion of interviewees emphasised that although primary care networks had changed the policy landscape in terms of some requirements made of primary care, they have not yet led to any substantial changes to modes of working within practices, services offered to most patients, or ways of collaborating between practices (Int2, Int4, Int7, Int6, Int8, Int9, Int12, Int19, Int23, Int25, Site A Observation). When exploring the impacts described below, it is important to note that many of those interviewed reported that primary care networks had had no or very little impact thus far.

‘As far as I’m aware we haven’t made any changes to service delivery... I think we’ve all carried on doing what we’ve always done, the same way we’ve always done it.’ (Int7)

‘From somebody who comes into the PCN meetings and just responds to the information and isn’t involved in attending meetings for the leads or the finance and things – there doesn’t seem to be an awful lot done... Occasionally I sit there and am thinking why on earth are we here? Because we’re not actually achieving anything.’ (Int9)

Some respondents reported that the implementation of primary care networks had been a negative change when compared with how things had been before. For example, during an observation of a network meeting at Site A, those present were asked by a facilitator (funded through NHS England and Improvement’s Time for Change programme) to report how they viewed changes resulting from the primary care network. Ten network members rated the primary care network as “Negative” or “Very Negative”, while only three rated it as “Positive” or “Very Positive”. Reasons cited for negative views of the primary care network included a lack of long-term vision, an excessive burden for practices (and lead GPs in particular) in terms of workload, failure to move quickly to implement the primary care network, perceived irrelevance of national PCN policy in rural contexts, and a perceived lack of leadership from NHS England and Improvement. Some of the reasons for positive views of the primary care network included the additional funding coming into general practice and support...
given by the super-partnership (Site A_Observation). These themes were common across the sites, and are explored below in more detail.

**Service delivery and patient-level impact**

Extended hours general practice services had been put into place by primary care networks as per the NHS England and Improvement specification (Int2, Int5, Int7, Int9, Int5, Int20, Int21), along with some primary care network-determined services such as group counselling services (Int6), older people’s community care (Int3), integrated care for those with hypertension (Int24) and diabetes (Site D_Observation), a rapid diagnostic pathway for patients with a suspected cancer diagnosis (Site D_Observation), video consultation services (Site C_Observation) and multi-disciplinary teams to discuss and plan care for patients with complex needs (Int18). Site D was also in the process of planning the building of a central hub for integrated working with other areas of the health and social care system, to be led by primary care and have its own dedicated facilities (Site D_Observation). Several interviewees also commented that primary care networks had the potential to increase the influence of primary care in the local health system (Int17), and act as a mechanism to build relationships with community providers and the voluntary sector (Int16), which was supported by the number of integrated services described above.

Some interviewees reported that practices in their area were already meeting primary care network service specifications prior to their introduction in January 2020 (Int21, Int24). For example, practices at Site A, Site B and Site C were already collaborating to work to provide primary care support to local care homes (Int8, Int13, Int14, Int15, Int17, Int21, Int22 , Int24). Site B and Site C had also already been working on drug monitoring with high-risk medications, resulting in safer prescribing of opiates and other medications (Int11, Int20, Int22, Int23, Site C_Observation).

> ‘When the PCN was first published, and we first heard about this, I looked at it and thought well this is everything that I’m doing with the network, surely it’s the same thing’ (Int21)

Prior to primary care networks, many practices already worked collaboratively to improve care for their patients. For example, the Site B super-partnership had already hired mental health nurses, developed services to improve mental health in primary care, and created new standardised protocols for managing long-term conditions (Int13, Int14, Int15). Likewise, the neighbourhood at Site C had already been working with district nurses, the voluntary sector, mental health sector and
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with local schools on asthma care (Int21, Int22, Int23, Int24); and practices in Site D had worked collaboratively to audit those in the local population who used services the most, as a basis to plan the optimum provision of social care for this population, as well as putting in place a paramedic visiting service and introducing enhanced dementia care services for older people (Int25). Site A and Site B had also worked jointly across constituent practices to improve safety measures through training, developing and implementing standard operating procedures, together with internal audit controls and peer-based benchmarking across practices (Int2, Int13, Int11). In providing these services, many collaborations and practices had also previously engaged with community health care teams, mental health services, local councils, care homes and social services through relationships that had grown organically through years of joint working (Int8, Int16, Int17, Int18, Int21, Int24).

‘We also developed a healthy memory café which has been much more of a success than we expected it to be, and that’s held once a month ... We have a GP there... nurses... Alzheimer’s nurse... a dementia practitioner...the fire service... occupational health, social worker and it is just an opportunity for anybody that’s got a diagnosis of dementia or may just be worried about their memory to pop in and have some advice and help and guidance should they need it. So, I think we’ve been running four months and we’ve had about 95 patients attend so far all of which have gone away really grateful for the input. Quite a few are returning on a monthly basis because actually it’s a really nice place to just sit and socialise and specifically for carers.’ (Int24)

As many primary care networks had already been working collaboratively to deliver services and improve patient care prior to becoming a network, some felt that the primary care network was a step backwards and that these new networks had started to undo the work of previous GP collaborations. Some reported that the primary care networks were smaller in scope in terms of what services would be delivered through the network (Int18, Int24) and the parties involved in the collaboration (Int2, Int6) were more limited in number and type of profession, particularly as the early focus of primary care networks has been on sorting out the managerial and administrative aspects of setting them up (Int2, Int24). A few interviewees reflected that since primary care networks were more focused on general practice than some other prior forms of collaboration that include different parts of the health and social care system - such as multispecialty community provider vanguard schemes or integrated care and support pioneers primary care networks
offered fewer options in terms of referring patients to alternative services (Int9). Several respondents also reported that they felt that the NHS direction of travel in terms of consolidation of independent practices into larger entities would negatively impact the continuity of care that patients experienced in smaller practices (Int19), and the ability for services to be planned on a smaller scale in a way that aligns with local population needs (Int4).

‘The PCN is so far behind, or the new model of the PCN is so far behind where we already are, that I feel we’re thwarted. And in fact since it was launched I feel as though lots of things have kind of been in abeyance, lots of kind of projects and things that were moving forward sort of seem to be on hold because we’re waiting for the PCNs to evolve.’ (Int18)

‘I just can’t see how on earth the PCN is going to be even remotely in a position to take on that kind of level of work. I just can’t. And I think we would be setting ourselves up to fail massively if we even tried… I think because you’ve already got a neighbourhood set up, and its actually worked very well, to have then a PCN is all… it’s duplication’ (Int24)

‘NHS England has really bought into this… making things bigger, bigger providers, bigger scale. It seems to be ignoring much stronger evidence for the advantages of continuity of care… There is a tension between access and continuity of care, and at the moment we’re following the one that isn’t evidence-based.’ (Int19)

New roles and staff

Primary care networks have provided funding explicitly to hire additional roles in primary care, which have been one of the most substantial changes described by those consulted in this evaluation. The case study sites had all recruited (or were in the process of hiring):

- Pharmacists;
- Social prescribers;
- Complex care nurses, community matrons and dementia nurses;
- Community paramedics;
- Physiotherapists;
- Administrator roles;
- Care coordinators; and
- Dementia specialist practitioners and advanced practitioners to help take some of this workload from GPs.

Since primary care networks are not independent legal entities, hiring arrangements for staff varied between the case study sites, with some sites having a lead practice to recruit staff on behalf of the others, and some sites having the clinical commissioning group, super-partnership or a local NHS trust to hire staff. Sometimes, the recruitment of staff by entities other than primary care groups had been viewed positively, although it had also caused difficulties which are described in the facilitators and barriers section below. Although the primary care networks had progressed in terms of getting people hired for these roles, some respondents reported difficulty in terms of the time it had taken to put together job descriptions (Int8, Int24) and sort out details such as who would induct primary care network staff (Int7). There were also reports of challenges in terms of high staff turnover, particularly for primary care network nurses which was observed at Site C (Site C_Observation).

Other forms of GP collaboration had enabled the creation of additional roles for primary care prior to primary care networks being introduced in our case study sites. Several sites had introduced shared staff between practices, including mental health professionals (Int13), community matrons (Int22, Int24), community paramedics (Int15, Int25), social prescribers (Int10) and community pharmacists (Int19). Some individual practices had also hired staff for roles that were later funded by primary care networks (Int1, Int5, Int8). For collaborations and practices that had already been working with the network-funded roles, there was a view that hiring roles through the primary care network could cause a disruption where previous ways of working were already functioning well (Int7, Int8, Int24).

Some respondents commented on the positive impact that these new roles were expected to have on primary care networks and on general practice and wider community health provision. For example, it was noted that social prescribers would be able to look at lifestyle factors, and could potentially bring about improvements in patients’ health (Int2, Int5, Int6, Int8), and that roles such as social prescribers, pharmacists and physiotherapists would be able to provide more community services to support primary care (Int17, Int21). Others commented that new roles would help reduce
GP workload by creating efficiencies (e.g. by having a single pharmacist to work across all care homes in an area) and by taking away work from GPs (Int6, Int9, Int20, Int22, Int24).

Many were, however, more conservative in their assessment of the difference that these new roles would likely make in primary care. Some commented that although new roles might help a small number of patients, the roles would not make a difference for most patients who may not need or have contact with the new primary care network-funded roles (Int5, Int21), and would not reduce workload for most staff (Int5, Int17). Additionally, even with new network-funded roles, some had reflected that there might not be the workforce available to make primary care sustainable to the extent needed (Int7, Int9), particularly in rural areas (Int9, Int12, Int17, Int24). Although new funding is provided for additional roles through primary care networks, some expressed that the additional requirements and targets set out in the national PCN specification were such that the additional roles might not reduce GP workloads, and that a moratorium on new targets was needed in order to reduce workload (Int1, Int17).

‘At the moment, it’s an extra person, but here’s the work for an extra two people is what it feels like for your average GP. So they don’t feel the benefit, that’s been the problem.’ (Int17).

‘You know, 1 new worker over 8 practices ain’t doing much for anybody really. But we’re not going to say no, obviously, but they’re not going to change the world are they?’ (Int21).

Impact on practice staff

In some instances, primary care networks appeared to be starting to have a positive impact on staff in GP practices. One interviewee commented that in practices with a small number of partners, primary care networks were providing security to partners and had given them the confidence that if the other GPs pulled out of the partnership they would not be left isolated (Int9). Also, it was reported that primary care networks had generated enthusiasm in terms of GPs becoming involved in local strategic planning for health services (Int19) and resulted in new training and shared resources (Int5, Int18).

‘We’ve got a couple of practices within our PCN that are only two partner practices – and I think that it’s knowing that they have got the support of a larger organisation and that they...’
can share resources and that it doesn’t have to all fall down on them I think would be encouraging for somebody coming in, knowing that they have that wider support and networking’ (Int9)

‘The main thing that has come in – and this isn’t just here – is the enthusiasm with which mostly a new set of GP faces have really taken on a new role and are invigorated and believe they’re a bit empowered, and they’re doing something at a bigger, more strategic level than out of practice’ (Int19)

Much of the positive impact on staff described by interviewees was attributed to other prior models of collaboration, rather than the primary care network. For example, the super-partnership at one site had been able to offer improved support and resources to staff, including additional training, flexible working arrangements and more generous benefits (Int11, Int14, Int16). Also, through collaboration they were able to offer more opportunities for specialisation within the field of primary care, which was described as having the potential to enhance career options (Int10 Int11, Int14).

‘The fact that you’ve got the support of peers has helped to retain GPs who would have otherwise retired, and has been an attraction for people to move from not wanting to contemplate partnerships to being partners, because actually we’re demonstrating that there’s so much support around the things that put people off, whether it’s the property management, HR or whatever, actually you don’t need to worry about that. So I think that’s in part one of the attractions’. (Int11)

Although some have reported positive impact on staff from the introduction of primary care networks, the evidence collected through this early evaluation suggests that networks have to date tended to be experienced in a rather negative light by some primary care staff. Workload for existing clinical and non-clinical staff was a significant cause of tension given the time required to set up and establish primary care networks across practices. For example, being part of a primary care network was often entailing multiple weekly and monthly meetings, in which many of the same staff were involved, on top of their clinical duties and other responsibilities (Int4, Int13, Int14). The administrative and managerial aspect of primary care networks was also time-consuming, particularly for practice managers and clinical directors, despite funding being made available for
managerial aspects of networks (Int1, Int3, Int4, Int5, Int7, Int8), and many mentioned that primary care network-related tasks felt too much on top of the regular day job (Int1, Int5, Int7, Int8, Int9, Int12, Int14). This was also supported by survey evidence. When asked about the disadvantages of primary care networks, 41% of survey respondents selected that a disadvantage was that networks were time-consuming, making it the disadvantage most frequently selected by survey respondents.

“It can’t be a bolt on to the day job, and that’s what it is at the moment. I have been averaging... 55-60 hours over the last couple or three months and that in itself wouldn’t be a problem... what is a problem is that for all of that we’re no further forward than when I started three months ago. That is fundamentally a problem, and when I listen to all the other PCNs I get the impression that there’s a lot that are in the same boat.’ (Int7)

Primary care networks not only add to workload in terms of managerial and administrative duties, but also shift a proportion of the responsibility for funding and implementing local primary care service development from the clinical commissioning group and community health trust to primary care networks. Some respondents commented that this shift, while providing more funding to primary care, had caused issues in terms of increased workload, as GPs found it difficult to meet the additional services in the national primary care network specifications even with the additional new staff that had been funded (Int1, Int19, Int6, Int8, Int9, Int19, Int24).

“We want to make our working lives better rather than just having more money, and we couldn’t really see the PCNs initially were going to make our working lives better. But we had a hope... that we would have more clinical support and that would make us be able to deliver more sustainable general practice. Of course that’s been turned on its head completely by the targets that have been set up and in the specifications, which are completely unachievable.’ (Int1)

Organisational impact

Primary care networks had however led to perceptions on the part of some respondents of more efficient working and the introduction of more robust managerial and administrative structures. At Site C, the primary care network had implemented centralised human resource management support, governance structures and training resources (Int20, Int21), along with a shared process and support for Quality and Outcomes Framework (QOF) primary care contract monitoring.
requirements (Int21). Practice managers at this site had worked together to align back-office procedures, helping to ensure that administrative tasks could be completed centrally by appropriately skilled staff (Int20, Int23, Int24), and that staff such as nurses and receptionists could move around practices as needed (Int18). Site D had set up a primary care network triaging process using a commercially available online symptom assessment system to help refer patients to allied health professionals in a standardised way across the network. This was reported to create efficiencies in terms of triaging processes, and had helped the primary care network collect data on the use of allied health professionals to aid its resource planning (Int25). Across primary care networks where centralised and standardised processes had been implemented, some respondents commented on what they considered to be the increased stability of their organisations (Int4, Int6).

‘We do know that in each practice you’l say “oh yeah such a body brilliant at admin” or “great at coding”, “brilliant on ’scripts”, so why not take them and have them taken out of the practice and just working centrally, because we’re electronic nowadays’ (Int23)

Some of the organisational impact from collaborating across practices was attributed to other forms of collaboration that preceded and were continuing alongside primary care networks. For example, the super-partnerships at Site A and at Site B had both provided practices with centralised support for Care Quality Commission inspections, including a joint Care Quality Commission registration at Site A (Int2, Int6, Int16, Site B_Observation,). The super-partnership at Site B had also set up standardised processes for GP practice reception and patient triaging, and for back-office functions including accounting and financial reporting, and a standardised way to respond to General Data Protection Regulation policy, and the logging and handling of complaints and incidents. These processes had created efficiencies and increased stability across the super-partnership and its practices, and allowed for staff to move across practices as required (Int11, Int15).

‘We now have one way of doing the books across all of the practices, with one accountancy firm that has driven down cost. And there’s been bumps in the road on that one, trying to get everyone aligned to a single year end and trying to align all of the different financial reporting mechanisms that we all have into one way of doing it, which was never going to be simple. We’ve now got to the position – it has taken three years but we have now got to a position where it feels a lot more stable.’ (Int11)
Although primary care networks could be a vehicle to introduce more effective and efficient processes across primary care, this evaluation pointed to potential organisational challenges. By obliging practices to form collaborations, the implementation of PCN policy had in effect forced some practices to work together that had fundamental and sometimes long-standing differences in terms of their operational environment, ways of working and values (Int1, Int2, Int4, Int9, Int17).

Although practices within a primary care network were required to be geographically contiguous, there have been instances where the border of a network appears geographically contiguous on a map, but has failed to encapsulate areas with similar demographic factors or what are locally considered to be ‘natural communities’ for local people or health professionals (Int12, Int19). Bringing together practices in this top-down fashion had caused tensions within some primary care networks, which are explored further in the section below on barriers that have been faced.

‘The challenges really were that PCN were something that were... an arbitrary formation... The idea of collaborative working sounds great, but, you know, when you are forced into a relationship rather than a relationship happening organically, it is very challenging... Some of the practices in our PCN area footprint... always had different viewpoints of how a PCN should be run.’ (Int1)

‘Sometimes the reason you’ve got two practices in a particular area is a practice split ten years ago and now one or two of the GPs left the other two or three GPs and started another practice inside a town. And you still get some of that hangover even now.’ (Int17)

Financial impact

The evidence from this evaluation about the financial impact of primary care networks is mixed. On the one hand, these new networks provide a mechanism through which more funding has come into primary care, which has been seen by some as a very important early impact (Int1, Int4, Int14, Int17, Int20, Int21, Int25), and has encouraged practices to work together that would not otherwise have done so (Int17).

‘Obviously in some respects this exercise is just a re-churning of cash inflow into practices and rebadging it under a different name’ (Int4)
‘So the average PCN in our patch in the year that we’re about to go into is going to have just under half a million pound each... if you can access that resource, that is a big incentive to put up with Dr X and Dr Y who you find quite irritating. If there wasn’t a lot of resource being invested, I suspect they’d go ‘I really can’t stand him or her, I’m not getting involved.’’ (Int17)

The funding coming directly into primary care had given more financial freedom and security to primary care. Some interviewees commented that there were fewer “strings,” or caveats associated with funding for primary care networks, since the clinical commissioning group or local trust does not have the power to dictate precisely how it is spent (Int19, Int20), and that there was a more steady flow of funding compared with previous arrangements (Int23). However, there had also been tensions with clinical commissioning groups and trusts attempting to maintain oversight of primary care network budgets, which are discussed in the section on barriers below.

‘When this DES PCN came along, it was a voluntary contract but it was quite autonomous independent contract, there were no strings attached to it, so the CCG could not dictate, you know, what we do and how we do it. Our... local trust, could not dictate how we set the whole thing up and what thing we should do or we shouldn’t do.... So it’s us, we’re deciding what is best for general practice and what is best for our patients.’ (Int20)

Some evidence pointed to more efficient spending and achieving economies of scale (Int14, Int15), for example through better financial management centrally within primary care networks or the prior collaboration (Int2, Int16), or the ability to purchase medications at wholesale prices (Int11). However, some of these positive impacts in terms of financial efficiency may have been attributable to other forms of GP collaboration rather than the introduction of primary care networks.

‘There is a contribution that is made by the practices to run the organisation, but through collaborative working, through better use of staff and resources, effectively that money comes back... the idea obviously if we are delivering high performance and high quality care, that our performance targets will be higher, that will achieve more, which will generate additional income, but income that we can then not just think of it as profit but a way to sort of develop the organisation even further. So there is initially obviously a financial implication in joining [redacted] but we feel that the practices get that back, get that benefit back in higher values than what they contributed.’ (Int15)
Despite some examples of success, there was evidence that primary care networks could have a negative financial impact on practices. Some expressed a view that although new funding was coming into primary care, this money had had to be spent on the up-front additional management and administrative costs associated with the new networks, due to an underestimation of the time and resources needed (Int3, Int7). There had also been reports that funding from NHS England and Improvement had not been sufficient to cover expenses, leading to financial dis-benefit for some practices as a result of joining primary care networks (Int5, Int13). Similarly, some commented that the new funding would be spent on the additional services required through the national primary care network specification (Int7) or on topping up where the full cost of these new roles was not covered by new resources for networks (although the funding for these roles has since been increased by NHS England and Improvement to cover 100% of the costs\(^\text{103}\) (Int1, Int13).

‘I think one of the dangers is underestimating the amount of time and commitment people would put into it so it then makes it a negative impact on the finances of practices for time put in.’ (Int3)

‘The £1.50 per patient is fixed as well that’s going to be used up very quickly by... employing additional roles. And actually, we were always worried even when we started that... this was going to end up making more work for GPs and it will cost us more in the long run because of all this overlay... And certainly, that’s the way it’s looking at the moment and I can’t really see that there is much in it for us at the moment’ (Int1)

Some asserted that although clinical directors were being paid for their role, the remuneration was not enough to cover the number of clinical sessions they needed to drop to attend to primary care network-related tasks (Int2, Int3, Int20). The loss of clinical sessions for clinical directors also had the potential to impact practices, as there was at least one practice that was reported in our fieldwork as not having allowed one of their GPs to stand for election for the clinical director role due to general practice shifts that would be left uncovered (Int2, Int5, Int7 Int8, Site A_Observation).

‘It’s not that any GP didn’t want to take the clinical directorship from a prospective of finances. We actually had two GPs that were very interested in doing it. The problem was that practices stopped them because they could not afford the lack of capacity.’ (Int7)
It was suggested that the existence of a “dual system” in which practices contribute to the financial costs of the collaboration for centralised functions such as management and administration, while also continuing to operate these same activities on a practice-by-practice basis, had been detrimental to primary care networks trying to realise their full potential in terms of financial savings (Int10, Int12, Int13). The practices risked bearing the up-front costs required to implement collaborations, without realising the potential financial benefits from moving towards shared back-office functions, economies of scale and improved financial management, among other mechanisms for potential cost savings.

**Facilitators of and barriers to the early implementation of primary care networks.**

This evaluation has explored facilitators that have contributed to the early progress of primary care networks along with their pre-existing GP collaborations, and the barriers that they have faced to date. In many cases, facilitators and barriers are closely linked, and as such they are discussed in parallel below. They are also very resonant with those identified in Chapter 3 (Evidence Review) suggesting that primary care networks are in many ways closely related to their antecedent forms of GP collaboration. While most of the evidence around the facilitators and barriers described below stems from interviews and observations, survey respondents were also asked about the challenges that primary care networks had faced in their early months, which are summarised in Figure 11 below, although responses to the survey were limited.
Management and leadership

Many of the facilitators to collaborative working focused on strong leadership and management of the primary care network and other forms of pre-existing collaboration. A few interviewees reported that their network had effective meetings, and that learning was shared at a managerial level across the organisation (Int18, Int20). Characteristics of good leadership encompassed strong consensus around decisions made at a board and managerial level (Int14, Int20), as well as having people in leadership roles who listened to the concerns of staff (Int14).

‘Everyone knows that you’re voting as a partnership. Everyone knows that we go by the majority so... you can’t bring that many partners together and everyone be 100% happy with the outcome. Believe it or not, the majority of stuff that we’ve done and delivered we have had 100% of those there because they’ve bought into the ethos of what we’re trying to do... If someone is unhappy, we always look at what they’re unhappy about and we try and address that, which we have done on many occasion. And nine times out of ten obviously we find a solution.’ (Int14)

Some interviewees commented on the importance of the clinical director role in terms of ensuring the success of primary care networks. They noted that having a single person who was responsible...
for resolving issues, facilitating collaboration and building relationships between members was an important aspect of networks (Int10, Int17), which might help facilitate their development and ensure that they succeeded. Some also commented on qualities that a clinical director should have, which went beyond clinical skills to encompass good leadership, communication, being personable and approachable, drive, enthusiasm and being politically ‘savvy’ (Int1, Int2, Int3, Int5, Int6, Int9, Int23), along with a genuine desire to get involved with management functions (Int1, Int5).

‘That higher level management work, with all the management speak and the politics and that kind of thing, is not really my cup of tea at all, and I think to be a good clinical director it has to be your cup of tea. It’s got to be the kind of thing you actually enjoy doing and the challenge... that you actually want to take on... I think that’s probably one of the most important skills to have is an enthusiasm for that kind of work.’ (Int1)

‘We’ve got three groups [of clinical directors]. We’ve got those who’ve been around, quite experienced, been involved with local medical committee and the local federation or CCG. They know how the system works, they’re quite experienced and so on. There’s another group that are younger generally, quite enthusiastic, also quite idealistic sometimes, but they’re not sure how to make it work yet, which levers to pull or necessarily how to work things, but they are really relatively quite motivated. And then there’s a third group who look a bit bewildered and they’ve got into it because nobody else wanted to do it and they were probably the least unwilling...and there’s a few of those who are doing it but they’re not sure why they’re doing it or how they got to be doing it. And their motivation and experience is different so a) they’re not quite as motivated to develop themselves or their PCN, and also they’ve probably got fewer tools to enable them to do it as well.... I call the final group the permanently bewildered – they’re not quite sure what they’re doing or why they’re there or how they got there!’ (Int17)

Although strong leadership and management can act as a facilitator, this was not yet reported as being present in the primary care networks in our case study sites. Many interviewees commented on the lack of strong leadership within their network, resulting in frustrating meetings and an inability to achieve progress (Int3, Int8, Int9, Int21, Int24). In some cases, this had resulted from the clinical director role being taken on reluctantly after difficulties in filling the role, which was felt to
have inhibited the appointment of a clinical director with the necessary mix of skills, communication abilities, experience and time and energy (Int2, Int3, Int4, Int5, Int6, Int7, Int8). Difficulty in filling the clinical director role was reported by some respondents, and in one case this had resulted in less than ideal arrangements such as the rotation of the clinical director role on a yearly basis (Int2, Int4, Int6, Int7).

‘We have tended to just go round in circles on discussions on how we do things... everybody will be in agreement and then somebody else will bring it back round to the start again and say ‘but what about this’.’ (Int9)

‘I don’t think we think things are progressing very quickly and not quickly enough. We’ve had a clinical director who isn’t very communicative I’m not saying [redacted] is not doing his job because I understand he has been going to lots of meetings and everything and when he comes to talk to us he’s, he does give feedback but in between we’ve no idea what’s going on so I just think he’s finding it difficult to do his day job go to all the meetings and make sure we’re all kept up to speed with things.’ (Int5)

Some interviewees suggested that primary care networks were relying too heavily on the clinical director, who may not have all the managerial and financial skills, or time, to successfully manage the network (Int2, Int4, Int7, Int23). This issue was observed at a primary care network board meeting in one site, where the clinical director and other clinicians discussed the technical details of building maintenance and legal details about holding property as a primary care network, yet the clinical director admitted to having little experience of such matters. To make up for this lack of managerial capacity, several interviewees suggested that a professional, non-clinical management role should be implemented to support the effective management of primary care networks (Int4, Int7), signalling the importance of role allocation within these new organisations. One site was already considering splitting the clinical director post into two roles, one focused on clinical leadership and the other on operational management, and had discussed increasing administrative support as the primary care network grows (Site A_Observation).

‘I think [what] NHS England did get completely wrong is that they should have funded immediately a management position for a professional manager to come in and actually get the structure sorted, I think to ask a clinician to also be an expert when we are talking about
management set up, about roles, about job descriptions, [is] fundamentally wrong it should have been somebody brought in to concentrate on those tasks.’ (Int7)

At one site, there were tensions with regard to leadership and the purpose of the primary care network. There was a divide between network staff who wished to continue and build upon the achievements of the neighbourhood collaboration and its integrated working in wider health economy (Int 24, Int20, Int22) while others wanted to use newly acquired primary care network resources specifically to decrease GP workload and improve the financial situation of practices (Int21, Int22, Int23). The division, with regard to the purpose of the primary care network, manifested itself during early board meetings (Int21, Int22, Int23, Int24, Int20) where even democratically decided decisions about care delivery were challenged (Int22).

‘It had quite a negative effect because they’re coming from two completely different ends of the spectrum, so [redacted] was wanting the PCN to actually work for the GPs, clinicians, so he wanted a system that meant the pressure was taken off the clinicians, whereas [redacted]’s always been for what’s best for the patient and patient care. And really there should have been something in the middle but they are at extremes. So initially it’s caused quite a lot of conflict and board meetings have been a bit – I’ve not been, this is hearsay, so I can’t confirm – a bit fraught at times.’ (Int23)

‘The way that they work is they do a vote on a decision and they go with the majority, and that was agreed when the PCN was set up that that would be the way forward... That isn’t happening – If the CD doesn’t agree with the unanimous decision that was made, he seems to be going off and doing his thing.’ (Int22)

Relationships with clinical commissioning groups

Some interviewees reported that the local clinical commissioning group was supportive of primary care network development (Int1, Int11, Int13, Int16, Int25), and had been helpful in tasks such as the recruitment and hiring of new staff (Int15, Int16), fostering relationships between practices and providing practices with dedicated time for network meetings (Int11). It was noted that it was important for clinical commissioning groups to be supportive of primary care networks and other forms of pre-existing GP collaboration, while also providing them with room to innovate and make autonomous decisions (Int16, Int25). This echoed the messages in Chapter 3 (Evidence Review)
about the importance of effective relationships between a GP collaboration and its funding or authorising body.

Although positive relationships with clinical commissioning groups were viewed as facilitators to collaborative working, this was not present across all the case study sites. Some respondents reported that support for the primary care network from the clinical commissioning group was weak, something that seemed to be a particular issue in one site (Int4, Int5, Int7). This poor relationship with the clinical commissioning group was also observed during a primary care network meeting at this site, where some felt that the commissioning group was meddling with the primary care network’s jurisdiction in terms of recruiting staff for new roles (Site A_Observation). Some reported a concern about how their clinical commissioning group was distributing funds to the primary care network, including instances where the CCG had allegedly not distributed funds as was agreed (Int1, Int4, Int7, Int20, Int22, Int24). There were also reported instances where it had been unclear under what conditions funding would be distributed by the clinical commissioning group to the primary care network, and how much scrutiny would be made of network expenditure (Int17, Int23, Int24).

The issues apparently causing poor relationships between some networks and their local clinical commissioning group brought to the surface a more fundamental tension about the role of primary care networks in commissioning care. Primary care networks represent a shift of some commissioning power away from the clinical commissioning group into primary care. Some respondents reported that the local commissioning group had attempted to exert control of budgets allocated directly to primary care networks (Int1, Int4, Int18, Int19, Int21, Int22, Int24). It was also reported that the agenda of primary care networks and that of clinical commissioning groups did not necessarily align, as some GPs were more likely to want to spend network budgets on supporting practices and decreasing GP workload, while the commissioning group would likely want something more to be done with the money (Int2, Int19, Int21), such as a more community-focused approach to population health.

‘They’ve kind of held back on some of the funds that probably should have come directly to us, I don’t think they were doing anything with that, I think that they just sort of felt they had some role in kind of redirecting it really, but I think that’s probably misguided.’ (Int4)
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‘I have not found it a positive experience there’s the PCN view that the clinical commissioning group should not dictate then how the money that has been given to the PCN is spent.’

(Int22)

Ways of working and relationships across practices

Many respondents noted that clear communication across the network and a good relationship between practices, and particularly between practice managers, was important in facilitating effective primary care network development (Int2, Int7, Int9, Int23, Int24). Establishing shared goals and aims (Int7) was also cited as important, particularly in moving towards a more meaningful sharing of resources to cover the whole population of the network, rather than each practice focusing exclusively on their own patients (Int3). Staff away days and other forums for staff from across the collaboration to talk to one another were reported to create a sense that staff are working as part of a unified team rather than a collection of practices (Int14, Int15, Int16).

‘I think as a group of people all the doctors in the primary care network group and all the practice managers work very well together we have very open discussions and we have a common wish and a common aim to create a better service’ (Int7)

‘I think the biggest challenge was getting twelve practices together who have worked differently to suddenly think about working as one organisation, and there’s still ongoing work with that around the culture of being part of one organisation, being part of [redacted] rather than just the individual practice that you were part of previously. I think there’s always going to be a struggle with that and things we can learn and how we can do that better or improve how we integrate staff and practices. But certainly I think we’ve come a long way from where we were sort of two years ago and you can already see the difference with people.’ (Int15)

Despite strong relationships and shared ways of working acting as a facilitator to collaboration, there had also been challenges associated with joint working in the early development of primary care networks. Interviewees reported that differences in ethos, operational environments, organisational culture and operating procedures had made it difficult at times to get activities or services under way across practices in the primary care network (Int1, Int10, Int11, Int13, Int14, Int15, Int24), and in one site had even led some practices to leave the primary care network, and the super-partnership
at another site (Int13, Int15, Int16, Int25). As one GP commented regarding the differences in priorities and attitudes between different partners:

‘When I was in my 30s, I was quite ambitious and I wanted, you know, if you set up some goal I would try and get the right end of it. As I’ve got older, I’ve probably done what most people do which is I want to just sit somewhere around the mean so that people just leave me alone. And I don’t want to be a trailblazer, I don’t want to be a laggard, I just want to sit in the middle. That I think that what we’ve done with [redacted] is we are right outside of the normal general practice and I think that exposes us to the potentially benefits, I mean, that’s why we’re doing it, but it exposes to the risk that actually policy just doesn’t fit.’ (Int10)

‘Some people were happy to work in low cost, low value environments and some of us wanted higher value environments that came at a higher cost, and therefore a profit would be lower. And trying to move towards a parity of drawing drove out one partnership... Another partnership left because it felt that it wasn’t getting change that was creating value quick enough...they didn’t feel they were getting enough really.’ (Int11)

‘I know what they say about groups that they need to form, storm, and norm, but we’re definitely in the storm version at the moment and there’s a lot of clashing of heads from my point of view. It seems a bit of a shame really.’ (Int24)

Since primary care networks have brought together practices that often did not organically form a partnership, there have been challenges that have arisen due to the sometimes ‘imposed’ nature of PCN collaborations. Many expressed an anxiety that GPs may have about the loss of independence caused by primary care networks and other forms of collaboration (Int6, Int7, Int9, Int13, Int14, Int18, Int23, Int24), particularly compared to more bottom-up forms of collaboration that were perceived to better retain the autonomy of GP practices (Int2, Int23).

‘Joining 6 practices was challenging enough – I hate to think about bigger practices, bigger networks – because I think by the nature of GPs, they can be quite strong willed. They have their ideas. It’s their own business. And now we’re saying in a way, forget being your own business, we’ll join up with another 5, and work together for the greater good.’ (Int6)
Technical issues have also stood as a barrier to shared ways of working, such as a lack of shared IT systems and record keeping systems (Int4, Int7, Int9, Int11, Int13, Int14, Int24).

Many sites had struggled so far to promote staff engagement below the primary care network governance level, which threatened to hinder the formation of a shared sense of identity and working across the network (Int6, Int10, Int15, Int24, Site C_Observation). Lack of engagement within constituent practices of a primary care network was also reported to be a challenge, something that is consistent with the historical experience of GP collaborations reported in Chapter 3 (Evidence Review). It was observed that practices with poorer engagement with the primary care network were less likely to utilise network resources such as social prescribers, hence undermining the overall mission of the new organisation (Site C_Observation). However, several interviewees noted that this was not necessarily a bad thing, as it allowed staff who did not wish to be engaged in the primary care network to continue with their regular way of working and get involved at their own pace (Int15, Int20)

‘It’s not easy, because every staff member is different. We’ve done staff newsletters and things like that to communicate. Our chief officer does a weekly update that goes to all staff, so update on what we’re doing, and some staff will find that really interesting, and some staff will say “Why am I reading this? I don’t care. I just want to do my job and go home and get paid”. So it’s trying to understand what your staff want to hear.’ (Int15)

‘Some of the staff wouldn’t know that we were in a network, even though we’ve told them about it. If you then said about the PCN, they’d say well what’s that? Because there’s no – there isn’t any sort of joined up working at the moment’. (Int6)

The relationship between a primary care network and previous GP collaborations
Where the establishment and implementation of primary care networks had built on the strengths of previous general practice collaborative working arrangements, this was almost always reported to have been a facilitator of network development. For example, at Site A it was reported that the super-partnership (of which some primary care network members were a part) had been able to help share learning across the network about how to manage collaborations (Int2, Int8), and provided support for legal matters, governance, finances and data management (Int7, Int9). Some also commented that at Site B, the goals of primary care networks were largely aligned with the
goals of the super-partnership (Int15), and that the super-partnership had helped foster a maturity of collaborative working that put them ahead of other networks (Int17) including in terms of what the primary care network had been able to accomplish in just a few months (Int18, Int19, Int23, Int25, Site D_Observation).

All four sites had been able to build on the success of previous GP practice collaborations in some way, although each had faced tensions and challenges associated with the interplay of the former and new organisational arrangements. Many interviewees expressed a concern that primary care networks had affected previous ways of collaborative working in a negative way (Int2, Int6, Int17, Int18, Int21, Int24, Int22), and some respondents continued to view the pre-existing forms of collaboration as more relevant and helpful than the primary care network, albeit the new networks were only a few months ‘old’ (Int9, Int19, Int23). At one site’s super-partnership board meeting, one of the operational priorities for the year ahead was to address the mismatch between the priorities of the super-partnership and the primary care network, pointing to the issues caused when these do not align.

‘When PCNs were being set up, there was an awful lot of discussion about what about the existing collaboratives and the relationships that had been developed and formed were really helpful... But in most cases... it’s caused the end of the existing collaborative arrangements. They’re still there but... they’re a shadow of their former selves.’ (Int17)

Previous GP practice collaborations were reported by some to be a source of tension in instances where some practices within a primary care network belonged to a pre-existing GP organisation, and others did not. For instance, at two sites, only some of the practices in primary care networks were part of a wider super-partnership, and these differing allegiances had caused tension and distrust among the PCN members about whether the super-partnership was exerting control over the network, or even if the partnership was positioning itself to take over the practices outside the super-partnership. In at least one primary care network, professional mediation had helped them to devise a voting solution to address this, so that the practices that were a part of the super-partnership could not secure a majority just by voting as a block (Int1, Int6, Int15, Int16).

‘It was a bit like getting peace in the Middle East you know, we had to reach a compromise where... all the parties felt that it was -- specifically these two non [redacted] practices -- felt
that we had to rig the voting so that we didn’t have a simple majority... When decisions are being made that we had to have sort of a fail-safe put in there that they, we as collective [redacted] practices, we couldn’t overrule the two other practices if they dissented with us... so we eventually reached a compromise after much horse trading... quite a lot of emotional sort of anger and people being suspicious and that sort of thing, and we eventually reached a PCN agreement.’ (Int1)

There have also been practical issues that have arisen out of pre-existing collaborative arrangements across GP practices, most notably through confusion related to the hiring of new staff. In cases where primary care networks were not established as a legal entity able to hire staff, it was unclear which party should recruit the new roles funded through networks (Int2, Int4, Int23, Site B_Observation), particularly with respect to the overhead costs and the risk to hiring practices if other practices were to leave the primary care network, or if it were to be discontinued (Int2, Int6, Int7). Where shared staff had already been hired by collaborations that existed prior to the implementation of primary care networks, this had often caused confusion about how these human resources (HR) arrangements should adapt, particularly where the interests of the hiring body (e.g. the clinical commissioning group, trust or super-partnership) did not align with those of the primary care network (Int7, Int10, Int16, Int19, Int20, Int23, Int24). However, several interviewees reported that they were happy for the trust or super-partnership to hire staff and deal with the administrative details, overheads and risks (Int2, Int6, Int7, Int20).

Challenges in fulfilling the national primary care network specification and expectations

This evaluation has identified some policy-related challenges faced by primary care networks. Some of these relate to the national primary care network service specifications (as explored in Chapter 1 - Context), which although considered by case study sites to have improved from their first version (Int1, Int2, Int17, Int20), were sometimes still considered too demanding and overly prescriptive considering the (pre-Covid-19 pandemic) financial and workforce challenges in primary care (Int1, Int6, Int8).

Although primary care networks were viewed positively by some respondents in terms of the increased power of primary care to negotiate contracts when they work in collaboration (Int2), there was a countervailing view that the national nature of the specification risked lumping together...
requirements that would have traditionally been negotiated separately and/or locally (Int1). This was particularly an issue in cases in which the services described in the primary care network specification were not considered to align with the needs of local populations (Int1, Int5, Int12, Int19, Int21, Int23, Int24).

‘Each time, the contract is being renegotiated it’s for twelve months, it’s got lots of promises about what’s going to happen in the future, but the first contract that they brought out was rejected by everybody this time. So, in a way, we might have more strength now we are in networks to actually say no, than we did have as individual GPs so that could be good.’ (Int2)

Similarly, some interviewees expressed a view that too much was being expected too soon from primary care networks (Int4, Int5, Int24), particularly as they were still working out how to function operationally before they could accomplish goals such as decreasing workload and improving care to align with NHS Long-Term Plan ambitions (Int1, Int6, Int19). There was a view among some interviewees that primary care networks had been rushed in their implementation, and had not been given sufficient time to find a model that worked across primary care (Int7, Int14, Int24).

NHS England... they have ideas, they seem to have ideas and then these ideas get filtered through with not a lot of meat on the bones. And I find – and this is nationally – everyone then has their own interpretation of what they're trying to achieve and what they're trying to deliver... if you're all going off on a tangent what you're going to end up with isn't going to work.’ (Int14).

‘The PCN is in its infancy, and they seem to be desperately trying to run before they can walk which I can't quite understand’ (Int24)

In one site, which had a more formalised and permanent structure in place for its pre-existing collaboration, the primary care network policy was seen as a “curve ball” (Int10, Int13, Int15).

‘Everything takes a lot longer than everyone envisages. And the NHS has a habit of changing just at the point when you’re mastering something...consistency should not be underestimated’ (Int13)
‘Most of us I think felt quite annoyed when PCNs came along because actually we were trying to do something similar but then all of a sudden the ground changed underneath us.’ (Int10)

Some primary care networks seemed to have responded to the new policy context by taking (at least for the initial few months) a ‘box ticking’ approach to fulfilling the national specification (Int1, Int24, Site B_Observation, Site D_Observation). While not uncommon, this approach had the potential to undermine some of the broader goals and priorities of primary care networks.

‘We just thought, well we’ve been there before. We deal with the box ticking. Get the box ticking done and then deliver what… might improve care for our patients, but this is on a completely different level to anything we’ve found we’ve done before.’ (Int1)

Some interviewees also commented on what they considered to be a lack of clarity about how primary care networks should be set up and what their longer-term vision was to be (Int8, Int20, Int23). This was supported by our survey evidence, for when asked what challenges primary care networks have faced, “Support and guidance provided by NHS England” was ranked as “Very challenging” by 25% of survey respondents, the highest proportion among the challenges listed in the survey, although only 28 respondents completed the survey.

Barriers for rural areas and small practices

**Barriers for rural primary care networks**

Rural areas face particular challenges in establishing and operating primary care networks. Some interviewees in this evaluation felt that the overall primary care network policy had been designed more for urban areas, and had not been sufficiently well thought out in terms of implications for rural practices (Int2, Int4, Int7).

‘I think they are the right way forward I don’t have any problem with the concept of a primary care network as such. Where I think there are issues is that at very short notice we were asked to create a primary care network based on a model that had been tested in an urban environment… While I agree there are a lot of things that we could do to generate additional time and capacity in the practices, what I don’t think works is the urban model in
Some of these challenges were related to distance and the time taken to drive across the geographical boundary of a rural primary care network, which could make it difficult for shared staff such as district nurses, as well as unpaid volunteers, to be able to attend to many patients within a single working day. Distance and a lack of reliable public transport could also make it undesirable or challenging for both patients and staff to travel to health centres other than their home practice, making some of the primary care network specification and sharing of primary care roles seem less relevant than in a setting where practices and their patients were in a small geographical area (Int2, Int3, Int4, Int5, Int7, Int8, Int9, Int12, Int20, Site C_Observation).

Some interviewees mentioned extended hours general practice as a service that was rarely accessed in rural areas, as patients were considered less likely to be willing to travel long distances between practices to be seen more quickly (Int2, Int4, Int5, Int8, Int9). Digital or phone solutions were mentioned as a potential way to address issues in terms of distance and travel (before the Covid-19 pandemic suddenly increased the use of such approaches across UK primary care), although it was noted that rural areas face unique challenges in terms of digital access and broadband speeds (Int2, Int3).

‘The first one that is critical across everything we do is drive time… the reality is patients can get everywhere, albeit in a rural location that is much more difficult because of course there are very often no buses and no transport methods. But it’s not can a patient get there, it’s how long will it take them. For us in a rural location very often if a patient can’t come to the local surgery... they have to be taken by volunteers so drive time becomes key because you’re actually asking people to give up their own time to take somebody to somewhere else and bring them back that cannot take hours because you’re not going to get volunteers to do that’ (Int7)

Rural areas face particular workforce challenges that impact on their ability to hire shared staff across a primary care network and deliver on requirements within the national service specification. For example, rural areas may be less attractive to work for locums who get paid on a fee-for-service...
basis, as they will necessarily cover fewer patients in a less populated area than in a busy urban setting (Int4, Int7, Int9, Site C_Observation).

‘There are locums in the area. There aren’t many -- they’re not easy to get hold of… the difficulties with locum over here is that if you’re working one practice in the morning, you could actually find yourself too far away from any other practice for the afternoon. So of course they by nature tend to congregate around the urban areas where they know they can earn a greater income.’ (Int7)

Lastly, primary care networks were said to present an issue in rural areas in that country localities typically had fewer options in terms of practices that were geographically contiguous to form a PCN. It was likewise potentially more challenging in rural areas to find geographically contiguous practices that shared common outlooks and ways of working, compared with urban areas (Int1, Int2, Int9).

‘Some of the practices in our PCN area footprint… had different viewpoints of how a PCN should be run, and then because we are a very rural PCN... we had to form a PCN with the practices that were geographically continuous, whereas for example in a big city or a big town in theory you would be those things would be diluted or you could pick and choose.’ (Int1)

**Barriers for smaller practices**

Primary care networks also pose a particular challenge for smaller practices, some of which may be situated in rural areas. Smaller practices may be less able to adapt to meet primary care network specifications (e.g. extended hours access to general practice), based on limitations of staff and resources. As such, some interviewees commented that networks risked pushing out smaller practices, rather than supporting them to meet PCN requirements (Int2, Int19). Smaller practices were also reported by some to be potentially less able to allocate staff time to set up, operate or engage with the primary care network, and that there would be a disproportionate effect on a small practice if a partner wished to be the clinical director of the network (Int2, Int6).

‘There’s as much chance that a primary care network is hostile and says to a smaller practice, ‘cause it is usually the smaller ones that can’t stretch to meet those hours “You’re not part of the team” as opposed to, “Well we’ll help you and support you”’ (Int19)
There was likewise a view among respondents that primary care networks might prove less beneficial to smaller practices, for where practices are paid through PCN funding on a per-patient basis, the remuneration may not prove to be enough to cover the costs associated with being part of the network (Int2, Int24).

‘The PCN funding I think it depends who you asked isn’t it? … Your £1.76 that the individual practices have got it’s great if you’re a large practice. You are absolutely stuffed if you’re a small practice because actually your level of commitment and work is exactly the same, but the funding is considerably less.’ (Int24)

Along with these challenges, it was asserted by some respondents that there might also be increased sensitivity among smaller practices in terms of being susceptible to a take-over, as several interviewees recounted a history of smaller practices being taken over by larger practices in terms of the context surrounding primary care networks (Int1, Int3, Int19), together with a perceived government agenda of wanting more consolidation of practices into larger groups (Int9). This issue also came up in the context of voting arrangements within primary care networks, as one site struggled about whether votes should be distributed evenly across practices or by patient population (Int19, Int20).

‘I’m a smaller practice and the two practice one is a huge practice. Their history is that they’ve taken over five smaller practices. If history were to repeat itself they would take over another... A bigger practice will see it as an opportunity to just firm up and make life really quite hard until a smaller practice gives up and goes away... I think for me the biggie is whether PCNs are going to be supportive of all practices or are they not.’ (Int19)

Primary care network-level responses to Covid-19

The timescale of this study was such that fieldwork concluded just as the Covid-19 pandemic was gaining hold across the UK. Although the evaluation did not set out to examine collaborative responses to public health emergencies, the study team attempted to conduct short interviews with the gatekeepers at each case study site in order to gather information about each collaboration’s response to Covid-19. In the discussion (Chapter 6) and conclusion (Chapter 7), we propose suggestions about longer term tracking of the role of primary care networks in relation to Covid-19, its further progression, and the changes to primary care service provision made rapidly in early 2020.
Site A

A follow up interview with the Site A gatekeeper informed the study team that the Covid-19 response had been “pretty good” with an integrated response alongside the clinical commissioning group, the extended hours access provider, and the local community trust. GPs were heavily involved in strategically planning a countywide response and the majority of practices were on board; however, some practices from neighbouring primary care networks developed their own localised approach. GPs from the primary care network and the clinical commissioning group were part of a virtual group to co-ordinate the response to the pandemic. These meetings were initially held thrice weekly (now once a week). The virtual group is now forward planning for a potential second wave. The appointment of their recent clinical director has significantly improved leadership and decision making within the primary care network, which was pivotal in order to move at speed and with decisiveness during the pandemic response.

Throughout the pandemic, the primary care network continued to deliver the Network Contract Direct Enhanced Service specification. Due to their county-wide approach, two ‘hot’ sites were set up across the local area to treat suspected Covid-19 patients, which saved primary care networks from setting up individual ‘hot’ and ‘cold’ sites. In addition, more clinical and non-clinical staff are volunteering to give their time to support primary care network initiatives such as supporting patients with suspected Covid-19 in nursing homes, people with learning difficulties, and cancer care.

The study team collected a number of documents generated by the primary care network to communicate operational and service-level changes related to the pandemic. These documents were a mixture of standard operating procedures, guidance and information, and updates covering the following: changes to outpatient services at the local acute trust, impact on patients receiving palliative care treatment, how to address safeguarding issues and how best to support people experiencing domestic abuse, and continued treatment for long-term health conditions (particularly those being ‘shielded’) as well as those living with mental illnesses. Finally, specific guidance was developed to help GPs acquire personal protective equipment (PPE).

In response to patient demand and access to primary care, the primary care network experienced a significant drop in patients requesting appointments with GPs, while those that did were happy with
video or telephone consultations and pleased with quicker than usual responses from their practice. Some GPs were reluctant to familiarise themselves with video consultations largely because they were inexperienced in holding these, required further skills training, and/or felt potentially out of their “technological comfort zone”. Unsurprisingly, as the pandemic lockdown restrictions eased, patients were starting to return and ask for face-to-face appointments, these patients being those considered to be “frequent users of primary care”. Lastly, communication between the primary care network and the wider local health economy had improved, along with a sense of togetherness. This had compelled the clinical commissioning group to complete its own evaluation of the primary care pandemic response, in order to explore what changes to primary care should remain beyond the Covid-19 pandemic.

Site B

The follow-up interview with the Site B gatekeeper revealed that since the evaluation study team had ceased data collection in March 2020, the super-partnership had expanded considerably, assuming a greater degree of control of the primary care networks within the super-partnership. This had led them to create one large primary care network covering a population of over 150,000 patients. Several practices that were not part of the Site B super-partnership were now members of the expanded primary care network, although these practices had not been part of the collaborative responses to Covid-19 that are described below. Since the super-partnership was now running a single large primary care network, primary care pandemic responses had been coordinated by the super-partnership.

In response to Covid-19, several Site B practices had been designated as “hot” and “cold” practices (with respect to suspected Covid-19 patients), and staff re-distributed between practices as appropriate. The super-partnership had also conducted a personal protective equipment audit of all practices and had conducted weekly staff absence and sickness audits to respond rapidly to early warnings signs of practice closure. A shared phone messaging system, virtual teleconference system and e-consultation service had been implemented across all practices, along with a shared communications system and a Covid-19 planning communications channel to share learning across practices (although it was noted that fewer than half of partners and fewer than 10% of staff had to date used the Covid-19 planning channel). The super-partnership had also provided guidance for general practices on routine services that could safely be suspended or altered during the pandemic,
as well as those that could be provided appropriately in the patient’s home (either by a practitioner or by the patient themselves). It had however been at the clinicians’ and practices’ discretion to implement these changes to clinical practice.

It was reported that some of the positive changes that had been implemented at Site B would be continued after the pandemic, such as offering phone and video consultations for patients.

Site C
At Site C, the primary care network had continued to deliver as much of the national PCN service specification as possible, including: social prescribing, medicines optimisation, extended hours access, newly appointed musculoskeletal practitioners, and practice receptionists trained as care coordinators. In response to tackling the spread of Covid-19, a newly established pandemic response team with representatives from the primary care network (eight lead GPs), the clinical commissioning group, and the local trust, had been set up with the aim of delivering a co-ordinated response with regard to diagnosis/treatment of suspected Covid-19 patients.

More specifically, all eight practices within the primary care network had agreed to share staff to address the geographical challenges of treating patients during the pandemic and established two ‘hot hubs’. At these two locations, patients with suspected Covid-19 were able to undergo tests for temperature, blood pressure and oxygen saturation through their car window before completing a face-to-face consultation. It was reported that the primary care network had helped with the co-ordination of the local response to the pandemic but that the most significant facilitator of collaborative working had been the pre-existing collaborative working in the area (familiarity with other staff across the network, understanding general practice working in the area, and having knowledge of local population health needs and challenges).

Lastly, despite the primary care network having introduced telephone consultation in the past six years, the pandemic had created a shift in patient opinions who were now more inclined to request digital consultations due to an unwillingness to come into practice. Increased availability of telephone (and video) consultations, coupled with a decrease in a patient demand for GP appointments had improved access to primary care services. Hence, almost three quarters of patients were now able to have some form of initial primary care contact within 24-48 hours (compared with 1-2 weeks prior to the pandemic).
Site D

At Site D, a slightly slower response to Covid-19 was observed in a non-participant observation in early March 2020 in which a primary care network board member commented that there had been no discussion at a board level regarding Covid-19 and that there seemed to be undue hesitancy in talking about it. Despite this initially hesitant response, the later follow-up interview with the Site D gatekeeper revealed that the primary care network had enacted a number of network-wide changes due to Covid-19, after a meeting with all GPs within the network later in March 2020 to re-model service delivery.

The primary care network had established one practice within the network as their ‘hot hub’ to lead Covid-19 related work and see patients who had potentially contracted the virus, while the other three practices remained open for routine general practice. The primary care network had purchased additional personal protective equipment, respiratory kit and individual cleanable consultation cabins to be used outdoors at the ‘hot’ practice. The network had also conducted a risk assessment exercise within the overall primary care clinical team to identify staff at an increased risk of Covid-19 related harms, and these staff had been prioritised to work in the ‘cold’ practices where possible.

The primary care network had increased their capacity to conduct video and telephone consultations for both routine and Covid-19 patients, and had implemented a network-wide communications strategy, informing patients of services within each practice. A GP coordinator had been appointed to help share learning and knowledge across the primary care network, and to help form links with acute care teams for patients requiring hospital admission or respiratory support. The Site D primary care network was asked by their local clinical commissioning group to provide ‘hot hub’ services for a number of surrounding practices outside the network, and saw Covid-19 patients from external practices during the pandemic.

Although the practices would in any case have likely implemented some forms of collaborative working during the pandemic, it was reported that without the formal primary care network they would not have been able to accomplish the same level of impact.

It was reported that the pandemic had meant that fewer patients had contacted their GP, giving clinical staff time for critical reflection and an opportunity to provide better personalised care to
complex patients by reducing the number of patients presenting with less acute issues. Clinical staff were also reported to have benefited from the technological resources and telephone triaging systems that were now available as a result of the pandemic, as well as rapid support from NHS Digital. It was noted however that non-clinical staff in the primary care network might have faced more significant challenges with changed ways of working and rotation between practices. The gatekeeper from Site D reported that the primary care network was likely to retain some of the positive Covid-19 related changes, such as the telephone triaging system and video consultations.

Summary

Error! Reference source not found. In the next chapter, we reflect on the findings of this evaluation of the implementation and early development of primary care networks, doing so in the context of our review of research evidence from over 30 years of GP collaborations, and examining the extent to which primary care networks are similar to, or distinctive from, their predecessor primary care organisations. This analysis is then used as the basis for drawing conclusions and making recommendations about the future direction of primary care networks (in Chapter 7).
Chapter 6: Discussion

Box 11: Key points from Chapter 6

Primary care networks are exhorted in policy to be central to NHS England and Improvement plans to enable: better integrated health and care services; more community-based provision of care; less reliance on hospital services; and a more population-focused approach to determining local health needs.

There is a paradox for primary care networks in that they are expected on the one hand to meet local population health needs, yet on the other face nationally-specified requirements to employ certain professionals and introduce defined services irrespective of whether these are considered most pressing in terms of local need.

Prior collaborations in some instances provided significant management and infrastructure support to the new primary care network, and organisational capacity to implement and run new networks required by NHS England and Improvement. How far prior collaborations prove able to provide ongoing support to primary care networks, and together become a force for change and influence in primary care remains to be seen.

This evaluation has revealed this tension between the desire for local professional autonomy and influence over the primary care network and the top-down nature of PCN policy. However, the variation in experiences reported across just four primary care networks indicates that there is in practice flexibility in how the new organisations have been implemented and the degree of freedom they have been afforded by their clinical commissioning group, and also by their constituent practices.

The clinical director role is emphasised strongly in PCN policy, and this was similarly evident in our evaluation case study work. The varying nature of leadership and management able to be provided by primary care network clinical directors raises a concern about the sustainability of these roles longer term, and the time commitment required of them presents a risk of burn-out and deciding to step down.

The allocation of a new source of funding that is channelled directly to general practice is viewed as offering greater security to local practices previously very worried about long-term sustainability, and in some cases as liberating, giving an opportunity to plan new services without some of the perceived constraints of waiting for the local clinical commissioning group to offer (or withhold) support.

A key aspect of rural primary care and general practice is that primary care networks in these areas may comprise a greater number of smaller practices, and arguably be accustomed to being more independent in how they work. Our rural case studies wished to pursue the PCN policy, but appeared to be finding it more challenging to coalesce as primary care networks, and develop a clear rationale and plan for new services.
The aim of this rapid evaluation study was to provide early evidence about the implementation of primary care networks in the NHS across England, with a particular focus on understanding what has helped or hindered their progress, how they operate in relation to pre-existing collaborations in general practice, and exploring issues for rural as compared with urban primary care networks. In this chapter we set out an overview of our evaluation findings, reflect on the robustness of our results, and distil lessons for the conduct of rapid evaluation studies.

Overview of case study findings

Purpose of primary care networks

Primary care networks are exhorted in policy to be central to NHS England and Improvement plans to enable: better integrated health and care services; more community-based provision of care; less reliance on hospital services; and a more population-focused approach to determining local health needs. In this, primary care networks are very similar to many prior iterations of GP collaborations in the UK and overseas.

This evaluation has revealed that those working to implement and run primary care networks largely support the overarching policy aims set for them, and general practices across England have seized the opportunity to access new funding to form networks. However, many GPs and their teams may place a higher priority on matters of particular pressing concern to those working in general practice and primary care, namely those related to enhancing the sustainability of primary care itself and improving the availability and coordination of local primary care services. The challenges facing general practice in terms of workforce scarcity, rising demand for services, and falling job satisfaction on the part of GPs and their teams were acknowledged in the NHS Long-Term Plan, and seem to underpin the formation of primary care networks alongside other motivations such as increasing integration of health and social care. At times, these potentially conflicting aims of primary care networks were a source of frustration among those charged with their implementation, as it was not always possible to work towards increased integration of the health and social care system while also working towards addressing sustainability and workload-related concerns for GPs.

There is a paradox for primary care networks in that they are expected on the one hand to meet local population health needs, yet on the other, face nationally-specified requirements to employ certain professionals (e.g. pharmacists, social prescribers) and introduce defined services (e.g.
enhanced health care in care homes) irrespective of whether these are considered by primary care network leadership teams to be the most pressing in terms of local need. This paradox was a significant source of tension within our evaluation findings, with a rich and varied mix of views about the purpose of primary care networks, sometimes positive and supportive of the national approach, and at others frustrated at having to toe a government line in order to receive new funding, reportedly feeling that the ‘PCN policy’ had been imposed upon general practice in a rather rushed manner.

There was, however, evidence of primary care networks enabling general practices to come together to share services and create collective solutions to long-standing problems related to the sustainability of primary care. This included new practice-based pharmacy support and reviews for people using multiple medications, the opportunity to work together to provide extended hours access to general practice, and sharing ‘back office’ administrative and management support, including for human resources and training purposes. However, as with the paradox referred to above, networks often reported that they felt that new services were only likely to benefit a relatively small number of patients, and as nationally-speciﬁed, were sometimes considered ‘must do’s’ from on high, rather than a relection of the main priorities for the local population and primary care teams, something that was a particular concern for rural primary care networks.

In addition, there were ‘soft’ beneﬁts of getting to know other practices, ﬁnding support at a time of policy turbulence (Brexit, the NHS Long-Term Plan and then the Covid-19 pandemic), new GP leaders emerging from within the clinical community, and feeling the value of long-awaited investment in primary care and its services. These positive aspects very much echo the wider international experience of GP collaborations, where ‘strength in numbers’ becomes a key feature of primary care organisations, along with mutual support, shared expertise and opportunities for new clinical leaders and practice managers taking on wider responsibilities.

Prior GP collaborations

In all four case study sites, the new primary care network was established in the context of a prior GP collaboration. This is unsurprising, given that the Nuffield Trust and RCGP established in 2017 that over 80% GP practices in England were part of one or more collaborations, including GP federations, super-partnerships, locality groups, or community health organisations. This complex
organisational landscape was reflected in our evaluation fieldwork. For example, where respondents described a particular service innovation or other success, it was often attributed to previous forms of local GP collaboration, with the primary care network seen as a way of sustaining or extending such development, especially where practices were collaborating for the first time (in the primary care network).

Prior collaborations in some instances provided significant management and infrastructure support to the new primary care network, as well as organisational capacity to implement and run new networks as required by NHS England and Improvement. This echoes the experience of independent practice associations (IPAs) in New Zealand providing management support for nationally-mandated primary health organisations in the early 2000s, which was both pragmatic on the part of the primary care community, but also an attempt by IPAs to ‘survive and thrive’, which they did, and have been able to provide important capacity, leadership and support for New Zealand primary care more generally.51

Although in the English NHS some primary care networks have been able to utilise the management support and organisational capacity from prior collaborations, the mapping of prior collaborations to new primary care networks has not been straightforward. For example, primary care networks are expected to be geographically contiguous, whereas federations, super-partnerships and other such organisations are typically ‘coalitions of the willing’ based on a shared vision or set of goals, and draw from an often wide and dispersed area. Indeed, in our case study sites, the primary care network was sometimes regarded as an additional bureaucratic burden, including in respect of meetings, hiring staff and handling budgets and contracts. Where the boundaries of prior collaborations and primary care networks did not align, the support provided by prior collaborations was at times contentious, particularly for PCN members who were not part of prior collaborative working arrangements. How far prior collaborations prove able to provide ongoing support to primary care networks, and together become a force for change and influence in primary care (as in New Zealand) remains to be seen.

What is clear is that three decades of increasingly frequent and intense collective working in general practice have made collaboration – for a majority of practices – the usual way of operating. Our evaluation revealed hardly any fundamental protest or disagreement about the value of and need to
work in collaboration with other practices, whether for service planning and development, or to share administrative and management support. What was notable, however, was the extent and depth of involvement of prior collaborations in primary care networks. In two case study sites (Site A and Site B), the prior collaboration (a super-partnership) was in effect running the primary care network with some resistance from practices not in the super-partnership. In another case (Site C), the prior collaboration (a neighbourhood focused on integrated care) clashed with the new primary care network (focused more on the sustainability of general practice), and in the fourth case (Site D) the prior ways of collaborative working simply morphed into a more formal collaboration through the establishment of the network.

In similar vein, the capacity, expertise and experience of prior collaborations was often highly valued by those in new primary care networks, saving time and offering useful learning for the new organisation. There were, however, some reservations – particularly in practices that had not been part of the prior collaboration – of being ‘taken over’ or subsumed into something they had not previously wished to join, thus reflecting the well-documented culture of autonomous general practice. Furthermore, the existence of parallel primary care collaborations does entail some overlap of functions and management support, and this evaluation revealed some early concerns about the transaction costs of this ‘dual operation’.

In most cases however, it was clear that primary care networks were working out with prior collaborations how best to clarify respective roles, responsibilities, and source of organisational support. This is something that has been experienced by many collaborations cited in the research literature, for GP-developed and –owned collaborations often sustain and thrive alongside new government-instigated primary care organisations, which our evaluation suggests is likely to be the case with primary care networks. Evidence from prior GP collaborations, including total purchasing projects and primary care groups and trusts underlines the importance of having such clarity of roles and functions, and the challenge of attempting to determine the precise nature of transaction costs and hence any duplication. Primary care networks, as with their antecedents, build on and learn from previous primary care collaborations, and need to be attentive to roles, functions, and governance (and the cost of these) as they work alongside one another. In particular, they have to determine their own distinctive role in funding, planning and running primary care services, and how
this fits with the functions and remit of the clinical commissioning group, and (where relevant) the activity of the pre-existing GP collaboration(s) in their area.

Ownership of and engagement with primary care networks
Primary care networks are fundamentally about the bringing together of GP practices into wider networks, albeit they are quite small in scale compared with many prior GP collaborations. The smaller scale of the primary care network, comprising sometimes just a few practices, means that the potential for close engagement of GPs and their teams with the network is significant. Evidence on GP collaborations points to the importance of the scale of the collaboration for the ‘ownership’ and engagement of professionals with the network, federation or super-partnership. The other key factor in the research literature in respect of practice and GP engagement with collaborations is the need for GPs to consider the cross-practice organisation as ‘theirs’ and ideally to have an active role in creating these organisations, as opposed to being required to form them by a funder or planning body.

This evaluation has revealed this tension between the desire for local professional autonomy and influence over the primary care network and the top-down nature of national PCN policy. This is clearly something that is built into the policy design, given it is a nationally mandated scheme intended to accomplish national health priorities as part of a significant investment in primary care and general practice. However, the variation in experiences reported across just four primary care networks indicates that there is in practice flexibility in how the new organisations have been implemented and the degree of freedom they have been afforded by their clinical commissioning group, and also by their constituent practices. In this way, despite some frustration about having to focus on national priorities, primary care networks are proving fleet of foot in developing something of a mosaic of organisational forms – echoing the metaphor used in work on primary care-led commissioning nearly 25 years ago.

Taking time to clarify roles within the primary care network, and to develop shared goals and objectives for the work of the collaboration, emerged from this evaluation as an enabler of progress, and of positive working relationships within and beyond the network. For some respondents to our evaluation, time and resource for organisational development across practices and with other primary care services was important, including through staff awaydays, joint training events, and
forums for practice managers and/or nurses from across the primary care network. This comment echoes the sentiment expressed in this study, yet could come from any one of countless prior evaluations of collaborations in general practice and primary care: “I think the biggest challenge was getting twelve practices together who have worked differently to suddenly think about working as one organisation, and there’s still ongoing work with that around the culture of being part of one organisation” (Int15). The fact that this remains an issue after 30 years bears witness to its profoundly important nature – cultural change within primary care is complex and often fragile, reflective of the typically small and independent nature of the constituent practices.

**Leadership and management**

The need for effective leadership of the primary care network, together with sufficient high-quality management support, was a strong theme in the evaluation fieldwork, and one prefigured in the prior research evidence about enablers of successful GP collaborations. In the case study primary care networks, it was clear that although small organisations, they need a significant range of administrative and management capacity and skills, including finance and accounting, human resources, information technology, staff engagement, and governance support. Resourcing such capacity and skills for a collective of a few practices is a considerable challenge, and hence it is not surprising to find a diversity of approaches, sometimes involving prior collaborations as described above, and in other cases entailing shared roles for administration and management or accessing additional expertise from the local clinical commissioning group or NHS trust.

In terms of management challenges for primary care networks, the time required for meetings, recruitment of staff, implementing new roles and services alongside core services, and administration and management of the network were of particular note. The time pressure for those involved in primary care network development was reported as an acute concern, especially for clinical directors and practice managers having to do this on top of their usual ‘day jobs’. The clinical director role is emphasised strongly in primary care network policy, and this was similarly evident in our evaluation case study work. The varied quality of leadership and management from primary care network clinical directors that was reported by respondents to our evaluation raises a concern about the sustainability of these roles longer term, and the time commitment required of them presents a risk of burn-out and deciding to step down, something that had already happened in one of our case studies, and was reported as a worry in another. As primary care networks move forward and take
responsibility for running a wider range of integrated health and care services, they will likely need to have a more distributed approach to leadership and management, perhaps sharing the clinical director role (or elements of it) with other clinicians in the network, and/or also employing a non-clinical general manager to provide professional management support. This general management may come from one or more local practice managers, or from a clinical commissioning group or trust.

The management challenge for primary care networks is complex and sophisticated, especially for new and small network-based organisations, and research evidence consistently points to the difficulty of bringing about new forms of integrated care, something that is a key ambition within national PCN policy. It was striking in this evaluation to find that just a few months into their operation, primary care networks had undertaken collective management work including: implementing innovative ways of increasing extended access to primary care; hiring a range of new professionals to deliver services such as pharmacy and social prescribing; sharing back office functions such as accounting, Quality and Outcomes Framework data reporting, and Care Quality Commission registration; setting up shared triage for access to allied health professional services; and organising awaydays, training, and other engagement activity. There were a range of concerns and frustrations about management and leadership, and it seemed that the quality of management available to primary care networks was varied, albeit they were often able to draw on the capacity and expertise of prior collaborations. They were however largely accustomed to some form of cross-practice working, and had clear ideas about what was needed for the next phase of development.

**The role of funding and incentives**

A strong and consistent message across our evaluation fieldwork was that primary care networks have been established in a near universal manner as a result of NHS England and Improvement using them as the mechanism through which to offer new funding to general practice. Whilst NHS general practice has had prior experience of new forms of contract being offered for collective service commissioning and provision – most notably Total Purchasing Projects in the 1990s and Personal Medical Services schemes in the 2000s (see Chapter 3 - Evidence Review) – this is the first time that there has been what is effectively a national mandate for practices to hold a joint cross-practice contract to receive new funding. This use of funding to incentivise different forms of organisation, planning and service delivery is, in cultural and organisational development terms, radical for
general practice, and has the potential to revolutionise or destabilise the way in which practices operate.

The allocation of a new source of funding that is channelled directly to general practice, rather than through an intermediary organisation such as the clinical commissioning group or sustainability and transformation partnership, is clearly welcomed in principle by most practices, fulfilling the promise in the NHS Long-Term Plan to invest in primary care. Our evaluation revealed that for some, this investment is viewed as offering greater security to local practices previously very worried about long-term sustainability, and in some cases as liberating, giving an opportunity to plan new services without some of the perceived constraints of waiting for the local clinical commissioning group to offer (or withhold) support. This was encapsulated in the reflection ‘so it’s us, we’re deciding what is best for general practice and what is best for our patients’ (Int20).

Others, however, reported that the experience of setting up the primary care network, establishing cross-practice working, and having largely to use the new resource to deliver services required by NHS England and Improvement, has led to frustration, disappointment, and even talk of leaving the network. This view was typically based on an assessment of the amount of work (and hence resource) entailed in setting up and running a primary care network and its shared services, and the burden experienced by practices ‘losing’ GP and management time to support the network. This was reflected in the comment ‘I can’t really see that there is much in it for us at the moment’ (Int1). In this way, the allocation of new resource reflects the paradox and tension evident in the purpose of primary care networks, one that can be conceptualised as liberating or constraining, bottom-up or top-down, an issue to which we return in the discussion below about primary care networks’ relationship with the wider health system.

Money as a metaphor for wider dynamics within general practice organisation is something that has been explored in the international research literature, including in relation to the charging and subsidising of user fees for general practice consultations in New Zealand106 and the allocation of budgets to physician groups in the USA and UK49. Our early evaluation of primary care networks indicates the need to explore further the tension between budget-holding as freedom or constraint as these new organisations take on a wider range of responsibilities over the coming years, together with larger budgets.
Relationship with the wider NHS system

The development of primary care networks represents a shift of responsibility for the allocation of part of the funding for primary care service development away from the clinical commissioning group to a collective of practices, something that will be important to track as time goes on and primary care networks assume increasing levels of funding to provide a wider range of additional services. Whilst this accords with the policy narrative of empowering and strengthening primary care to deliver a wider range of integrated health and care services, it will change and challenge elements of how clinical commissioning groups work with their local general practices. Our evaluation reveals how much the relationship between a clinical commissioning group and a primary care network can vary. In some instances, respondents reported that clinical commissioning groups have clearly enabled and supported primary care networks, providing resource and expertise to help the establishment of inter-practice working, the hiring of new staff, and the operation of contracts. In others areas, however, it was reported that the clinical commissioning group was attempting to hold onto control, exerting close monitoring of budgets and spending decisions, and not operating within the spirit and expectation of the overall primary care network policy.

This tension between a budget-holding primary care organisation and its funding or authorising body is widely reported in the research literature from the UK and internationally, as noted in Chapter 3 (Evidence Review). This issue appears as a particular fault-line in those countries with a nationally-funded health system, yet with more independent general practice in the business or partnership model, namely New Zealand, Australia, Canada, Netherlands and the UK. This is likely a result of an inherent clash of organisational cultures within the health system, the one national, collective and tending to bureaucratic roles and control, and the other more small-scale, responsive, and prone to locally-determined decisions among a small group of business partners. This appears to play out again with primary care networks, with comments in our evaluation such as ‘they [GPs] appear to be distrustful of everybody and they want to be independent,’ (Int18) and others alleging that the local clinical commissioning group had withheld development funding for primary care networks which had been allocated by NHS England and Improvement. The perhaps inevitably awkward position of a regional or district funding body in a health system with regard to how to relate to GP collaborations, was evident from the comment in this study ‘Everybody has frustrations, don’t they, with the CCGs on the whole’ (Int24).
It is important to note that this evaluation took place during the first nine months of operation of primary care networks, and hence they were still very much in their formative phase and were learning not only how to work as a collective of practices, but also with their clinical commissioning group(s), local NHS trusts, and other partners such as community pharmacies, third sector organisations, social services providers and others. The varying nature of the relationship between a primary care network and the local clinical commissioning group(s) was not therefore surprising, and has been reported in other studies such as those of GP-fundholding\textsuperscript{107}, Total Purchasing Pilots\textsuperscript{61} or primary care groups and trusts\textsuperscript{44,108}. This may reflect the increasingly common presence of collaborative working in English general practice\textsuperscript{16,67} and an associated increase in trust between general practice and local commissioning or funding bodies.

The experience of rural primary care networks

Two of our case study primary care networks were in rural areas, one was semi-rural, and the fourth was on the edge of a conurbation and abutting rural communities. The study set out to examine the experience of rural primary care networks to fill this gap in the literature, given that prior evidence suggested that case studies of GP collaboration are more frequently drawn from urban settings.

There was a theme in our fieldwork of primary care network policy being considered by those in more rural areas to be one developed with urban practices and collaborations in mind. For example, national policy dictated the expectation of recruiting new professional staff for a primary care network on the basis that they would deliver services for patients across the network, but the challenges of geography, travel time (for staff, patients and carers) and public transport made this much more difficult in rural areas. Also, whilst people in rural areas are used to having to travel a distance to access health and other public services, they are typically less keen to travel to primary care hubs or specialist services to be seen by providers other than their own GP. Our study took place prior to the emergence of the Covid-19 pandemic, but it will be interesting for further evaluations of PCNs to explore how far innovations with phone, digital and video consultation – as described in Chapter 5 (Findings) - will have taken root in rural areas, what appetite there is among rural and/or elderly populations for these approaches, and what role primary care networks will play longer term in sustaining and developing such services.
A key aspect of rural primary care and general practice is that primary care networks in these areas may comprise a greater number of smaller practices, and arguably be accustomed to being more independent in how they work, as a result of being ‘on their own’ and having to serve a wider range of health and care needs, with less easy access to specialist and other support. Palmer et al (2019) Rural health care: A rapid review of the impact of rurality on the costs of delivering health care. Furthermore, some aspects of the primary care network national specification may already be taking place in rural areas, causing confusion about how services may need to adapt to fit with primary care network policy. For example, practices in rural areas often have dispensing rights, and in effect work as integrated general practice and pharmacy services, and may be more likely to already have been providing support to care homes. Our rural case studies wished to pursue the primary care network policy, but appeared to be finding it harder to coalesce as networks, and develop a clear rationale and plan for new services. Rurality is an aspect of primary care network development that we suggest should be examined in more depth in future evaluations of these networks and other primary care innovations, as with the BRACE Centre study of hospitals managing general practice where a follow-up phase of research is planned.

Maturity of development of primary care networks

Primary care networks had been established for just a few months when fieldwork for this rapid evaluation study was undertaken. Despite this, it was of note that all the case study sites had established governance arrangements, developed plans for local service development, and recruited (or taken steps about how to recruit) new professional staff to deliver primary care network services as required by NHS England and Improvement service specifications. There were inevitable frustrations as practices within primary care networks ‘formed, stormed and normed’ but there were clear signs of them starting to achieve operational success as new organisations.

The reasons for this relatively swift organisational progress appears to be in part the existence of prior GP collaborations which have been able to support the establishment of primary care networks. Furthermore, for some, the local clinical commissioning group or an NHS trust has been able to offer management advice and support. More generally, it would seem that general practice in the NHS in England is demonstrating the way in which it has moved, over the past 30 years, to a much more collective and collegial way of working, whereby the forming of new networks is not as
troublesome and challenging as with say GP-fundholding in the 1990s, or primary care groups and trusts in the early 2000s.

Perhaps the main challenge facing primary care networks in terms of their ability to deliver on the many policy expectations placed on them will be the way in which they are able to respond to the complex and uncertain context of the Covid-19 pandemic in 2020 and after. We know from follow-up fieldwork with case study gatekeepers that primary care networks have provided vital support for practices, and a basis for planning rapid service innovations such as on-line and phone access to primary care, enhanced health service support to care homes, and ‘hot hub’ centres for patients suspected of having Covid-19 symptoms. How far these developments are sustained longer term, and the role of primary care networks in enabling or inhibiting this, remains to be seen, and will be an important matter for further studies in this area.

**Primary care networks in a time of Covid-19**

Fieldwork for this evaluation concluded just as the Covid-19 pandemic was emerging in the UK. As such, we have limited evidence (gathered via follow-up interviews in July 2020 with our gatekeeper contact in each case study primary care network) about how the four case study sites reacted to the pandemic and the extent which the primary care network proved helpful or otherwise as changes to general practice service provision were made in response to Covid-19. Given the reported rapid and extensive changes to the mode of delivery of many general practice services – typically moving from face-to-face to phone or on-line – it will be interesting longer term for researchers to examine the role of primary care networks in supporting and enabling such change, and reviewing whether it should be sustained following the pandemic. Likewise, it will be useful to explore how far practices might have retreated into their own teams in a time of emergency and needing to make rapid changes to workforce and other service delivery issues. Another area of interest might be the ways in which primary care networks and practices have worked with other NHS organisations, social care, and the voluntary sector as part of wider community support efforts intended to support people during pandemic lockdown. Finally, in relation to the focus on this evaluation on GP collaborations, the extent to which a pre-existing GP collaboration was instrumental in providing support to primary care as it faced the need for urgent change, or if this was more focused on the new primary care network collective.
Reflection on robustness of results

The study team completed this mixed methods comparative evaluation following established methodology and guided by previous evidence of implementation studies, while engaging iteratively with published literature. The robustness of our findings has been shown in a number of ways throughout our evaluation. We used a rapid assessment of the evidence on GP collaborations to establish the key elements of such organisational arrangements, and specifically to identify where there remain gaps in the research evidence. These evidence gaps (see Chapter 3) informed our scoping of case study research and in particular the precise nature of questions posed. The use of triangulation (collecting data through interviews, non-participant observation, online surveys and documentary analysis) enabled the team to develop a comprehensive understanding of the barriers and facilitators associated with the implementation and early development of primary care networks.

First, we interviewed a range of stakeholders across primary care, but more specifically those involved with establishing a strategic direction and providing leadership with regard to primary care networks, seeking to fill gaps identified from our rapid evidence review. Second, we were able to capture rich detailed accounts, being privy to a number of discussions and decision-making processes in our non-participant observations. These varied data sources permitted the evaluation team to reach what we considered to be adequate saturation.

Throughout the evaluation, the team made use of member validation with regard to data collection, analysis, write up and checking of research questions, and emerging findings. The team held a number of meetings with NHS England and Improvement, and Department of Health and Social Care primary care policy leads, to share early learning and seek insights into evolving policy about the implementation of primary care networks. A summary of project findings was circulated to case study sites during the drafting of this report, allowing sites an opportunity to reflect and comment on the findings, and add insights about the work of primary care networks in a time of pandemic.

The evaluators sought to establish good rapport with gatekeeper managers in the case study sites which assisted with data collection. However, data collection proved challenging at times given the pressures faced by primary care in a changing policy context, and there was a need for adaptability...
within the evaluation team and approach as described in Chapter 2 (Methods), including greater use of observation of meetings, to compensate for some interviews that could not be secured. During analysis, we adopted novel approaches to expedite interpretation and synthesis of findings, for example by discussing case study summaries during online digital team workshops, allowing for open discussion and cross analysis.

Overall, there was a need for the evaluation team to be responsive to the changing policy context, most specifically in shifting the focus of the research away from all GP collaborations towards the implementation of primary care networks in particular, albeit the relationship of prior collaborations with new networks formed an important theme in the evaluation.

Limitations of our findings

There were a number of limitations to this rapid evaluation. As noted above, gaining access, arranging and completing interviews proved difficult in all four case study sites. This delayed data collection considerably, and more interviews and observations were completed in some sites than others. In particular, the team were restricted to completing only one interview at Site D. Yet, a number of meeting observations were completed while a high number of participants from Site D responded to the online survey that strengthened our findings. On reflection, rather than pursuing data collection using interviews, it would have been preferable to distribute the online survey earlier, despite a low response rate.

There are a number of reasons which might explain why we encountered such difficulties with data collection and access. First, the study team intentionally approached cases study sites without a prior history of taking part in research/evaluation and those with well documented challenges in delivering primary care services. Therefore, our sites may have underestimated the time involved in taking part in a formal research study. Second, data collection commenced when primary care networks were first registered, which was a difficult time for the set-up and implementation of network-based collaborative working and therefore many case study sites deprioritised the need to complete interviews in the short term. Third, towards the conclusion of fieldwork in early 2020, a number of scheduled observations were cancelled at short notice while a number were postponed due to the onset of the Covid-19 pandemic. Nevertheless, one case study site continued to give
study team access to documentation relevant to service level changes arisen due to the pandemic (which has been presented in Chapter 5 - Findings).

The evaluation took nine months longer than originally anticipated in the original study protocol. The delay was, in part, due to the study team shifting focus. The initial premise for the evaluation was to explore primary care collaborations, and the study team (with input from the BRACE Centre steering group) shifted focus to evaluate primary care networks, in order to be responsive to emerging NHS policy. This shift had a considerable impact on sampling and recruitment of case study sites whereby the initial aim had been to ascertain a maximum variation sample of case study sites by type of GP collaboration. Ultimately, this resulted in super-partnerships and primary care networks with a prior history of collaborative working forming our final sample, which might not be as representative of current general practice where some primary care networks are formed of practices with no experience of collaboration.

Despite these challenges, there is strong substantive learning from our evaluation in relation to the early implementation of primary care networks, particularly given the research team’s responsiveness to changing primary care policy and ability to complete data collection during the Covid-19 pandemic.

This evaluation project had relatively limited patient and public involvement, notwithstanding input from BRACE Health and Care Panel patient/public members to our project design workshop in November 2018, and one of these colleagues undertaking peer review of the full study proposal. The study team kept BRACE Health and Care Panel members updated about project progress through quarterly e-bulletins, and we presented a full update of the study and its emerging themes at a Health and Care Panel workshop in Birmingham in September 2019, seeking advice and challenge about the focus of the project, and its likely dissemination.

In addition, project updates were shared on a four-monthly basis with members of the BRACE Steering Group, which includes Charlotte Augst (Chief Executive of National Voices, the network that represents health and social care user organisations in the UK) who, in May 2020, advised the study team to undertake further interviews about the impact of Covid-19 on primary care networks. The study team recognises the drawback of not involving GP practice patient participation groups in our case study data collection. However, understanding the patient experience of general practice since
the introduction of primary care networks and the subsequent changes introduced because of Covid-19 may be explored in forthcoming BRACE Centre evaluations.

In conclusion, despite using multiple methods for data collection, additional interviews and observations would have strengthened the robustness of our findings. Lastly, due to the onset of the Covid-19 pandemic occurring during project write-up, the team were unable to undertake planned site-specific and overall face-to-face workshops with policy experts. The team did however share a concise slide deck of the project findings with each site in June 2020 without the obligation of providing comments, and offered to give a seminar (in virtual form) to each site later in 2020 or early 2021.

**Lessons about the conduct of rapid evaluations**

We have summarised some of the main lessons learned from our experiences of conducting a National Institute of Health Research-funded rapid evaluation below:

1) **Responsiveness:** at the request of our funders (NIHR HS&DR) the team was responsive to immediate national policy changes to support learning in relation to the implementation of primary care networks in England. The team completed a rapid evidence assessment as opposed to a formal systematic literature review which saved time and resources, but the quality and breadth of relevant evidence was limited. The evaluation has taken longer to complete (nine months longer than stated in the original protocol) because of challenges with recruiting suitable case study sites (at a time of national policy changes) and arranging data collection. The onset of the Covid-19 pandemic has been detrimental to sharing real-time feedback to case study sites especially with those sites seeking to learn from our findings to inform their primary care network implementation strategy. There was also difficulty in determining whether our study should be categorised as research or a service evaluation using the Health Research Authority (HRA) online algorithm.

2) **Relevance:** there has been continued and close collaboration with the BRACE Health and Care panel (which includes members of the BRACE patient and public involvement group) to discuss the priority of our evaluation, comment on our participant facing material (e.g. information sheets), and listen to our emerging findings. The involvement of key stakeholders and policy experts in the project design ensured the team answered the most
appropriate research questions with regard to current health policy changes. However, collaboration from stakeholders has been largely consultation rather than co-production.

3) **Rigour**: throughout the evaluation the study team have shared early insights with regard to the conduct and learning of their rapid evaluation with colleagues from NHS England and Improvement, Department of Health and Social Care, researchers at the University of Manchester, and policy experts. The team engaged iteratively with theoretical and policy-relevant literature throughout the design, data collection, and analysis/interpretation stages of the evaluation. Online surveys, designed for primary care colleagues, were member checked by two GPs before dissemination. During data analysis, there was appropriate use of online workshops to add rigour to analysis and interpretation.
Chapter 7: Conclusion and implications

This evaluation of the early implementation of primary care networks provides a rich source of learning about the implementation and early development of primary care networks in four case study sites in England. The data collected through this evaluation provide policy-relevant insights for each of the research questions that formed the basis of the evaluation. The evaluation research questions are set out in Box 12 below, followed by a short explanation of how each question has been addressed.

Box 12: Evaluation research questions

- RQ1: What was the contextual and policy background within which primary care networks were introduced?
- RQ1.1: What were the pre-existing forms of GP collaborative working across primary care in England?
- RQ 1.2: How have new primary care networks been implemented in a sample of urban and rural settings?
- RQ 1.3: How do new primary care networks relate to pre-existing GP collaborations?
- RQ2: What are the rationales and motives for general practices to enter into GP collaborations, including new primary care networks? In particular, what role do financial incentives play in facilitating or inhibiting collaboration? What are the expected outcomes for primary care networks?
- RQ3: What evidence exists about the positive or negative impacts associated with different experiences of establishing GP collaborations and how do these relate to newly formed primary care networks?
- RQ4: What appear to be the barriers to and facilitators of effective collaboration across GP practices, both with respect to successful and unsuccessful collaboration, and achieving impact or not?
- RQ5: What does the analysis of prior experience of GP collaborations, and the early implementation of primary care networks, suggest in terms of the likely progress of these networks in the NHS in England, including in light of the Covid-19 pandemic and associated challenges?

Evaluation findings

We found that primary care networks have been implemented in the context of many well-established ways of formal and informal collaborative working in general practice across rural and urban settings. In some cases, these previous collaborations provide much-needed support in terms of management, leadership and infrastructure, although they can also be a source of tension within
primary care networks where interests, goals and ways of working of the prior collaboration and new network do not necessarily align (RQ1.1-1.3). Reasons for collaborative working in general practice typically focus on wishing to enhance the sustainability of primary care and offer better integrated care for patients, although the reasons cited for joining or forming a primary care network were often more narrowly focused on policy and financial incentives, indicating the top-down nature of network formation (RQ2).

At the time of writing this report (June 2020), it was too early to determine the impact of primary care networks, but early evidence points to operational success in networks in terms of setting up managerial structures, hiring for new roles, and providing integrated services as set out in the national primary care network specification. There was also evidence that primary care networks can address sustainability issues in primary care by bringing in new funds, creating efficiencies such as shared back-office support functions and increasing managerial and leadership capacity. Furthermore, it was striking that all of this had been achieved in just nine months, with almost all practices remaining in their primary care network, suggesting that networks have been able to form, plan and mobilise more swiftly than most of their predecessor primary care organisations, and we posit that this is due in part to the experience and support of prior GP collaborations.

Primary care networks have however caused some negative impacts such as increased workload and organisational tensions, particularly in the initial set-up phase as they worked out managerial and decision-making processes, and practices negotiated the role of networks in a landscape of previous collaborative working arrangements (RQ3). In terms of facilitators of and barriers to the operation of primary care networks, we found that effective management and leadership, particularly with respect to having a committed clinical director who is able to take on the role for the medium to longer term, and constructive relationships with CCGs and trusts are important in ensuring the success of primary care networks.

It is essential for primary care networks to build on the success of previous collaborations in general practice rather than un-doing their work, and to explore and build a new shared understanding of the goals of networks in the context of prior collaborations. For example, there seemed to be some tension among respondents to this evaluation as to whether the central purpose of primary care networks is to reduce GP workload and improve sustainability of primary care or to improve
integrated care for patients. In rural areas, there was evidence of particular barriers to the establishment and operation of primary care networks such as a perceived lack of fit with aspects of the national primary care network specification and local capabilities and needs, alongside existing challenges of providing primary care to rural populations (RQ4). What is clear is that primary care networks will need to be able to handle multiple and at times competing priorities set by NHS England & Improvement, together with seeking to meet the needs of local practices and patient populations. Critical to this will be having sufficient policy and organisational headroom to make choices about service priorities, and adequate management support to get the work done.

Weighing the evidence from this evaluation and from previous experiences of GP collaboration within the English NHS, it seems that primary care networks have significant potential in terms of increasing sustainability in primary care and delivering integrated health and care services to local populations. The case study sites examined in this evaluation have mobilised quickly, focused on seeking to achieve the expectations set out in national primary care network policy, and all at a time of a complex and shifting political and societal backdrop (Brexit, NHS Long Term Plan, Covid-19). To realise the full potential of primary care networks, it will be important to increase commitment on the part of local GP practices and wider community health and care teams to their local network, build managerial and leadership capacity, and clarify the role of previous GP collaborations within the primary care network landscape, which is explored in more detail in the recommendations below. Primary care networks provide a potentially powerful and effective mechanism to coordinate primary care responses to the Covid-19 pandemic in England, including new forms of service delivery that are resilient to health emergencies, playing a role in public health testing and tracking, and supporting vulnerable patients and families needing to be ‘shielded’. Follow-up research is needed to understand better how primary care networks have responded to the pandemic so far, and their role in enabling new forms of primary care service provision in a post-Covid-19 England (RQ5).

**Implications for decision makers**

The implications of our evaluation for those at a national and local level making decisions about primary care network policy and development are summarised in Box 13, organised into three categories, and are explained in more detail below. These implications are directed mainly at national decision makers, and in particular those related to the engagement, and the role of primary care networks in the wider health and social care system. Those relating to leadership and...
management capacity are directed primarily at local decision makers, albeit they will likely require resources and expertise from a national level to support primary care network development activity.

Box 13: Implications of evaluation findings for primary care network decision makers

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Increasing the engagement of GP practices and wider primary care teams with primary care networks</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• There is a need for consistent long-term national policy about primary care networks and other forms of GP collaboration that allows for local diversity of size and form of network, also avoiding the temptation to merge or reorganise primary care networks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• It is important that realistic and clear goals are set for primary care networks against which the performance and progress of the networks can be measured</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Efforts should be made to ensure that primary care network policy is compatible with both rural and urban area primary care delivery</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Building leadership and management capacity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• It is important to build on the experience and expertise of pre-existing GP collaborations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• There is a need to ensure sufficient and distributed management and organisational support for the primary care network clinical director role</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Ensure that the wider primary care team is able to be part of primary care network leadership</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Clarifying how primary care networks fit into the wider health and social care system</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• It would be helpful to revisit the role of the primary care network in the context of the health and care system as it emerges from the Covid-19 pandemic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Ensure that primary care networks are monitored and performance-managed in a way that enables them space and permission to develop and pursue local priorities within the context of a national framework</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• There is a need to clarify the role of clinical commissioning groups in relation to primary care networks</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Increasing the engagement of GP practices and wider primary care teams with primary care networks

Increasing the commitment by general practices and others in primary care to primary care networks will be important in ensuring that the full benefits of networks can be realised. Some
practices are inevitably (at this set-up stage) still running a dual-system in which resources are spent up-front on the implementation and management of primary care networks without realising the full benefits of communal working. Increased engagement in primary care networks will also help address tensions around the autonomy of general practice alongside a desire to collaborate with other practices, which were found in this evaluation, and which have been a historical tension within the experience of GP collaborations in the UK and internationally. Based on our evaluation findings, we propose the following that may help increase engagement in primary care networks among practices and others involved in the delivery of primary care services:

- **There is a need for national decision makers to ensure consistent long-term policy about PCNs and other forms of GP collaboration, allowing for local diversity of size and form of network, and avoiding the temptation to merge or reorganise primary care networks:** The NHS has historically made frequent changes to policy about primary care planning and commissioning, which has caused some lack of trust among primary care practitioners consulted in this evaluation about whether primary care networks will be an enduring policy and one in which it is worth investing significant time, commitment and engagement.

- **It is important that national decision makers and local clinical commissioning groups set realistic and clear goals for primary care networks:** There is currently some tension within the primary care networks included in this study as to whether they should be mostly focused on addressing GP workload and the sustainability of primary care, or on providing a wider range of integrated services to local populations. Helping primary care networks to develop an appropriate balance in terms of how they focus on multiple (and at times competing) local and national goals is an important challenge for NHS England and Improvement, and for primary care networks as they gain organisational confidence and maturity. Setting clear and realistic goals will also help monitor the performance and progress of primary care networks, providing a framework against which to measure the networks.

- **Efforts should be made to ensure that primary care network policy is compatible with both rural and urban area primary care delivery:** Primary care networks are a central government initiative based on the major NHS Long-Term Plan and an investment in primary care, with nationally-defined service specifications. This appears from our evaluation to
present a particular potential challenge in rural areas where it is sometimes perceived that primary care network policy does not align easily with local capabilities and needs. By working closely with rural as well as urban primary care networks (and some who are struggling, as well as those making quick progress) in creating future iterations of the primary care network specification, and avoiding the understandable temptation to work with the ‘leading light’ networks which are often in urban settings, national policy makers can ensure that the evolution of NHS guidance and service specifications for primary care networks achieves an appropriate balance of national direction and space for local delivery.

Building leadership and management capacity

We suggest the following implications from our evaluation for local decision makers (e.g. in clinical commissioning groups and primary care networks) to build further capacity within primary care networks to help address the varied quality of leadership and management within networks as revealed in this evaluation:

- **It is important to build on the experience and expertise of pre-existing GP collaborations:** In some of our case study sites, the primary care network was able to draw on important managerial capacities and infrastructure from previous (and current) GP collaborations, which helped the network achieve operational success. Where managerial and leadership capacities have been enhanced by previous collaborations, primary care networks should be encouraged by NHS England and Improvement, and local clinical commissioning groups to draw on this resource. Local ways of working will determine the exact nature of how primary care networks can best work with pre-existing GP collaborations, and may range from informal advice and support to using paid logistical support from previous collaborations.

- **There is a need for clinical commissioning groups and primary care network governing bodies to ensure sufficient and distributed management and organisational support for the primary care network clinical director role:** From this evaluation, it has become clear that primary care network clinical directors, at least in our case study sites, are often over-extended and do not always have the appropriate mix of non-clinical skills and capacity needed to successfully lead a network. A greater degree of professional managerial roles and support within primary care networks may help address this shortcoming, and sharing of good practice at a local and national level will also likely be helpful.
• Local primary care network governing bodies should ensure that the wider primary care team is able to be part of primary care network leadership: There may be local staff within practices and the broader primary care and community health sector (e.g. practice managers, nurses, pharmacists, voluntary sector managers) who would welcome the career development opportunity to become more involved in managing primary care network activity.

Clarifying how primary care networks fit into the wider health and social care system

Nationally, there may be a need for further guidance on the scope and boundaries of primary care networks, as they evolve and take on more significant leadership roles within their sustainability and transformation partnership and/or local authority area. As the NHS and local government adapt to a post-Covid-19 way of organising public health and primary care work (including testing, tracing and isolating people found to have or be at risk of Covid-19) and ensuring the sustainability of all other local health services which may have been paused during the pandemic, the role of the primary care network will likely be important, and needs to be clarified, supported and resourced by both national and local decision makers. Specific implications from our evaluation about clarification of the primary care network role include:

• It would be helpful for NHS England and Improvement to revisit the role of the primary care network in the context of the health and care system as it emerges from the Covid-19 pandemic: There will likely be a need for further flexing of the primary care network service specifications as the NHS, social care, and the voluntary sector grapple with the consequences of the pandemic, and work out (and continually adapt) local service development priorities. NHS England and Improvement have already shown their readiness to do this (e.g. in raising the priority of care home support) and it will be important that this flexibility continues, and also that it is developed and agreed in collaboration with networks, and those from a range of urban and rural settings.

• National decision makers need to ensure that primary care networks are monitored and performance-managed in a way that enables them space and permission to develop and pursue local priorities within the context of a national framework: Achieving a balance of local goals within a national framework will require sophisticated and flexible performance
management and guidance, but will increase the likelihood of sustainable success for primary care networks.

- **There is a need to clarify the role of clinical commissioning groups in relation to primary care networks:** Where clinical commissioning groups have been perceived as exerting undue influence over primary care networks and associated funding, tensions have arisen between networks and commissioning bodies. As primary care networks are a departure from previous commissioning arrangements, and put more planning and purchasing power in the hands of general practice, further guidance by NHS England and Improvement will likely be needed, not least in the context of Covid-19 and the associated temporary suspension of some commissioning activity (and reverting to national block allocations of resource to NHS trusts and foundation trusts, and temporary suspension of some targets). As the NHS emerges from the pandemic, takes stock of service changes including the significant innovations in the ways in which general practice and primary care services are delivered, there will be a need to clarify the role of primary care networks (alongside clinical commissioning groups) in funding and supporting such developments for the longer term.

**Conclusions and suggestions for further research and evaluation**

This evaluation has demonstrated the considerable potential for primary care networks to improve sustainability within primary care and provide integrated services to patients, and the early operational success that primary care networks in four case study sites across England have been able to achieve. As primary care networks move forward, it will be important to ensure they reach their full potential, particularly in light of the resources, time and energy that have been put into this new form of collaboration in the English NHS. We have identified several priority areas above with respect to implications from our evaluation for the future direction and support of primary care networks, which will require engagement and close working between NHS England and Improvement, clinical commissioning groups, and local primary care networks across a variety of rural and urban settings.

As primary care networks become more deeply embedded in local care landscapes, it will be important to monitor their development, including measurement of their impact, and understand better the facilitators and barriers to them achieving their goals. In monitoring their progress and impact, a blend of qualitative and quantitative measures will be needed, for it was clear from our
rapid evidence assessment that GP collaborations have typically been subject to extensive qualitative evaluation, and had much less sustained quantitative analysis of their progress.

Areas where evidence could helpfully be gathered about primary care network progress therefore include:

- achievement of targets set out in the national primary care network specification;
- based on this monitoring, a clear articulation of the benefits of primary care network activity for patients, staff and the local health and care system;
- careful monitoring of the management and transaction costs of primary care networks, to enable cost-benefit analysis of their operation; and
- comparative analysis of such measures across primary care networks in a region and nationally, to provide the basis for in-depth exploration of what enables or inhibits progress.

This quantitative tracking of primary care networks can then form the basis for qualitative study of what has enabled or hindered progress; and an exploration of what additional support and investment may be needed to enable effective collaboration and achievement of goals. It will be important to study not only those primary care networks that appear to be making effective progress, but also to explore and understand why some networks struggle and find it hard to collaborate, and in turn whether this affects health and care goals set for networks. Ultimately, research into the longer term operation of primary care networks needs to be able to answer this question raised by our rapid evidence assessment for this study: do general practices need to collaborate to achieve key outcomes (e.g. improving access, achieving sustainability)?

Limited information about primary care networks’ response to the Covid-19 pandemic was collected through this evaluation, although additional data-gathering on how networks formed part of the primary care response to Covid-19 would be useful in understanding this more fully. Along with providing information on the Covid-19 primary care response itself and the role of primary care networks within this, additional information gathering would contribute to an understanding of whether practices revert to prior and individual ways of working, or whether they draw more on shared resources within collaborations during moments of stress.
In further research, it will also be important to evaluate how primary care networks move from an initial stage characterised by relatively high up-front costs, to a more established stage where the resources put into networks might contribute more meaningfully to sustainability and efficiency in primary care. In addition, the ongoing relationship between primary care networks and prior GP collaborations will be important to track, for this evaluation has revealed just how established the concept of collegial or collective working now is across English general practice.
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Appendix 1: Primary care collaborations survey as part of sampling strategy

Online Survey for Primary Care Collaboration leads

Evaluation of large scale collaborations between GP practices
You are invited to complete a short survey, which is being carried out by researchers from the Birmingham, RAND and Cambridge Evaluation (BRACE) Centre funded by the National Institute for Health Research (NIHR). This survey forms part of the process of selecting case study sites for a research study that will examine large-scale collaborations across GP practices, in order to inform the development of new Primary Care Networks (PCNs) in England.

We provide background context to the evaluation project, and more specific information on this survey. Please take the time to read this before deciding whether or not to take part in the survey.

What is the purpose of this evaluation?
This project has been designed by the BRACE Rapid Evaluation Team to provide evidence that can inform the implementation and operation of PCNs in the NHS in England. The study will evaluate the nature, functioning, potential and pitfalls of large scale collaborations between GP practices (e.g. federations, networks, super-partnerships). The study has a particular focus on understanding issues for rural as compared with urban collaborations, and on the challenges in creating and sustaining successful collaborations. We are in the process of identifying and recruiting four case study sites.
How would you like me to contribute?
We would like you to take part in a 10-minute survey to help us ascertain whether to select one or more of the GP practice collaboration(s) in your CCG area as a case study. Relevant collaborations include any that have ceased to operate in the last 24 months, as well as those currently active.

Who else is involved?
If your site is selected to be a case study site, we would like to:

- Involve you and other key individuals working within your collaboration to take part in interviews with a member of the research team;
- invite all GPs working within the collaboration to undertake a short online survey; and
- undertake non-participant observation of a small number of meetings of the executive or board of your collaboration.

Do I have to take part?
It is entirely your decision whether to take part in this survey. If you decide to take part, you will be asked to provide consent prior to taking the survey. You can withdraw your participation at any time while answering the survey questions without any penalty to you. You do not have to give a reason for not taking part.

What are the possible disadvantages and risks of taking part?
The survey will take approximately 10 minutes to complete. There are no known risks in completing this survey.

What are the possible benefits of taking part?
The information gained from the evaluation of case studies will improve policy makers’ and decision makers’ understanding of the operation (including challenges faced) and the impacts of large scale GP collaborations. The evidence-base will help shape the understanding of the practicalities of implementing and supporting new PCNs, as detailed by NHS England.
Who should I contact if I have a question?
If you have any questions or queries pertaining to any aspect of this evaluation, please contact either the Project Lead, Professor Judith Smith, at the University of Birmingham on j.a.smith.20@bham.ac.uk or the Project Manager, Amelia Harshfield, at RAND Europe on aharshfi@rand.org. Any complaints raised during this time will be dealt with in accordance with the University of Birmingham Research Practice Guidelines.

Will my taking part in this project be kept confidential?
All information provided in response to this survey will be kept strictly confidential in compliance with the General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) 2018 and Data Protection Act (2018). The data will be recorded and stored in accordance with the University of Birmingham and RAND Europe’s procedures. Any potential outputs will aggregated and data anonymised prior to publication. All data from this survey will be destroyed after five years.

Who is organising and funding the research?
BRACE is funded by the National Institute for Health Research’s Health Services and Delivery Research (HS&DR) programme (HSDR16/138/31). For more information, please see: https://www.birmingham.ac.uk/schools/social-policy/departments/health-services-management-centre/research/brace/index.aspx

By ticking the box below “I agree to participate in this survey” and by continuing with the survey you are indicating your agreement with the following:

1. I have read and understand the information about this project.
2. I understand that my participation in this survey is voluntary and that I am free to withdraw my participation at any time without giving a reason.
3. I give permission for my responses to be accessed by researchers in this project.
   o I agree to participate in this survey
   o I do not agree to participate in this survey
Your experiences with large scale GP practice collaborations
The following questions ask about the collaboration you are or have been a member of.

ASK ALL

1. Is your primary care collaboration currently operational?
   Please tick the category that applies to you.
   a. Yes
   b. No

   If participant has answered Yes, then open up questions 9-15
   If participant has answered No, then open up questions 2-8

For those who ticked ‘no’ in Q1
2. Was your primary care collaboration in operation during the past 24 months?
   Please tick the category that applies to you.
   a. Yes
   b. No

   If participant has answered No, then go to survey finish
   If participant has answered Yes, then they go to Question 3

3. What was the name of your primary care collaboration?
   [OPEN TEXT]

4. When was your primary care collaboration established?
   [DATE]
5. What term best describes the type of collaboration you were a member of?

*Please tick the category that applies to you.*

- a. Informal network
- b. Multi-site practice organisation
- c. Super-partnership
- d. Federation
- e. Primary Care Home
- f. Extended access hub
- g. Other, please describe below [OPEN TEXT]

6. How many GP practices were members of your primary care collaboration?

- a. Fewer than 5 practices
- b. 5-10 practices
- c. More than 10 practices
- d. Don’t know

7. What was the main purpose behind your collaboration being set up?

[OPEN TEXT]

8. What was the main reason behind your collaboration ceasing to operate?

[OPEN TEXT]

**For those who ticked ‘yes’ in Q1**

9. What is the name of your primary care collaboration?

[OPEN TEXT]

10. When was your primary care collaboration established?
11. What term best describes the type of collaboration you are a member of?

*Please tick the category that applies to you.*

a. Informal network  
b. Multi-site practice organisation  
c. Super-partnership  
d. Federation  
e. Primary care home  
f. Extended access hub  
g. Other, please describe below [OPEN TEXT]

12. How many GP practices are members of your primary care collaboration?

   e. Fewer than 5 practices  
   f. 5-10 practices  
   g. More than 10 practices  
   h. Don’t know

13. What was the main purpose behind your collaboration being set up?

[OPEN TEXT]

14. Is your primary care collaboration transitioning to become a Primary Care Network as defined in the NHS Long Term Plan?

   a. Yes  
   b. No

If yes, please tell us what actions you are currently taking to become a primary care network?
15. Please use the text box below to share any other relevant information about your collaboration and its current working practices.

Thank you for completing the survey.
Appendix 2: Topic guide for interviews

Evaluation questions:

1. What are the different forms of GP collaboration in primary care in England and how have they been implemented in a sample of urban and rural settings?

2. What are the rationales and incentives for general practices to enter into different forms of collaboration, and what are the reasons for and consequences of not doing so? In particular, what role do financial incentives play in facilitating or inhibiting collaboration? What are the expected outcomes of GP collaborations?

3. What evidence exists about the positive or negative impacts associated with different experiences of establishing (or not) GP collaborations?

4. What are the barriers to and facilitators of effective collaboration across GP practices, both with respect to successful and unsuccessful collaboration, and achieving impact or not?

Before the interview begins

- Ensure the participant has read the information leaflet
- Ensure the participant feels able to ask any questions about the evaluation including issues about confidentiality, the findings and/or dissemination before being asked to sign a consent form.
- Explain that they do not have to answer all the questions just because they have consented to the interview, and that they can take a break or stop the interview at any time.
- Check that they are happy to be audio-recorded and have signed for this on the consent form.
- Start audio-recording and begin the interview.
Themes to be covered in the interview

1. Describe your current model of collaboration in your area at present?
   - Current stakeholders
   - Number of practices
   - Length of time since collaboration commenced
   - The population being covered by the network (has there been any learning from the ‘primary care home model’?)

2. Describe any specific challenges the network has faced for being located in an urban/rural setting?

3. Describe how current collaborative working model has evolved since commencement/past 12 months?
   - have the numbers of collaborators increased/decreased? Why?
   - What have been the issues of tension? How have they been resolved?
   - Describe improvements (if any) to GP practice working in your area since the formation of the network? i.e. increasing access and extending services?
   - Integration across secondary, community and third sector organisations?

4. Discussion on the nature of relationships that exist within the network (perhaps use the stakeholder mapping document):
   - across the different layers of stakeholders
   - amongst GP practices
   - how is the collaboration being led and by whom?
   - Is there greater/lesser inter-dependency

5. What have been some of the reasons for choosing this particular model of collaboration over others?
   - Describe the financial incentives involved as part of this model of collaboration?
   - Describe the financial drawbacks involved as part of this model of collaboration?
6. What are some of the key goals/outcomes you would like to achieve, both in the immediate and the medium-long term?
   - What processes/changes in practice have taken place in order to achieve said goals/outcomes?
   - How is ‘success’ being determined and/or measured?

7. What benefits have you seen since the development/commence of this collaboration?
   - Indemnity
   - Governance
   - Data sharing
   - Improved organisational development
   - Workforce satisfaction

Have there ever been occasions where practices have an expressed a desire to leave the collaboration and/or left? If yes, could you please describe what happened?
Appendix 3: Survey

Survey landing page:

Do I have to take part?

It is entirely your decision whether to take part in this survey. If you decide to take part, you will be asked to provide consent prior to taking the survey. You can withdraw your participation at any time while answering the survey questions without any penalty to you. You do not have to give a reason for not taking part.

What are the possible disadvantages and risks of taking part?

The survey is estimated to take no more than 10 minutes to complete. There are no known risks in completing this survey.

What are the possible benefits of taking part?

The information gained from the evaluation will inform policy and decision-makers’ understanding of the implementation (including challenges faced) of Primary Care Networks (PCNs). The insights from this evaluation will help shape understanding of working within PCNs and enable wider lessons about the risks and opportunities of general practice working in a collaborative manner to try and fulfil objectives set for it by NHS England/Improvement.

Will my taking part in this project be kept confidential?

All information provided in response to this survey will be kept strictly confidential in compliance with the General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) 2018 and Data Protection Act (2018). The data will be recorded and stored in accordance with the University of Birmingham and RAND Europe’s procedures. Any potential outputs will aggregated and data anonymised prior to publication. All data from this survey will be destroyed after five years.

By ticking the box below “I agree to participate in this survey” and by continuing with the survey you are indicating your agreement with the following:

- I have read and understand the information about this project (both as set out above and as is detailed in the invitation email).
• I understand that my participation in this survey is voluntary and that I am free to withdraw my participation at any time without giving a reason.

• I give permission for my responses to be accessed by researchers in this project.
  o I agree to participate in this survey
  o I do not agree to participate in this survey

Survey content

Your experiences with a Primary Care Network

1. Are you PCN clinical director?
   a. Yes
   b. No

2. Which of the following options best describes your main role within the Primary Care Network?
   a. GP partner
   b. Salaried GP
   c. Practice manager
   d. PCN manager
   e. Other GP collaboration manager (including CEO)
   f. Nurse
   g. Pharmacist
   h. Social prescriber
   i. Other role
      [Open text box for “other” boxes above]

3. Do you have any other role(s) within your Primary Care Network? If so please note this/these below.
   [open text]
Information about practice's reason to form or join the Primary Care Network

4. To what extent were the following factors important when your practice decided to form or join the Primary Care Network? [Matrix with options: Very important, Somewhat important, Not important, Not sure, not applicable]

a. To help us meet the objectives of the NHS Long Term Plan
b. To help sustain the viability/sustainability of general practice
c. Access additional funding available to our practice via the PCN contract
d. Secure additional primary care services (for example practice-based pharmacy, social prescribing, etc.)
e. Improving co-ordination and delivery of primary care services for patients
f. Increasing collaborative working with other practices and primary care providers
g. Increasing opportunities for professional development for GPs and other members of staff
h. Enabling us to strengthen the management support available to our practice and local primary care services
i. Improving clinical governance arrangements across local practices and services (i.e. having a systematic approach to maintaining and improving the quality of patient care and service delivery)
j. Increasing involvement of primary care and general practice in decision making about the commissioning of local health services

5. Are there any other reasons that influenced the decision of your practice to join the PCN? [Open text]

Challenges, opportunities and impacts associated with forming Primary Care Network

6. To what extent would you say the following challenges have ever been an issue for the Primary Care Network to which you belong? [Matrix with options: Very challenging, Somewhat challenging, Not challenging, Not sure, not applicable]

a. Establishing governance arrangements for the PCN
b. Accessing funds specific to supporting collaborative/PCN working

c. Agreeing how funds will flow from the PCN to practice

d. Sharing data across practices with regard to clinical governance

e. Sharing data across practices with regard to service planning

f. Appointing a pharmacist

g. Appointing a social prescriber

h. Securing enough management and administration support

i. Building relationships and networks between those involved in PCN

j. Securing sufficient leadership by senior members of collaboration

k. Agreeing aims and objectives for the PCN

l. Support and guidance provided by NHS England

m. Support provided by the clinical commissioning group (CCG)

Please elaborate on any of the points above where you feel additional information is helpful.

[Open text]

7. If there are any other challenges that your Primary Care Network has faced, please note these here. [Open text]

8. If there are opportunities that have helped with or enabled the establishment of your PCN, please note these here. [Open text]

9. Have there been any advantages to you and/or your practice from joining the PCN?

   a. Shared vision about primary care delivery for the local population

   b. Sharing best practice

   c. Access to support and expertise from other members of the PCN

   d. Access to social prescriber/pharmacist

   e. Too early to see any advantage

   f. Unsure

   g. Other [Open text]
10. Have there been any disadvantages to you and/or your practice from joining the PCN?
   a. Time consuming
   b. Tension and conflict with other practices part of the PCN
   c. Difficulties recruiting staff
   d. Taking time away from sessional work
   e. Too early to see disadvantages
   f. Unsure
   g. Other [Open text]

11. Was your practice part of a pre-existing primary care collaboration prior to establishing your PCN?
   a. Yes
   b. No

12. If you have answered Yes to Q11, does your pre-existing collaboration continue alongside your PCN?
   a. Yes (please provide further information in open text box)
   b. No

13. If you had a pre-existing GP collaboration, how is this working with/supporting the PCN?
    [Open text]

14. Is there anything else you would like to comment on that has not been covered in the survey (either about your PCN or PCNs in general? Please share them here. [Open text]

Thank you for taking the time to complete this survey. Your responses will inform the final NIHR report for this evaluation, which will be made available to your practice and PCN.
Appendix 4: Code book for interview analysis

The following code book, presented in Table 7, was exported from NVivo12. The number of files represents the number of unique interviews within that code, and the number of references refers to the number of text sections within that code.

Table 7: Codebook for interview analysis

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Files</th>
<th>References</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>01 General information</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>01.01 Models</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>01.01.01 Primary care networks</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>109</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>01.01.02 Super partnerships</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>01.01.03 Other collaboration models</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>01.02 Governance</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>01.02.01 Management, leadership and decision making</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>132</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>01.02.02 Regulation</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>01.02.03 Meetings</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>01.02.04 Commissioning</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>01.02.05 Important documents or policies</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>01.02.06 Other governance topics</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>01.03 Stakeholder involvement</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>01.03.01 Internal stakeholders</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Name</td>
<td>Files</td>
<td>References</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------</td>
<td>-------</td>
<td>------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>01.03.01.01 Management staff</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>01.03.01.02 GPs</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>01.03.01.03 Nurses</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>01.03.01.04 Mental health</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>01.03.01.05 Social care</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>01.03.01.06 Social prescribers</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>01.03.01.07 Pharmacists</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>01.03.01.08 Practice managers</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>01.03.01.09 Other clinical staff</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>01.03.01.10 Other non-clinical staff</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>01.03.01.11 Other community-based staff</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>01.03.01.12 Other staffing comments</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>01.03.02 External stakeholders</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>01.03.03 Relationships between stakeholders</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>01.03.04 Other stakeholder information</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>01.04 Demographic information</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>01.04.01 Patient population</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>01.04.01.01 Patient demographics</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Name</td>
<td>Files</td>
<td>References</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>-------</td>
<td>------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>01.04.01.02 Health issues</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>01.04.01.03 Number of patients</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>01.04.02 Geography</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>01.04.02.01 Rural</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>01.04.02.02 Urban</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>01.04.02.03 Other</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>01.04.03 Other demographic information</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>01.05 GP practices in collaboration</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>01.05.01 Number of practices</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>01.05.02 Information on specific practice in collaboration</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>01.05.03 Other information on GP practices</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>01.06 Implementation of collaboration</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>01.06.01 Timeline</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>01.06.02 Prior to becoming collaboration</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>01.06.03 Process of implementation and rationale</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>01.06.04 Other information on implementation</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>01.07 Other general information</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>02 Reason for becoming GP collaboration</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Name</td>
<td>Files</td>
<td>References</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>-------</td>
<td>------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>02.01 Policy and regulation-related reasons</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>02.01.01 NHS Long Term Plan</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>02.01.02 GP contract</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>02.01.03 Other policy and regulation reason</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>02.02 Care-related reasons</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>02.02.01 More or improved services</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>02.02.02 Patient outcomes</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>02.02.03 Other care-related reasons</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>02.03 Organisational reasons</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>02.03.01 Financial reasons</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>02.03.01.01 Money received by collaboration</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>02.03.01.02 Money spent or used by collaboration</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>02.03.01.03 Other financial reasons</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>02.03.02 Non-financial organisational efficiency</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>02.03.03 Other organisational reasons</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>02.04 Other reasons to become collaboration</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>03 Collaboration services</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>03.01 Patient services</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Name</td>
<td>Files</td>
<td>References</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>-------</td>
<td>------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>03.01.01 Community-based services</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>03.01.02 Digital services</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>03.01.03 Extended hours</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>03.01.04 Personalised or specialised services</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>03.01.05 Population-level services</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>03.01.06 Other additional services</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>03.02 Organisational resources</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>03.02.01 Shared administration and back office support</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>03.02.02 Pooled resources</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>03.02.03 Data sharing</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>03.02.04 Other organisational resources</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>03.03 Other collaboration services</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>04 Impacts</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>04.01 Services delivery impacts</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>04.01.01 Positive</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>04.01.02 Negative</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>04.01.03 No or neutral impact</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>04.02 Patient outcome impacts</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Name</td>
<td>Files</td>
<td>References</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------------------------------------------</td>
<td>-------</td>
<td>------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>04.02.01 Positive</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>04.02.02 Negative</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>04.02.03 No or neutral impact</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>04.03 Staff impacts</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>04.03.01 Positive</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>04.03.02 Negative</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>04.03.03 No or neutral impact</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>04.04 Organisational impacts</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>04.04.01 Positive</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>04.04.02 Negative</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>04.04.03 No or neutral impact</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>04.05 Financial impacts</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>04.05.01 Positive</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>04.05.02 Negative</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>04.05.03 No or neutral impact</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>04.06 Other impacts</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>04.06.01 Positive</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>04.06.02 Negative</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Name</td>
<td>Files</td>
<td>References</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>-------</td>
<td>------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>04.06.03 No or neutral impact</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>05 Goals and metrics</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>05.01 Stated goals of collaboration</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>05.02 Metrics used to measure success</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>05.03 Other information on goals and metrics</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>06 What is going well</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>06.01 Types of successes</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>06.01.01 Ways of working and collaborating between staff</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>06.01.02 Management and governance</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>06.01.03 Services provision improvements</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>06.01.04 Policy and regulation successes</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>06.01.05 Resources</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>06.01.06 Other types of successes</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>06.02 Facilitators of success</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>06.03 Other information on successes</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>07 What is not going well</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>07.01 Types of challenges or failures</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>07.01.01 Ways of working and collaborating with staff</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Name</td>
<td>Files</td>
<td>References</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------------------------------------------</td>
<td>-------</td>
<td>------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>07.01.02 Management and governance</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>07.01.03 Services provision challenges</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>07.01.04 Patient-level challenges</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>07.01.05 Policy and regulation challenges</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>07.01.06 Resources</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>07.01.07 Other types of challenges or failures</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>07.02 Tensions</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>07.03 Overcoming challenges or failures</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>07.04 Other information on challenges or failures</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>08 Future of collaboration</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>08.01 Future priorities</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>08.02 Future challenges</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>08.03 Other information on future of collaboration</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>09 Other topics</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10 Interviewee information</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10.01 Role</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10.02 Other information about interviewee</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11 Quotes</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>122</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Appendix 5: Additional survey tables

Table 8 and Table 9 provide additional information on survey responses for this evaluation.

Table 8: Reasons to form or join a primary care network from survey

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reason</th>
<th>Very important</th>
<th>Somewhat important</th>
<th>Not important</th>
<th>Not sure or N/A</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>To help us meet the objectives of the NHS Long Term Plan</td>
<td>7 (25%)</td>
<td>10 (36%)</td>
<td>4 (14%)</td>
<td>7 (25%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>To help sustain the viability/sustainability of general practice</td>
<td>15 (56%)</td>
<td>6 (22%)</td>
<td>0 (0%)</td>
<td>6 (22%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Access additional funding available to our practice via the PCN contract</td>
<td>13 (46%)</td>
<td>7 (25%)</td>
<td>2 (7%)</td>
<td>4 (14%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Secure additional primary care services (for example practice-based pharmacy, social prescribing, etc.)</td>
<td>12 (43%)</td>
<td>9 (32%)</td>
<td>1 (4%)</td>
<td>6 (21%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Improving co-ordination and delivery of primary care services for patients</td>
<td>14 (52%)</td>
<td>6 (22%)</td>
<td>2 (7%)</td>
<td>5 (19%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Increasing collaborative working with other practices and primary care providers</td>
<td>13 (46%)</td>
<td>6 (21%)</td>
<td>3 (11%)</td>
<td>6 (21%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Increasing opportunities for professional development for GPs and other members of staff</td>
<td>7 (27%)</td>
<td>9 (35%)</td>
<td>3 (12%)</td>
<td>7 (27%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Enabling us to strengthen the management support available to our practice and local primary care services</td>
<td>9 (32%)</td>
<td>9 (32%)</td>
<td>5 (18%)</td>
<td>5 (18%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Improving clinical governance arrangements across local practices and services (i.e. having a systematic</td>
<td>12 (43%)</td>
<td>10 (36%)</td>
<td>0 (0%)</td>
<td>6 (21%)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Increasing involvement of primary care and general practice in decision making about the commissioning of local health services

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>9</th>
<th>11</th>
<th>0</th>
<th>7</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(33%)</td>
<td>(41%)</td>
<td>(0%)</td>
<td>(26%)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Table 9: Primary care network challenges from survey

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Challenge</th>
<th>Very challenging</th>
<th>Somewhat challenging</th>
<th>Not challenging</th>
<th>Not sure or N/A</th>
<th>Response Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Establishing governance arrangements for the PCN</td>
<td>4 (14%)</td>
<td>10 (36%)</td>
<td>3 (11%)</td>
<td>11 (39%)</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accessing funds specific to supporting collaborative/PCN working</td>
<td>3 (7%)</td>
<td>8 (29%)</td>
<td>5 (18%)</td>
<td>13 (46%)</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Agreeing how funds will flow from the PCN to practice</td>
<td>2 (7%)</td>
<td>10 (36%)</td>
<td>5 (18%)</td>
<td>11 (39%)</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sharing data across practices with regard to clinical governance</td>
<td>5 (18%)</td>
<td>6 (21%)</td>
<td>6 (21%)</td>
<td>11 (39%)</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sharing data across practices with regard to service planning</td>
<td>3 (11%)</td>
<td>7 (25%)</td>
<td>8 (29%)</td>
<td>10 (36%)</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Appointing a pharmacist</td>
<td>6 (21%)</td>
<td>6 (21%)</td>
<td>5 (18%)</td>
<td>11 (39%)</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Appointing a social prescriber</td>
<td>4 (14%)</td>
<td>5 (18%)</td>
<td>8 (29%)</td>
<td>11 (39%)</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Securing enough management and administration support</td>
<td>5 (18%)</td>
<td>8 (29%)</td>
<td>6 (21%)</td>
<td>9 (32%)</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Building relationships and networks between those involved in PCN</td>
<td>4 (14%)</td>
<td>8 (29%)</td>
<td>8 (29%)</td>
<td>8 (29%)</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Securing sufficient leadership by senior members of collaboration</td>
<td>5 (18%)</td>
<td>7 (25%)</td>
<td>7 (25%)</td>
<td>9 (32%)</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------------------------------</td>
<td>----</td>
<td>----</td>
<td>----</td>
<td>----</td>
<td>----</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Agreeing aims and objectives for the PCN</td>
<td>7%</td>
<td>21%</td>
<td>29%</td>
<td>43%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Support and guidance provided by NHS England</td>
<td>25%</td>
<td>18%</td>
<td>7%</td>
<td>50%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Support provided by CCG</td>
<td>14%</td>
<td>18%</td>
<td>21%</td>
<td>46%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>